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Abstract:

Keywords:

The objective of the Cosmic Particle Telescope (CPT-SCOPE)
instrument is studying the altitude-dependent flux density of subatomic particles. The instrument uses a particle telescope, a shielded
stack of semiconductor sensors and absorber layers, and a radiationhard application specific integrated circuit (ASIC) for its readout. The
novelty of this technology demonstration is to combine inexpensive
commercial off-the-shelf components with a space-rated ASIC. Two
particle telescopes were used for the detection of different energy
ranges. In this way the particle environment in the tropo- and
stratosphere was investigated for a high latitude. The gathered data
also helped to characterise the functionality and properties of the
utilised ASIC. We were able to advance closer towards the
implementation of a compact radiation monitor for nano- and
picosatellites such as CubeSats. The CPT-SCOPE instrument has
been accepted in December 2014 to fly aboard the BEXUS 20 student
balloon mission. The flight was conducted on October 10, 2015 and
science data was obtained. The project was concluded in May 2016.

REXUS / BEXUS, SED, CPT-SCOPE, VATA, Radiation Monitor, Particle
Detector
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Preface
The monitoring of energetic sub-atomic particles in space is of critical
importance for protecting satellite assets and astronauts. Furthermore, it gives
rise to scientific knowledge in a wide range of fields such as atmospheric and
space physics, planetary sciences, and particle physics. In recent years the
space industry has discovered nano- and picosatellite platforms as new target
sector. Therefore, it is crucial to develop compact radiation monitoring devices
to fly aboard such spacecrafts.
This project has a dual purpose. Firstly, it serves as technology demonstration
for a space-rated readout chip in combination with commercial off-the-shelf
parts. The main instrument is build around an integrated circuit with multiple
silicon sensors. These are configured in a particle telescope geometry which is
also evaluated. The experience and flight heritage aboard the stratospheric
BEXUS-balloon will serve as milestone on the path towards building an
compact radiation monitor. Secondly, we will map the flux of energetic
subatomic particles in the tropo- and stratosphere. This will provide the
scientific community valuable data sets for high latitudes in the north.
More than 20 months into the CPT-SCOPE project our achievements can be
summarised as follows: A functioning technology demonstrator of a radiation
monitor has been conceive, designed, built, tested and successfully flown
aboard BEXUS 20. The instrument delivered scientific data on the particle
precipitation in the tropo- and stratosphere. Within this project a total of 11
students from Norway and Germany participated. Two of them were able to
write either their Bachelor or Master thesis based on their contribution. So far
two papers have been published on CPT-SCOPE and its findings. A total of 11
project presentations were held of which 5 were at conferences. Our outreach
team reached several hundred school students, and over 180 followers on
social media. And we are just at the beginning of a great journey.
This document surveys the development of the Cosmic Particle Telescope
(CPT-SCOPE) by a Norwegian-German student team.
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Abstract
The objective of the Cosmic Particle Telescope (CPT-SCOPE) instrument is
studying the altitude-dependent flux density of sub-atomic particles. The
instrument uses a particle telescope, a shielded stack of semiconductor
sensors and absorber layers, and a radiation-hard application specific
integrated circuit (ASIC) for its readout. The novelty of this technology
demonstration is to combine inexpensive commercial off-the-shelf components
with a space-rated ASIC. Two particle telescopes were used for the detection
of different energy ranges. In this way the particle environment in the tropo- and
stratosphere was investigated for a high latitude. The gathered data also helped
to characterise the functionality and properties of the utilised ASIC. We were
able to advance closer towards the implementation of a compact radiation
monitor for nano- and picosatellites such as CubeSats. The CPT-SCOPE
instrument has been accepted in December 2014 to fly aboard the BEXUS 20
student balloon mission. The flight was conducted on October 10, 2015 and
science data was obtained.
The device description, project phases and management as well as post-flight
results and outreach activities are detailed in this report.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Scientific/Technical Background
Radiation monitoring, in particular of energetic electrons and protons, has been
carried out for several decades both on the ground and in space. However, the
instruments which are commonly used require complex and individual designs,
and are therefore expensive and difficult to adapt to new satellite missions.
Our team was interested in creating an instrument which can be used on a
variety of space missions, without creating a large time and cost overhead due
to implementation or adaptation. There are simple and low-tech approaches
which can be used as a radiation indicator such as a commercial-off-the-shelf
(COTS) single silicon diode operated in reverse-bias, consecutive charge
amplification, and digitalisation. Although their simplicity is striking, these
devices often do not allow characterisation to required precision to produce
useful scientific data. Our proposed final instrument is planned to be more
sophisticated but at the same time well understood. In this way we aim to deliver
scientifically useful information. This will require a good flux and energy
calibration to properly interpret radiation data.
In addition, there are few radiation detectors which are compact enough for
nano- and picosatellites such as CubeSats. The latter are sent to space more
commonly since their introduction about 15 years ago. CubeSats are mainly
developed by educational institutions who cannot afford large project and
launch costs. Having experience with the NUTS1 CubeSat mission at NTNU we
were also trying to conceive a design which fulfils the demanding requirements
for CubeSat-ready payloads, i.e., small form factor, low mass, and low power.
From the scientific point of view, the study of space weather using a small
number of highly-specialised satellites could be well complemented with a
larger number of smaller and hence cheaper satellites carrying our type of
instrument. This would significantly help scientists to understand and test the
current models of cosmic rays, solar high-energetic particles, and their
interaction with the atmosphere. In turn this provides vital knowledge towards
estimating their effect, for instance, on our planet's climate. These models can
also be used by planetary scientists to study other planets as well. Lastly, such
device can be used as protection mechanism for satellites with sensitive
components, dosimetry of flight crews and passengers, or for astronauts
aboard the International Space Station (ISS).
1

NTNU Test Satellite (NUTS): nuts.cubesat.no
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Opportunity presented itself when the new IDEAS VATA465 multi-channel
readout application-specific integrated circuit (ASIC) was used by a team
member for a NUTS-related pre-study. Later we were able to gain support and
sponsorship of the Norwegian-based company Integrated Detector Electronics
AS (IDEAS) which developed the ASIC. The ASIC solution provides multichannel capability at highly reduced power consumption and heat dissipation
alongside radiation hardness by design and manufacture. These factors
provided us an edge as compared to other devices designed from discrete
components. Foremost to mention is also the aspect of its compactness. Such
approach is used in high-energy particle physics when data is taken for
example at CERN and has a large heritage which can be used for space
application. Our design may also provide valuable experience for interplanetary
missions which require low mass and low-power to meet mission requirements.
One such mission is the JUICE (Jupiter Icy Moon Explorer) mission by ESA to
study the Jovian moons which is set for launch in 2022.
In view of the BEXUS 20 campaign in Kiruna, Sweden, in October 2015 we had
the opportunity to study the technical readiness of CPT-SCOPE. In terms of
science data, we studied mainly the secondary particles created by primary
cosmic rays in the upper atmosphere. For this mission we needed to adapt the
instrument design to deal with these secondary particles which also feature
muons, pions, gamma rays, among others besides the primary protons and
electrons. However, flying aboard a stratospheric balloon, such as BEXUS,
simplified the instrument design process and made it realistic to achieve
success within one year in a student team.

1.2 Mission Statement
CPT-SCOPE shall measure the variable flux of energetic subatomic particles in
the tropo- and stratosphere while demonstrating the capabilities of a new
radiation-hard ASIC regarding future space missions.
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1.3 Experiment Objectives
1.3.1 Primary Objectives
Obj. 1.1: Demonstrate the technical readiness of the VATA-family read-out
integrated circuit. (Technical)
Obj. 1.2: Complete a functioning compact radiation monitor based on
aforementioned VATA-IC in combination with reverse-biased silicon sensors.
(Technical)
Obj. 1.3: Demonstrate the capabilities of the particle telescope geometry.
(Technical)
Obj. 1.4: Measure the total flux of energetic particles in the stratosphere i.e.
without distinguishing their species. (Scientific)
1.3.2 Secondary Objectives
Obj. 2.1: Determine the particle species and their individual flux as function of
energy. (Scientific)
Obj. 2.2: Compare simulation results with actual calibration and flight data.
Show consistency between the two to evaluate the quality of instrument
simulation (software and models). (Technical)
Obj. 2.3.: Establish functioning duplex communication with the CPT-SCOPE
instrument i.e. download data live and command experiment. (Technical)
Obj. 2.4: Measure the altitude dependent flux of each particle species
(keyword: Pfotzer-maximum). (Scientific)
Obj. 2.5: Compare data with other radiation experiments on-board BEXUS 20.
(Scientific)
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1.4 Experiment Concept
In order to fulfil the above objectives the CPT-SCOPE instrument was
conceptualised consisting of the following parts:
● particle telescope: four silicon-based sensors measuring incident
particles with energies high enough to create sufficient electron-hole
pairs for detection.
● front-end electronics: readout of all sensors was carried out by a VATAfamily ASIC and digital outputs were provided to a FPGA board acting
as fast counter for all channels.
● on-board computer: a Raspberry PI (model: B+) acted as on-board
computer system connecting to the FPGA for readout and commanding
of the readout ASIC; storing raw data to memory and providing live datastreaming and commanding capabilities with the ground station. A
standard SPI-bus was used as interface for the housekeeping unit;
exception to this was a I2C-based IC for pressure and temperature
sensing and serial GPS-module. Regular ethernet was utilised via the
BEXUS E-Link system for connection to the ground.
● power supply unit: power was provided by this section for several
supply voltages. Highly efficient switch-mode regulators were used.
● telemetry unit: additional sensors for temperature, pressure and
position (GPS) were installed.
● redundancy: two identical instruments (except the absorber thickness
of the particle telescopes) were flown with the above setup and
independent E-Link and battery connections. This reduced the
probability of a total system failure. This was also reasoned with an
easier design (each instrument needs no individual redundancy
anymore [cf. SED v1.0]). Resulting in less complexity: easier to build and
test. Each instrument was connected via a separate E-Link cable and
had access to its own BEXUS battery.
On the ground the following items were used:
● BEXUS ground station: establish and keep communications with the
BEXUS balloon while in flight.
● Two instrument computers: By design a single laptop was to be used
for controlling the experiment and receiving the raw data stream as well
as telemetry (one for each OBC), totalling to 2 PCs. Eventually, we
decided to use a commanding and monitoring PC for each of the
instruments, totalling to four (4) PCs in favour of redundancy.

RXBX_SED_BX20_CPT-SCOPE_SEDv5-0_18May16.pdf
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Fig 3.4-1: System Overview.
Note: The two Ethernet Ports (A and B) need to be provided by BEXUS.
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Fig 3.4-2: System diagram of an instrument in detail. Red lines mark power rails
and blue lines mark electrical communication interfaces.
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1.5 Team Details
1.5.1 Contact Point
Leadership:
Timo A. Stein
Team leader

Julian Petrasch
Deputy team leader

Oslo
Norway

Berlin
Germany

e-mail:
timo.stein@ideas.no

e-mail:
julian.petrasch@fu-berlin.de

Some contact data was removed for the public document.
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1.5.2 Team Members

Fig. 3.5.2-1: CPT-SCOPE team members at various occasions: Researcher’s
Night in Trondheim (top-left, Sept. 2015), the Kiruna Campaign (top-right, Oct.
2015), the CDR at ESTEC (bottom-left, May 2015), second flight test of
telemetry engineering model (bottom-right, May 2015) and assembly of
mechanical parts at Siemens in Berlin (centre, Aug. 2015).
In Tab. 3.5.2-1 we present the CPT-SCOPE team members, their expertise and
roles within the project. Please note that two students have confirmed academic
credit for their project contribution. All contributing members will be co-authors
or be acknowledged by name in publications related to CPT-SCOPE.
Workload description: high (equivalent to 2 university classes), medium (-””- 1
unv. class), low (small tasks, less than 1 univ. class), assuming 4 univ. classes
per semester (30 ECTS).
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Tab. 3.5.2-1: Overview of CPT-SCOPE team members.
Timo A. Stein, M.Sc. graduate (NTNU)
● location: Trondheim, Norway
● study field: physics
● expertise: instrumentation, electronics,
particle physics
● responsibility: organisation, FPGA,
detector system
● workload: high
● academic credit: Master thesis project (2015)
Julian Petrasch, B.Sc. student (FUB)
● location: Berlin, Germany
● study field: computer science
● expertise: programming, testing, electronics
● responsibility: software, OBC, organisation,
testing
● workload: high
● academic credit: Bachelor thesis project (2016)
Anastasiya Dykyy, M.Sc. graduate (NTNU)
● location: Trondheim, Norway
● study field: molecular medicine
● expertise: management, finances
● responsibility: finances, sponsors
● workload: medium
● academic credit: none
Fabian Freyer, B.Sc. student (TUB)
● location: Berlin, Germany
● study field: physics
● expertise: simulations
● responsibility: electronics, simulations
● workload: low
● academic credit: none
Anton Walter, B.Sc. student (BHTB)
● location: Berlin, Germany
● study field: mechanical engineering
● expertise: mechanics
● responsibility: mechanics, mechanical / thermal
simulations
● workload: high
● academic credit: none
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Michael Beermann, M.Sc. student (NTNU)
● location: Trondheim, Norway
● study field: didactics (chemistry / biology)
● expertise: outreach, PR, educational materials
● responsibility: outreach
● workload: medium
● academic credit: pedagogic project in schools
Patrick M. Schönberg, B.Sc. student (BHTB)
● location: Berlin, Germany
● study field: mechanical engineering
● expertise: mechanics, thermal
● responsibility: mechanics, thermal
● workload: low
● academic credit: none
Grunde Wesenberg, M.Sc. graduate (NTNU)
● location: Trondheim, Norway
● study field: physics, didactics (physics / math.)
● expertise: particle physics, programming
● responsibility: outreach and education
● workload: medium
● academic credit: pedagogic project in schools
Lucas Kempe, B.Sc. student (TUB)
● location: Berlin, Germany
● study field: aerospace engineering
● expertise: instrumentation, testing
● responsibility: testing
● workload: low
● academic credit: none

Johannes Stahn, B.Sc. student (TUB)
● location: Berlin, Germany
● study field: engineering science
● expertise: electronics, physics
● responsibility: electronics (power, interfaces)
● workload: low
● academic credit: none
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Ron Wenzel, M.Sc. student (FUB)
● location: Berlin, Germany
● study field: computer science
● Expertise: electronics, embedded systems
● responsibility: electronics, reviewing
● workload: low
● academic credit: none
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2 Experiment Requirements and constraints
2.1 Functional Requirements
F.1

The instrument shall measure the flux of energetic particles during
the majority of the BEXUS flight.

F.3

The instrument shall distinguish different particle species based
upon their characteristic energy deposition in the particle
telescope.

F.4

The telemetry unit shall measure ambient pressure for
independent derivation of altitude during the flight.

F.5

The telemetry unit shall measure the temperature for the outside,
the sensor head and inside the instrument box during flight for
each CPT-SCOPE unit (A and B).

F.6

The VATA465 ASIC shall be used to implement the radiation
monitor and hence demonstrate its technical readiness.

F.7

Communication shall be implemented via E-Link to up- and
downlink data and commands.

F.8

The telemetry unit may determine the altitude via GPS.

2.2 Performance Requirements
P.1

The field of view and instrument acceptance shall allow a
maximum count rate while allowing only particles traversing the
entire particle telescope to be registered.

P.2

The instrument shall be capable to handle 1,000 particle events
per second and telescope.

P.4.2

The events referred to in D.22 and D.25 should be recorded for
fixed time intervals of 15 seconds.

P.8.1

The instrument shall log the ambient pressure in a range of 10
mBar to 1200 mBar.

P.8.2

The instrument shall log the ambient pressure with a relative error
of 3% or less.

P.11.1

The instrument shall log the temperature and pressure at least
every 5 seconds.
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P.11.2.1 The instrument shall log the sensor head and outside temperature
in a range of -65 °C to +60 °C.
P.11.2.2 The instrument shall log the inside temperature in a range of
-40 °C to +60 °C.
P.11.3

The instrument shall log temperatures with an error of +/- 2.0 °C.

2.3 Design Requirements
D.1
D.2.2

The total mass of the instrument shall not exceed 6.0 kg.
The
volume
of
the
0.300x0.330x0.400m.

instrument

shall

not

exceed

D.3

The instrument shall be able to operate within the specified
temperature profile and range of the BEXUS balloon during prelaunch phase, countdown phase, in-flight phase and post-flight
phase.

D.4.1

The instrument shall be designed such that it can be mounted to
the gondola rails and comply with the BEXUS mechanical
requirements.

D.4.2

The experiment shall be mounted on the top section of the gondola
and shall not be shielded by other experiments from on top.

D.6

The instrument shall be fully functional under the BEXUS pressure
profile.

D.7.3

The instrument shall be designed to be powered by two (2) provided
BEXUS battery packs.

D.8.1

The instrument shall be designed to be using the provided BEXUS
E-Link system for up- and down-link.

D.8.2

The downlink rate shall not exceed 150 kbits/s.

D.8.3

The uplink rate shall not exceed 10 kbits/s.

D.8.4

The instrument shall interface with the BEXUS E-Link system via
Ethernet on two (!) RJF21B connectors (system redundancy).

D.9.1

The data storage size of the SD card shall be at least 8 GBytes.

D.9.2

If the system is restarted data shall not be overwritten. The following
data is logged onto the instrument data storage:
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Housekeeping (pressure and temperatures, etc.), number of first
sensor event triggers, particle trigger pattern counts with
timestamp.
D.9.3

A reduced amount of data shall be sent via the downlink, namely:
Housekeeping, number of first sensor event triggers, number of
individual particle events for 15s intervals and timestamp.

D.10.2

The instrument shall at least be able to operate for 10 hours with
the given power supply.

D.10.4

Each unit shall not exceed a power consumption of 70 Wh
considering an operating time of 10 hours, resulting in 7 W average
power consumption. The instrument is made of two (2) units with
identical power characteristics (= 140 Wh available).

D.10.5

Each unit (total instrument is equal to two (2) units) the peak power
shall not exceed 10 W for each instrument. The instrument is made
of two (2) units with identical power characteristics.

D.11

The instrument shall be designed to not disturb or harm the
gondola.

D.12

The instrument shall not be designed to disturb or harm the other
experiments aboard the same BEXUS gondola (requires
constraints from these experiments).

D.13

A commercial sensor (MS5611, I2C-bus) shall be used for pressure
sensing.

D.14.1

Temperature shall be measured using the same chip (MS5611, I2Cbus) for the internal temperature in reference to P.9.1.

D.14.2

Temperature readings for the sensor head shall be done using
Pt1000-thermistors.

D.16

Redundancy of the system should be used by flying two identical
instrument set-ups. Remark: Only the particle telescope geometry
varies.

D.17

A GPS-receiver may be used for time synchronisation and
independent altitude determination.

D.19

Two separate (!) connections to the E-Link system shall be provided
by the BEXUS operators for our two redundant on-board
computers.

D.20

The particles referred to in F.1 shall be detected using silicon
sensors in particle telescope geometry.
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D.21

The instrument may accept only particles within 40 degrees from
zenith i.e. the field of view is 80 degrees. Reference to P.1.

D.22

The triggering of the top-most sensor (i.e. closest to the entrance
window) shall be used as total particle flux indicator and recorded
separately for each telescope.

D.23

The instrument shall store all data on on-board storage i.e. a
microSD card and downlink a reduced amount of data and
telemetry.

D.24

The instrument shall be controllable via the E-link system from
ground.

D.25

The instrument shall be able to store the particle trigger pattern
counts for post-flight analysis.

D.26.1

The power supply shall provide stable voltages with fast alternating
loads.

D.26.2

The power supply shall not exceed a temperature of +60 C under
full load in vacuum.

D.28.1

The instrument shall maintain functional without mechanical failure
under a dynamic load of -35g for 80ms.

D.28.2

In particular the instrument shall remain functional without
mechanical failure under the case of a vertical static load of -10 G
and a horizontal static load of +/-5 G.

D.29

The instrument shall be designed to guarantee an inside operating
temperature range of -20 C to 60 C.
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2.4 Operational Requirements
O.1

Before launch the instrument shall be easily switched on or off by
connecting a power cord.

O.2

The instrument
measurements.

O.3

The instrument shall be commandable via the up-link.

O.4

The instrument shall record data for at least 7 hours after the last
power-up.

shall

operate

autonomously

and

conduct

2.5 Constraints
The project is conducted by students both in Trondheim and Oslo (Norway) as
well as Berlin (Germany). Hence the work has to be effectively divided into
modules focused on each location. All participants also have a limited amount
of time due to their on-going studies. Hence, it was decided to use simple
approaches and existing, well-documented hard- and software solutions. Due
to limited funding the total number of used silicon sensors is, as of now, 8 with
up to three additional ones serving as back-up. We have received many parts
sponsored by industrial partners including the readout ASIC. Also our home
institutions support us in material and travel costs. Overall the readout ASIC is
limited to a maximum of 16 high-gain and 4 low-gain channels making it
possible to connect up to 20 radiation sensors for each ASIC board.

2.6 Dismissed Requirements
Over the course of this project a number of requirements and specifications had
to be either adapted or removed entirely. This was mainly caused by lack of
resources or that a technical implementation was not seen fit to meet the
requirements.
See Table 5-1-2: Removed requirements for a detailed description of all items
and the cause for removal.
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3 Project Planning
The overall work has been split into 10 work packages (WP). Each WP is
allocated to several members within their field of expertise. One person per WP
is chosen as responsible reporting back for progress updates. Note that some
WP have two responsible people: each for Norway or Germany. The underlined
person holds the main responsibility. This approach simplifies the organisation.
For this project the free and online-based project manager package of
“gantter.com” is used to keep track of work packages and their progress. All
team members collaborate using Google Drive to update or get assigned new
tasks. For offline project management editing Microsoft Excel and the free
ProjectLibre package are used.

3.1 Work Breakdown Structure (WBS)
3.1.1 WP01: Project Management
responsible: Timo / Julian
location: Norway, Germany
The work package includes the general team organisation, keeping track of the
instrument process and issues, organisation of meetings or teleconferences.
Furthermore, purchase orders were placed, the budget / resources managed
and all communication to the BEXUS organisers are dealt with. Also sponsoring
is done within this WP.
3.1.2 WP02: Documentation
responsible: all
location: Norway, Germany
Documentation is vital for any project such as CPT-SCOPE. Hence all
participants had to contribute to this WP. Besides the SED document also
meeting minutes and other materials are to be created and archived. For this
we use the TRAC system and Google Drive. The supervision of WP02 is part
of WP01.
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Sub-packages:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

(WP02.1): SED for PDR
(WP02.2): SED for CDR
(WP02.3): SED for IPR
(WP02.4): SED for EAR
(WP02.5): SED for the launch campaign
(WP02.6): SED final version
(WP02.7): Technical background / data-sheet archiving
(WP02.8): Meeting minutes etc.

3.1.3 WP03: Mechanical Engineering
responsible: Anton / Patrick
location: Germany
Design and optimisation of the instrument mechanical structure are carried out
within this WP. This includes the mounting system to attach CPT-SCOPE to the
gondola and the particle telescopes to the electronics box. In addition, shock,
vibration and other mechanical stress simulations are carried out within this WP.
The design of the particle telescopes is done in iterations considering previous
simulation results from WP07.
3.1.4 WP04: Electrical Engineering
responsible: Timo / Johannes
location: Norway, Germany
Design of the electronic systems, namely the on-board computer, FPGA
implementation, ASIC board and integration, power supplies, sensor modules
and all interfaces. This package also included hardware descriptive language
programming to create custom-logic with the FPGA (cf. WP06).
3.1.5 WP05: Thermal Design
responsible: Patrick / Anton
location: Germany
Simulations were carried out for the thermal behaviour of the instrument. Their
results were compared to measurements done in WP08. The parameters for
the thermal insulation were obtained in this WP to retain heat and copper tape
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was utilised to distribute the thermal load in the non-convective environment at
low pressures.
3.1.6 WP06: Software
responsible: Julian / Timo (only VHDL)
location: Norway, Germany
This WP consists of several modules: (WP06.1) the custom-sensor electronics
/ hardware software (VHDL), (WP06.2) on-board computer systems, (WP06.3)
interfaces among others with the E-Link system (Python, C++) and (WP06.4)
the ground support software for live data monitoring and control (JAVA, Python).
Finally, (WP06.5) the obtained data had to be analysed using self-written
software (Python, C++, JAVA).
3.1.7 WP07: Simulations
responsible: Fabian
location: Germany
This WP consisted of two parts: (WP07.1) the instrument response to different
particle species and energies; (WP07.2) the simulation of atmospheric cosmic
rays and their secondary particles. While (WP07.1) is relevant for the
instrument design in WP03 the latter (WP07.2) will serve as input for the
instrument simulations along with reference data of other missions and models.
The main simulation tool in use will be GEANT4 and later followed up by FLUKA
runs. Comment: Due to limited resources this WP had to be significantly
reduced and was not fully completed.
3.1.8 WP08: Testing / Calibration
responsible: Julian / Anton / Timo
location: Norway, Germany
Testing of the equipment is vital to prevent failures from occurring and
identifying weak spots. This was done both in Norway and Germany. The main
work will be done in Oslo (Norway) along with the system integration of WP09.
The particle telescopes will be calibrated in Oslo as well.
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3.1.9 WP09: Integration / Fabrication
responsible: Anton / Julian / Timo
location: Germany, Norway
The WP consisted of two parts: Firstly, the fabrication of mechanical parts
(WP09.1) and the electrical systems (WP09.2). (WP09.1) was carried out in
Germany while (WP09.2) was done in Norway.
Secondly, the overall system integration (WP09.3) was carried out in Norway.
The final instrument was tested in WP08.
3.1.10 WP10: Outreach / PR / Education
responsible: Michael / Grunde / Anastasiya
location: Norway, Germany
This WP was carried out mainly in Norway with some support from the German
team. It consists of the following packages:
●
●
●
●
●
●

(WP10.1): web-page
(WP10.2): social media
(WP10.3): press relations (PR) and corporate relations (sponsors)
(WP10.4): multi-media service / archives
(WP10.5): educational materials
(WP10.6): science community i.e. data providing, networking,
conferences and articles.
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Fig. 5.1-1: WP breakdown as organisational graph.
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3.2 Schedule
Planned milestones include:
1. Preliminary Design Review (PDR); Feb. 9-13, 2015
2. Critical Design Review (CDR); May 20-21, 2015
3. Integration Progress Review (IPR); Jul. 23, 2015
4. Experiment Acceptance Review (EAR); Sept. 8, 2015
5. Launch Campaign (LC); Oct. 2-12, 2015
6. Final Report (FR); May. 18, 2016
The following table will provide information on the current status of all work
packages (WP).
Tab. 5.2-1: Status of work packages.
Work Package

Final
Deadline

Status / Comment

WP01: Project Management

FR

done

WP02: Documentation

FR

done

WP03: Mechanical Engineering

CDR

done

WP04: Electrical Engineering

CDR

done

WP05: Thermal Design

CDR

done

WP06: Software

IPR

done

WP07: Simulations

CDR

done

WP08: Testing / Calibration

EAR

done

WP09: Integration / Fabrication

IPR

done

WP10: Outreach / PR / Education

FR

done
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Gantt chart and current status

Fig. 5.2-2: Gantt chart of CPT-SCOPE
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Task overview
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Fig. 5.2-3: Task 1 through 44 of project CPT-SCOPE
Continued task overview:

Fig. 5.2-4: Task 45 through 89 of project CPT-SCOPE
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3.3 Resources
3.3.1 Manpower
In Tab. 3-3-01 the availability of CPT-SCOPE team members is indicated. Each
team member has assigned work packages according to section 3.1. The WPs
have more than one participant such that there is redundancy and sharing of
workload. If tasks turned out to be more complex and time-consuming more
members were assigned to that particular task. We assume that in general each
participant can contribute 8 hours per week towards CPT-SCOPE.
Tab. 3-3-01: Availability of CPT-SCOPE team members for BEXUS 20 from
Jan. 2015 until Jan. 2016.
Name of team member

J

F M A M J

J A S O N D J

Timo Stein
Julian Petrasch
Fabian Freyer
Anton Walter
Michael Beermann
Patrick M. Schönberg
Grunde Wesenberg
Lucas Kempe
Johannes Stahn
Ron Wenzel
>70% of the time
30% - 70% of the
time
<30% of the time

100% =
15 hours per week

time period from Jan. 2015 until
Jan. 2016
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3.3.2 Budget and Sponsors

Fig. 3.3.2-01: Overview of sponsors and partners of the CPT-SCOPE project.
CPT-SCOPE is a Norwegian-German student project. Hence, we needed
external support towards financing parts, travel and other costs associated with
such instrument development. The expenses for travelling and lodging were
significant due to the fact that team members had to travel between different
countries and cities to collaborate, participate in conferences and review
meetings etc. We also produced and purchased outreach and educational
materials for schools. The cost for parts and the aforementioned traveling and
outreach expenses were approximately equal, and totalling to some 5,500
Euro.
After the successful application for the BEXUS programme we approached a
number of sponsors. As a result numerous partners have supported us either
by financial or in-kind contributions, providing free samples and items or by
supporting the REXUS/BEXUS programme.
The majority of sponsors come from Norway, namely the Integrated Detector
Electronics AS (IDEAS), Sparebanken Midt-Norge (SMN), the Anette og
Brynjulf Skaugens Veldedige Stiftelse and the Norwegian UNIX User
Group (NUUG).
We would like to point out the special role of our main industrial sponsor, IDEAS.
The company offered two students summer jobs to finance their stay in Oslo,
allowing them to carry out project-relevant work and using their facilities. We
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have received free radiation-hard integrated circuits of the VATA-family installed
on a custom evaluation board for CPT-SCOPE. We were also provided with lab
space and access to testing equipment including radioactive calibration
sources, a temperature chamber, high-precision counters, signal generators,
data acquisition (DAQ) cards and oscilloscopes. We had further access to
soldering stations and various electronic components as well as guidance by
IDEAS experts.
Furthermore, we have received products or services fully sponsored or at a
greatly reduced rate from the CONTAG AG (PCBs), Numato Lab (FPGA
boards), IKALOGIC (logic analysers), Advanced Energy Industries (DC-DC
converters), WIMA (high-quality capacitors), First Sensor AG (Si sensors for
flight model), the Beuth Hochschule für Technik Berlin (PCB prototypes,
tools), the University of Oslo (power supply PCB masks), Bitraf (power supply
PCB etching), Corentium AS (additional Si sensors), Siemens Professional
Education (mechanical workshop usage, manufacturing advise), Hirose
Electric (u.Fl cables), Flexitron (special batteries), Webspace-Verkauf.de
(free hosting of our webpage), with additional contributions of other sponsors
and partners to which we are all grateful.
For all official ESA events we have received travel support for a limited number
of students, usually four (4) with each of them sponsored by ESA or DLR with
up to 400 Euro. All other costs were covered by the financial sponsors.
Unfortunately, our home institutions have not contributed to the financial
budget.
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3.3.3 External Support
3.3.3.1 Support from Universites
Trondheim, Norway:
Norwegian University of Science and Technology (NTNU):
The main cooperation partner are the Department of Physics and the
Department of Electronics and Telecommunications at NTNU Trondheim.
Help on detector and atmospheric physics was provided as well as access to a
ZedBoard SoC for initial FPGA tests.
The endorsing professor of our project comes from NTNU and is:
Prof. Ingve Simonsen, Dept. of Physics, NTNU
We have worked closely with the NUTS cubesat team at NTNU with project
manager, Roland Birkeland (PhD candidate), and technical manager, Amund
Gjersvik (M.Sc.). We used their power system as starting point for our initial
designs, later superseded by another solution.
Oslo, Norway:
University of Oslo (UiO):
We received help in making the power supply PCBs from the Department of
Physics at UiO. Their support majorly contributed to resolve our power supply
issue in a matter of days. Our contact was: David M. Bang, M.Sc..
Berlin, Germany:
Beuth Hochschule für Technik Berlin (BHTB):
Technical assistance and support with both technical and electronic
components.
Access to the Laboratory for production technology and its tools. In association
with the Siemens Professional Education (SPE), the laboratory provided the
tools and machines, required for manufacturing all technical components.
The Laboratory for electronics and high-frequency technology provided us with
fast and free access to prototype PCM manufacturing. Our contact was: Tasso
Mulzer, Dipl.-Ing.
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3.3.3.2 Support from Industrial Partners
In addition, we have obtained support and sponsorship by our industrial
partners:
A. Integrated Detector Electronics AS (Main sponsor), Oslo, Norway:
Integrated Detector Electronics AS (IDEAS) contacts:
Gunnar Maehlum, PhD - CEO
Dirk Meier, PhD - research director.
Philip Påhlsson, M.Sc. - system engineer, former BEXUS participant
David Steenari, M.Sc. - development engineer, former BEXUS and REXUS
participant
IDEAS is the main sponsor of CPT-SCOPE. The company is involved in
numerous space missions, among others the ESA JUICE mission and the Next
Generation Radiation Monitor (NGRM). We have received free access to
radiation-hard integrated circuits of the VATA-family (model: VATA465) installed
on a custom evaluation board for CPT-SCOPE. We were also provided with lab
space and access to testing equipment including radioactive calibration
sources, a temperature chamber, high-precision counters, signal generators,
data acquisition (DAQ) cards and oscilloscopes. We had further access to
soldering stations and various electronic components2.
All other industrial partners and their contribution are detailed in section “Budget
and Sponsors” on top.
3.3.3.3 Support from Scientific / Technical Partners
A. NASA Goddard Space Flight Center, Maryland, USA:
We were in contact with the group at NASA Goddard Space Flight Center
(GSFC) developing the Relativistic Electron Proton Telescope (REPT) in
collaboration with the University of Colorado Laboratory for Atmospheric and
Space Physics (LASP). The REPT instrument is also based on particle
telescope geometry and was planned to be flown aboard a small satellite
(Radiation Belt Storm Probes - RBSP) in 2015. From them we received advice
for the GEANT4 simulations and get to know their experience. Our main contact
is:
Ashley Jones, PhD – project scientist (Catholic University of America, NASA
GSFC).
B. GomSpace ApS, Aalborg, Denmark:
Furthermore, we were in touch with David Gerhardt, PhD, who was the system
engineer of the Colorado Student Space Weather Experiment (CSSWE) 3U
cubesat mission. He is currently working for GOMSPACE in Denmark and has
2

This paragraph is a modified version from the section “Budget and Sponsors” on top.
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helped us with simulations and electrical systems in particular the high-voltage
system for the reverse biasing of the sensors. The CSSWE mission was
launched in 2012 and successfully provided science data for almost two years
of operation. Similar to the REPT instrument its core payload REPTile is based
on particle telescope geometry, discrete electronics and logic circuitry to enable
energy determination and particle identification (proton and electrons).
C. Technische Universität München, Munich, Germany:
We were in touch with Martin Losekamm and Thomas Pöschl of the BEXUS
18 AFIS-P payload which used a complementary technique to ours to detect
antiprotons, namely scintillation fibres and silicon photomultipliers (SiPM). From
AFIS-P we gain insights from another radiation physics payload aboard BEXUS
and their lessons learned.
D. Christian-Albrechts-Universität zu Kiel, Kiel, Germany:
ADAM flew aboard BEXUS 19 and was based on silicon detectors to measure
the angular distribution of cosmic rays and their secondary particles. We were
in touch with Marlon Köberle. From the ADAM team we got access to their
measured particle flux rate which is crucial for our simulations and subsequent
instrument design. Also lessons learned were exchanged and some information
on the predecessor experiments RETA and MONSTA from BEXUS 13/14. Due
to the similar detection technique their input has been of large relevance. They
also helped us to understand the SED documentation better.
E. RWTH Aachen, Aachen, Germany:
The PERDaix has been a highly complex particle detector which flew aboard
BEXUS 11. Its aim was to study the primary cosmic rays which was investigated
at an elevated floating altitude of over 30 km. While our instrument is far less
sophisticated we were able to profit from the thorough simulations of cosmic
rays and their secondary particles for Kiruna. In addition, we got access to the
obtained particle fluxes which can help us estimate the expected particle flux at
the expected floating altitude of 20-25 km. We were in touch with Roman Greim
(Dipl.-Phys.).
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3.4 Outreach Approach
Our team recognised the importance of the outreach program at an early stage
of the project, we therefore assigned two members primarily to outreach, PR
and to the development of an educational program.
The two members dedicated to outreach, Michael and Grunde, have a
background in pedagogy and natural science. Both have teaching experience,
and an interest in educating and motivating youth towards studying spacerelated subjects. Michael also had experience in project and PR management
from work in student associations in Trondheim. He worked with the
management of our outreach program, giving our project a media presence,
both on social media and print media. He also represented the project at public
science events and conferences.
Our outreach utilised actively social media, created educational material and
presented our material at schools. We also created a graphic profile for CPTSCOPE.
3.4.1 Social media
We used social media to provide updates to our followers. This included
information on events and presentations, progress and milestones reached, or
other items of interest regarding the CPT-SCOPE project. We used Facebook
as our only social media outlet for updates and staying in touch with the
community.
Our policy on Facebook was to post only one major project update per week as
to avoid too much information, and in order to keep the followers interested.
This policy proved effective as it kept our social media presents consistent and
avoided periods of too much or no information. This policy also allowed us to
plan our media presence in advance as to better control post content and
enabled us to get a better overview of the workload that our social media
presence entailed for project members.
Through Facebook we stayed in touch with the public, individual people, and
institutions who had an interest in our project. We also opened these social
media pages for questions, requests, or other forms of informal communication
with the CPT-SCOPE project or project members. Follow us on our Facebook
page:
https://www.facebook.com/CPTSCOPE
As of May 18, 2016, we have 181 followers.
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3.4.2 CPT-SCOPE educational program
Another column of the outreach program was the production and dissemination
of an educational program for secondary and high schools in Norway. It was
decided that lectures on the CPT-SCOPE project were too advanced for upper
secondary and high school levels. The educational program was hence aimed
at motivating students to study space-related natural sciences and engineering
subjects by engaging them in hands-on and theoretical sessions. The practical
aspect highlighted to the pupil the possibility for students to participate in the
space research projects.

Fig. 3.4.2-1: Class visit during the education program.
Specifically, the educational program produced materials for four (4) lectures,
each 45 minutes long; two based on the Norwegian science curriculum for
upper secondary and two lectures based on the high-school curriculum. Of
these lectures, one allowed pupils to engage in experiments, whereas the other
lecture was aimed towards showing current and future developments within
ESA member states through theory, videos, and examples, including the CPTSCOPE.
At high-school level we offered advanced physics material which presented
students with a number of realistic scenarios and calculations related to the
CPT-SCOPE and the BEXUS campaign.
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Educational material from the CPT-SCOPE was made available to schools and
teachers on request. The material was provided in English and Norwegian, and
could be translated into German in the future.
Throughout 2015, we contacted 21 secondary schools and 22 high-schools in
the area of Trondheim, Norway. As a result the CPT-SCOPE outreach team
held a total of 8 presentations (totaling to approximately 160 students) at local
schools.
We also worked on constructing equipment which could be used at
presentations for students in all age groups. Grunde constructed a prototype
cloud chamber (Wilson chamber) which is used to demonstrate particle
radiation e.g. due to radioactivity. This chamber was completed at NTNU and
was functional in a laboratory setting. However, it was not mobile enough to be
practical for frequent demonstrations. Nevertheless, it was used by NTNU for
it´s own laboratory demonstrations. This inspired them to acquire commercial
cloud chambers which they now use for educational purposes and in their
school lab.
3.4.3 Public events and lectures

Fig. 3.4.3-1: CPT-SCOPE at Researchers Night 2015 at NTNU.
Our outreach team participated in events at NTNU aimed at school pupils and
students. One such event was the Researchers Night in September 2015 where
Michael and Grunde represented the CPT-SCOPE on a stand together with the
NTNU Department of Physics. This event brought over 1,300 high-school pupils
from 33 schools to NTNU in order to visit lectures, exhibits and stands. Projects
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and departments participated in order to inspire students and their future choice
of their study field. For our own demonstrations at the Researcher’s Night we
used the aforementioned commercial cloud chambers with big success gaining
interest from a large number of students. We were even able to fascinate former
NASA astronaut Kevin Ford during this occasion of the CPT-SCOPE project.

Fig. 3.4.3-2: Nordic Physics Day at NTNU.
The outreach team also participated in events aimed at a broader spectrum of
students and researchers. One of these was the Nordic Physics Days in June
2015 held at NTNU where CPT-SCOPE held a lecture. Physicists from all of
the Nordic countries were present to learn and discuss current issues.
In March 2016, CPT-SCOPE participated in the Futurescapes Symposium for
New media, technology and the humanities at NTNU with a lecture and a stand.
Here the outreach team presented the project, and the general importance of
involving students in research and development during their studies.

3.4.4 Web page
Our project has a dedicated webpage, you can visit us at:
http://www.cpt-scope.com
During the project cycle we maintained a blog which was used to post larger
updates and milestones in our project. Our policy for this blog was to post at
least once every two weeks as to keep the blog interesting and dynamic for
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readers. The aim was to engage readers in the progress of our project while
not providing too much information which could be considered irrelevant or
drawn out.
Beside our blog the web page contains static information about the project and
its participants such as our mission statement, general scientific and
technological theory underlying the project, relevant specifics on the CPTSCOPE, information on participants and contact information for relevant
persons and sections.
3.4.5 Media
During the project we attempted to get in touch with online and local media to
provide general press coverage on the CPT-SCOPE. During our project cycle
the media have shown little interest in the CPT-SCOPE.
We continue our interaction with the Norwegian, English, and German media
even after our project cycle is completed. There has been a renewed media
interest due to our successful launch campaign and the obtained good results.
In January 2015 and 2016, Timo was interviewed by forskning.no which is
Norway’s largest web-based portal for popular science.
We also continue to engage in the student press locally at NTNU as our
Facebook coverage of the flight campaign and our participation in Futurescapes
has given renewed interest in covering the CPT-SCOPE.

CPT-SCOPE Media contact:
Michael Beermann
Outreach manager
Comment: Personal contact information was removed for public version.
3.4.6 Scientific community and conferences
During our project cycle the CPT-SCOPE team sought to actively participate in
the scientific community and share our visions and results at conferences and
scientific events.
A joint abstract of the NUTS CubeSat and CPT-SCOPE project was accepted
for the ESA PAC conference 2015 in Tromsø, Norway. In this paper the CPTRXBX_SED_BX20_CPT-SCOPE_SEDv5-0_18May16.pdf
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SCOPE was presented as spin-off from the student satellite project of NTNU.
The paper was presented in Tromsø by Michael who represented both projects
at the conference.
Furthermore, we were represented by Grunde during the Nordic Physics Days
in Trondheim, June 9-12, 2015. An abstract on CPT-SCOPE was submitted,
and the project was presented by Grunde on June 11.
We also submitted a paper to the First Symposium on Space Education
Activities in Padova in December 2015. In this publication the CPT-SCOPE´s
first results were published, the paper was presented in Padova by Timo and
Anastasiya. During the conference our publication was given the best paper
award.
Our involvement with the scientific community continues after our BEXUS cycle.
Our team submitted an abstract to the Futurescapes Symposium for New
media, technology and the humanities at NTNU in March 2016. At the event we
were represented by Michael who also held a presentation.

Fig. 3.4.6-1: CPT-SCOPE at the Futurescapes Symposium.
In the future we plan a small number of publications featuring the CPT-SCOPE.
At least one of these publications will present our final results and will serve as
summary of this document. We are also planning publications with other teams
of our BEXUS cycle, mainly HACORD.
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3.4.7 Graphic profiling
Our project has developed a logo and a small graphic profile consisting of a
limited defined colour scheme and preferred design features in our visual
presentation. This profile has helped promote our project at conferences and
talks by a clear, visible presentation of our team logo and features to identify
our team. We printed several articles such as bags, stickers and bound copies
of our SED documents to promote our project and team members at public
events. We had planned more extensive promotion articles such as team
jackets/sweaters, yet due to limited funds this never became reality during our
project cycle.

3.4.8 Team Logo

The team logo seen on the front page and on top was used as one of the basic
elements of our graphic profiling. It identified our team and project at events
and presentations. The logo is based on the logo of the OSSI IV of the OSSIproject. Three members of our team participated in this project and it was a
learning experience which inspiration in part the CPT-SCOPE. The left side of
our team logo features a particle shower which refers to the application of the
CPT-SCOPE. The middle of the logo features a balloon with gondola referring
to the nature of the BEXUS mission and the team name. The bottom of the logo
contains the Norwegian and German flag to underline the nationalities of our
team members. Our Latin motto over the top frame of the logo refers to the
nature of our mission, to explore the invisible particles in the atmosphere.
5.4.9 Lessons learned outreach
Overall we consider our outreach program to be successful even though the
course of the program proved to be different from what was originally planned.
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An internal evaluation of our outreach program showed that we were
specifically pleased with our educational program. This program was a positive
and rewarding experience for team members as well as school pupils. The
program also provided good outreach opportunities for our team and a chance
to inspire the students of the future.
Even though the educational program was work intensive, especially when
involving lectures, the work was predictable and well defined. This gave us the
possibly to foresee the increase in workload and to prepare the team.
We were also pleased with our presence at events and conferences. These
attendances proved to be positive and motivational experiences for the team.
The contact with researchers and the scientific community was inspiring, and
opened good outreach and cooperation opportunities.
We consider our social media presence to be satisfactory. We had problems
narrowing down which media channels to use and who was responsible for
constructing the webpage during the start of the project. For future projects we
would advise a clearer frame for responsibilities and specifically what media to
use as primary media outlet before the project cycle begins. For our project we
resolved the issue after a group discussion, and the maintenance of a social
media profile and blog proceeded without a problem.
Our policy of posting to our media a fixed number of times a week proved to be
effective. The timeframes kept people engaged and gave them a frame by
which to relate to our media profile.
Maintenance of our social media profile with a posting schedule proved to be
more work than expected, especially in times of low activity. Yet the posting
schedule made social media work more foreseeable and team members
quickly planned for and adapted to the extra workload.
During the start of our project we aimed at early press coverage, yet we failed
to attract the attention of media. We have received more attention after our
launch campaign. In our internal evaluation we concluded that more effort could
have, and should have been made by the outreach team to attract press
coverage.
The graphic profile of the CPT-SCOPE was evaluated to be satisfactory given
the limited funds available. If more funds had been supplied this part of the
outreach should have been given more attention, yet this remained a minor part
of our program due to the shortage of funds.
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An aspect of our outreach program with which we were particularly pleased was
its internal structure. Allocating project members primarily to outreach proved
to be very successful as it allowed both the outreach and technical teams to
focus on their tasks. This structure allowed the outreach team to plan and
execute a complete program. Also a dedicated outreach team eased work off
techincal members of the project, especially during time of high workload. Also
having two teams gave us the possibility of redistributing workload in general.
The appointment of an internal structure within our outreach team proved useful
as it eased communication and division of responsibilities.
Unfortunately our outreach team was primarily based in Trondheim, Norway
while our technical members and leadership were spread between Oslo,
Norway, and Berlin, Germany. At the start of our cycle we believed that we could
master this situation. Yet as workload increased, communication between
Trondheim and the other parts of our project decreased. This caused our
outreach team at times to be isolated from the rest of the project team. As this
isolation was an unforeseen event for all members of the project it negatively
influenced the effectiveness of the outreach program during times of high stress
for the leadership and the technical teams. We suggest more communication
between the technical and outreach team.
Outreach examples which have already occurred or have been conducted by
CPT-SCOPE members can be found at the end of the document under the
section “Outreach and Media Coverage”.
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3.5 Risk Register
Risk ID
TC – technical/implementation
MS – mission (operational performance)
SF – safety
VE – vehicle
PE – personnel
EN – environmental
SP – support
Probability (P)
A. Minimum – Almost impossible to occur
B. Low – Small chance to occur
C. Medium – Reasonable chance to occur
D. High – Quite likely to occur
E. Maximum – Certain to occur, maybe more than once
Severity (S)
1. Negligible – Minimal or no impact
2. Significant – Leads to reduced experiment performance
3. Major – Leads to failure of subsystem or loss of flight data
4. Critical – Leads to experiment failure or creates minor health hazards
5. Catastrophic – Leads to termination of the REXUS and/or BEXUS programme,
damage to the vehicle or injury to personnel
Table 3-0: Risk - Probability Matrix
Probability
(P)

E

low

medium

high

very high

very high

D

low

low

medium

high

very high

C

very low

low

low

medium

high

B

very low

very low

low

low

medium

A

very low

very low

very low

very low

low

1

2

3

4

5

Severity
(S)
Table 3-1: Risk Register
ID

Risk

P

S

PxS

Action

(& consequence if not
obvious)
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PE01

Team member cannot
participate any longer

B

2

very
low

+ Other team
member takes over
tasks
+ increase number
of team members
where necessary

SP01

Sponsoring cancelled

A

4

very
low

Sponsoring network
established to be
financially
independent, use
various sources

MS01

Damage to data storage upon
landing

B

2

very
low

Reduced amount of
data also streamed
over E-Link

MS02

Loss of connectivity via E-Link

C

1

very
low

Experiment can
operate
autonomously, data
is also stored
locally

TC01

Component failure in logging or
power supply modules

B

4

low

Redundant
instrument
architecture
reduces impact on
experiment success

TC02

Component failure in ASIC due
to environmental stresses

A

3

very
low

unlikely to occur
since ASIC is
space-rated and
installed properly

TC03

Component failure in detectors

A

4

very
low

Unlikely to occur
since limited
number of parts
and no moving
parts

TC04

Components destroyed during
testing

C

1

very
low

Reordering of most
parts possible
within the needed
time range
keeping stock parts
of testet parts

TC05

Components fail verification
test

B

4

low

Alternatives
available for parts

TC06

Mounting fails on balloon
gondola

A

5

low

Intense testing of
mounting capability
and double bolt/nut
security tightening

TC07

FPGA fails

A

4

very
low

FPGA tested
thoroughly to
minimize
probability; two
independent units
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MS03

Part or component not
delivered in time

A

4

very
low

+ Order COTS
components early
enough
+ have alternative
parts ready

MS04

Shipping to Esrange not on
time or custom declaration
problems

B

4

low

+ taking instrument
directly to Esrange
from Norway
+ contact customs
and airport security
in advance

MS05

Water or dirt clogs window of
sensor(s)

C

1

very
low

+ Install protective
cover
+ check before
launch
+ no measurable
effect expected for
high-energetic
particles for minor
organic
contamination

TC08

Voltage-Drop or Brown-Out

B

3

low

Power subsystem
resets components
to restart
experiment on
restored power

TC09

Power board fails

B

4

low

+ careful testing
+ redundant design

TC10

Reverse-biasing generation
fails

A

4

very
low

+ redundant set-up
of two units
+ on-board battery
to mitigate this
problem
+ use fresh
batteries for flight

TC11

in-flight OBC failure

B

4

low

+ ASIC needs to be
loaded with
standard
configuration at
least once (use of
FPGA), better in
frequent intervals
+ two units

TC12

current sensors cannot be
used

A

2

very
low

+alternative stock
sensors can be
used
+possibly reduces
achievable
objectives (particle
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telescope geometry
test)
SF01

someone ingests radioactive
sample

A

5

low

+ careful use of it
+ secure storage
with warning labels
+ training prior to
handling

TC13

reverse bias batteries fail

A

4

very
low

+ batteries are
BEXUS qualified

MS06

incorrect labeling/connection of
cables

B

4

low

+ label all
connections
+ verify all
connections before
turning the
experiment on by
Four-eyes principle

MS07

batteries cannot be transported
to ESRANGE

A

4

very
low

+ contact airline
(SAS)
+ ship the batteries
using over land
shipping methods

TC14

damage to ASIC during
testing/transport

B

4

low

+ take all possible
precautions to
avoid damage (e.g.
special transport
box)
+ take additional
units as back-up
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4 Experiment Description
The CPT-SCOPE instrument has two components aboard the BEXUS gondola:
a) the electronics box and b) the particle telescopes mounted on the inside the
box in a separate compartment. On the ground segment two computers were
used to receive the data feed and control the experiment when necessary via
the BEXUS E-Link.

4.1 Experiment Setup
4.1.1 Sensor Head and Particle Telescopes
Overview
At the heart of CPT-SCOPE we use a repetitive absorber-sensor-stack, also
known as particle telescope geometry. The sensor and absorber modules are
located inside an aluminium and copper frame of quadratic shape. This serves
two functions: a) to provide mechanical strength and b) preventing external
interference to reach the silicon sensors, namely electromagnetic radiation, the
low-energetic particle background as well as particles entering the telescope
outside its designed field of view.
Two particle telescopes were installed, both with four (4) sensor modules. This
is a result of previous simulation results of a simplified geometry, and limited
amount of funds. More details are provided in the mechanical design section
(including graphics).
Silicon Sensors
We used First Sensor silicon diodes3 for radiation detection, model #501400
X100-7 with a square-shaped active area of 1 cm2 and a maximum depletion
thickness of approximately 250 um (- cannot be fully depleted). The reversebias voltage V_Bias was limited to a maximum of 40 VDC, resulting in less than
10 nA dark current (1.5 nA typical). The expected diode capacitance is 40 pF
for the given reverse-bias voltage of approx. 35 VDC. The diodes are in a
ceramic 2-pin package (bottom thickness: some 1.0 mm, material likely Al 2O3)
and have an epoxy window layer (some 0.4 mm thick, material composition:
unknown). A total of 12 sensors were ordered. We were supplied detailed
information about the diodes by First Sensors.

3

First Sensor - detailed product overview and data sheets:
http://www.first-sensor.com/en/products/components/detectors/detectors-ionizing-radiation
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Fig. 4.1.1-1: First Sensor silicon diodes model #501400 X100-7, credit: First
Sensor AG
In addition, three high-quality First Sensor silicon diodes, model #50190401
X10-gamma TO, have been supplied in order to test the ASIC performance in
detail.
Electronics
We utilised a Raspberry Pi (model B+) as on-board-computer (OBC), data
logger and in-flight control unit, an ASIC and a FPGA to interface with the Silicon
Sensors. Our data is logged two times in total, once on the OBC and by the
groud station since the OBC downlinks most of the data. Consequently we were
able to monitor the xperiment from the ground. There was in addition a remote
command terminal in case the experiment requires intervention.

4.2 Experiment Interfaces
4.2.1 Mechanical
The experiment was mounted to the upper part of the gondola using multiple
clamps (U-Bolts) securing it to the gondola structure.
Because there were no rails available at this position we had to come up with
a design which was able to connect to 40x40mm bars. Research led us to a
mounting method commonly used on ship trailers. We adapted this design as
shown in fig. 4.2.1 to fit our needs.
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Fig. 4.2.1-1: Attachment of the Experiment
We were using 4 U-bolts to secure our experiment to the upper side of the
BEXUS-gondola. Considering manufacturing tolerances of the Gondola
elongated holes were used on one side compensating for a deviating distance
between the two beams we connect to. The bolts secured the experiment to the
gondola by friction. Self-locking nuts (ISO 10511) in combination with standard
washers (DIN 125-1A) fixed the U-Bolts to the experiment and provided the
tension necessary to safely secure the experiment. The calculation of the
required initial tension of the U-Bolts is documented in chapter 4.4.8.
4.2.2 Electrical
Our experiment was designed to be completely redundant. This was achieved
by simultaneously running two individual instruments. Providing both
instruments with power and E-link resulted in two interfaces for each
connection. The Silicon sensors were powered by internal batteries in the
experiment. OBC, ASIC, FPGA and every other (housekeeping) sensor was
powered by two 28V batteries of the BEXUS gondola. We were using the ELink system for up- and downlink.

Fig. 4.2.2-1: Bottom section of the instrument module. The green squares
show the electrical interfaces: 1) The E-link connection and 2) the MIL power
plug.
Without additional isolation, the u-bolts, used to mechanically fix the experiment
to the gondola, provide an unwanted electrical grounding to the gondola
ground. Covering the contact areas with kapton tape resolved this issue.
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The instrument interfaced with BEXUS via the following electrical interfaces:
Interface

Connector

Ethernet
RJF21B

Amphenol
RJF21B (insert
Code A)

2

Reason: We have used two
on-board computers for
redundancy.

Battery
MIL-C-26482P
series 1

MIL-C-26482P
(8-4 insert
arrangement
MS3112E8-4P)

2

Each telescope unit has an
individual battery power supply

1

Grounding provided via
mechanical interfacing with the
chassis, and the ethernet cable
shield (identified during the
flight campaign).

Grounding via
Chassis

Amount

Comment

4.2.3 Thermal
The experiment was mounted to the gondola via 4 U-screws, distributed evenly
on both sides of the experiments mounting plate. In order to avoid a heat bridge
between the gondola and the experiment, direct contact between the
experiment’s mounting plate (El.-Box Top Plate / Top Plate Fig. 4.2.1 to the
right) and the gondola was avoided by using a 27mm (uncompressed) thick
layer of polyolefin insulation foam, detailed in section 6.14 Thermal Design. A
plate made of rubber material was also placed in between the screw and the
gondola-beam’s bottom side.
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4.3 Experiment Components
Table 4.3-1: Experiment summary table including mounting to the Gondola

Experiment mass (in kg):
4.1 kg
Experiment dimensions (LxWxH in m):
0.280 x 0.324 x 0.337
Experiment footprint area (in m2):
0.091
3
Experiment volume (in m ):
0.031
Experiment expected COG (centre of the position of the
expected
gravity) position:
center of gravity is shown in fig.
4.3.1 (yellow globe)
Table 4.3-2: Experiment summary table without mounting to the Gondola

Experiment dimensions (LxWxH in m):
Experiment footprint area (in m2):
Experiment volume (in m3):

0.145 x 0.324 x 0.337
0.047
0.016

Fig. 4.3-1: Experiment with center of gravity as yellow globe
Materials and specific dimensions of the different components are specified in
the mechanical manufacturing drawings which are not part of this document.
We mainly used standard alloy aluminium (EN-AW 6082) for our components.
Some components, namely the shields and absorbers, a copper alloy
(CW004A) was used.
The dimensions of the design as flown are (LxWxH in m) 0.280x0.324x0.337.
Fig. 4.3.2 shows exact measurements of the Experiment including thermal
insulation.
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Fig. 4.3-2: Experiment Assembly Dimensions
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Table 4.3-3: Parts list
Object QTY
Part Number
Proton
Telesc
opes
1
2
Cover Plate
2
2
Bottom Plate
3
20
Spacer
4
8
Sensor 501400
5
8
PCB
6
4
Side Wall
7
2
Power Shield
8
2
Output Shield
9
9
Absorber
Hardw
are
Compo
nents
10
2
OBC (Raspi)
11
2
ASIC board
12
2
FPGA board
13
2
Power supply
14
2
Microcontroller
15
2
Connector Board
16
2
Connector Board
17
2
Batteries
Electro
nics
Box
18
1
Top Plate
19
1
Bottom Plate
20
2
Electronics Side Plate
21
2
Side Plate
22
4
U-Bolt
Additio
nal
Parts
23
4
M3 stud x 40.5mm
24
2
M3 stud x 59.7mm
25
2
M3 stud x 47.2mm
26
2
El. shield Power Supply
27
4
El. shield Bat. Pack
28
4
Bat. Pack Mounting
Standa
rd
Parts
29
n
ISO 4762 M2,5
30
n
ISO 4762 M3 x6
31
n
ISO 4762 M6
32
n
ISO 4032 M2
33
n
ISO 4032 M2,5

Description

Top Plate of the Sensor

provides shielding against EM. interference
provides shielding against EM. interference

OBC_ASIC/FPGA/Housekeeping/Misc
ASIC_FPGA/SensorModules
9V

provides mounting for electronic components

various lengths
various lengths
various lengths
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34
35
36
37

n
n
n
n

ISO 4032 M6
ISO 10511 M10
Distance Bolt M3
ISO 7089-3-140HV

various lengths
various sizes
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4.4 Mechanical Design
4.4.1 Particle Telescopes
Simulations of the particle telescopes were carried out using the GEANT4
software. GEANT4 provides a framework for realistic and three-dimensional
Monte-Carlo simulations of particle/detector interactions.
The aim of the simulations was to adjust the mechanical design, so that optimal
sensitivity within the requirements and constraints of the experiment can be
achieved.
To achieve performance requirements P.3.1 and P.3.2 the energy ranges were
split up into bins of approximately equal energy range. Simulation were
performed with incident particle energies near the edges of the energy bins,
and the propagation of radiation through the detector was observed. The
position and width of the absorbers were adjusted as needed. At the time of
CDR simulation runs (of a simplified geometry and low number of particles) to
determine the position and size of the absorbers have been completed (data
not shown).
Simulations to determine the exact impact of other components may be run
during analysis of the data. For this a similar tool named FLUKA was
considered.
In the end, only estimated from other BEXUS experiments and literature values
for proton stopping power were used to evaluate sound absorber thickness
values and sensor placement to maximise the number of events.
4.4.2 Design considerations as results of simulation and former BEXUS
experiments
The sensors used to detect the sub-atomic particles were placed inside two (2)
identical copper shieldings consisting of differently sized spacers to keep the
sensors at well-known distances (fig. 6.4.2-1a). These spacers were accurately
fitted next to the sensors. Contrary to previous designs, the copper-shielding is
covering both tasks required by the sensors, namely shielding and insuring
proper placement. Eliminating the first considered aluminum case drastically
reduced the overall size of the sensor stack and enables cables running directly
to and from the sensor PCBs. The actual heights of the spacers are determined
by the simulation, literature values for proton stopping power and previous
BEXUS experiments. The particle telescopes are designed a way to allow the
Cu-Absorbers to be placed in arbitrary configurations on top of the sensors. The
arrangement of the sensors and the absorbers inside the case is shown in Fig.
4.4.1a.
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Fig. 4.4.2-1a Particle telescope with sensor and absorber
The two (2) particle telescopes each consist of four (4) sensors and absorber
layers. One telescope can therefore include four (4) differently thick absorbers.
The top down absorber thicknesses in a particle telescope form a configuration.
If the first absorber were 4 mm thick and all other absorbers were 5 mm thick,
the particle telescope would be configured in a 4-5-5-5 configuration. Ledges in
the spacers avoid direct contact between the sensor top and the absorbers.
The particle telescopes are designed to detect particles with energies ranging
from 20 to 95 MeV (low energy range) in a 1.1-1.1-1.1-2 configuration and 95
to 130 MeV (high energy range) in a 4.7-4-4-4 configuration.
The sensor-absorber-spacer stacks are held in place by four (4) 47.2 mm long
studs, for the low-energy range particle telescope, and four (4) 59.7 mm long
studs, for the high-energy range particle telescope, (studs are shown in fig.
6.4.2-1a next to the sensor) which supplementary mount the sensor stack to
the electronics box via the El.-Box Side Plate (section 6.4.3).

Fig. 4.4.2-1b Particle telescope with protective casing
The sensors auxiliary electronics need to be electrically shielded in order to
prevent unwanted electrical signals from interfering, which causes unwanted
noise in the signal. Aluminum cases are used to cover the sensors auxiliary
electronics. Bores and slots provide cables access to the sensor PCBs (fig.
4.4.1b).
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Fig. 4.4.2-1c Particle telescope flight configuration
During the flight campaign the decision has been taken to fly one particle
telescope, namely CPT-Scope B, without any absorbers in a 0-0-0-0
configuration. This was done in order to ensure high count rates in one
experiment. The CPT-Scope A particle telescope flew in a 0-1.1-1.1-2
configuration (fig. 4.4.1c). During flight, both particle telescope’s sensors were
spaced 6.5 mm apart.

Fig. 4.4.2-1d Image of the actual flight-model Particle telescope for CPT-B
with exposed sensor PCBs.
4.4.3 Electronics Box
Both particle telescopes are bolted on the electronics box. But for the GPS
antennas, the electronics box contains all of the used electrical components. In
order for the GPS antennas to receive signal they had to be placed outside of
the shielded electronics box. The box is made of six (6) aluminium sheets. The
side sheets were bent in a “S”- and “U”-shape such that they can easily be
bolted to the top and bottom sheets, further explanation to the “S”-shaped
sheets can be found in section 4.4.2 . The box was designed to enable easy
access to the electronics even after assembly. Removing one or both sheets
located at the thin side (side plate) allows to work on the electronics. This is
explained further in section 4.4.2. Hence, major work on the electronics can be
executed by removing one of the sheets located at the larger side. The
electronics box is shown from two different angles in fig. 4.4.2.
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Fig. 4.4.3-1: Electronics box viewed from three different perspectives.
But for the GPS antennas, the electric components were bolted directly to the
side panels (electronics side plate) of the box using standard M3 spacer bolts
(6mm length). Split lock washers were used to fix the screws to the spacer bolts.
An example of this is shown in Fig. 4.4.3. Each board is connected by at least
four of those connections. Due to a lack of screw mounting points on the GPS
antenna, it had to be glued to the side of the box.

Fig. 4.4.3-2: Sketch showing the attachment of electronic parts to the
mechanical structure.
The connectors for the power supply and E-Link were placed on the bottom of
the experiment, facing towards the ground in order to allow easy access and
good placement for interfacing with the balloon service modules. MIL-standard
screw adapters were used to secure connections (fig. 4.4.2).
The following connectors were utilised for the design:
●
●
●
●

Power 1: connecting to BEXUS battery 1,
Power 2: connecting to BEXUS battery 2,
E-Link 1: connected to OBC 1,
E-Link 2: connected to OBC 2.
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4.4.4 Position of Electronics inside the Electronics Box
All electronic Components are mounted directly to the larger side panel of the
electronics box. In order to be able to achieve replaceable modular redundancy
we completely separated the particle telescopes and designed a modular selfsufficient design. Each of these is able to perform all functions on its own. One
of these modules is shown in Fig. 4.4.4.

Fig. 4.4.4-1: Electronic Module
Two of these modules (CPT-Scope A and B) are placed inside the electronics
box, facing towards each other. For redundancy, each of the modules can be
removed separately without compromising functionality of the other.

Fig. 4.4.4-2: Sectional View Electronic Module
The sectional view of Fig. 6.4.4-2 shows the electronic module fitted in the
complete experiment design as flown. Cut-outs give access to a switch on the
reverse bias generation board allowing to activate/deactivate the reverse
biasing. The required electronic interfaces RJF21B (E-Link) (1) and MS3112E8-4P (Power) (2) are mounted to the bottom plate of the electronics box.
Both interfaces (E-Link and Power) were used twice. Both interfaces are placed
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closely next to each other. This does not constrain the ability to connect and
disconnect cables to the connectors as accessing three sides proved to be
sufficient in order to be able to operate the connectors.
The electronics were bolted directly to the side panels of the electronics box.
The ASIC (A in fig. 6.4.4-3) is the main component of the design and is located
as close to the sensors as possible. Electronics which could potentially interfere
with the ASIC such as the power supply were covered by thin sheet metal boxes
acting as Faraday cages. All the electronics were mounted to the panel. In
Fig.4.4.6 the layout of the boards inside the box is shown.

Fig. 4.4.4-3: Position of electronics inside the module
The following parts are displayed in fig. 4.4.6:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J1/J2
K

-

ASIC board
ConnectorBoard_ASIC_FPGA/SensorModules
Power supply
FPGA board
ConnectorBoard_OBC_ASIC/FPGA/Housekeeping/Misc
OBC (Raspi)
Microcontroller (removed)
Sensor Stack
Battery Pack (reverse bias generation)
GPS module (1)/antenna (2)
pressure sensor

4.4.5 Thermal insulation
The required thickness of the thermal insulation and its material are elucidated
in Section 4.6 Thermal Design. The entire electronics box was covered by
insulation material (Fig.4.4.7). Problematic was the heat bridge between the
inside and the outside, caused by the aluminum top plate and the U-bolts.
Substituting the aluminum top plate with a plastic top plate would have removed
the negative effects of the heat bridge. However, the plastic would become
increasingly brittle as outside temperatures drop to -80°C and the electronics
box would lose its functionality as a faraday cage, which is why we decided not
to use plastic as the material for the top plate. Fig. 4.4.7 shows the polyolefin
foam based insulation material (thickness: 27 mm) as used during flight. Six (6)
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specifically shaped plates were used to cover the entire experiment. The
insulation plates were fixed to the experiment using gaffer tape.
After putting on the insulation material, it was no longer possible to directly
access all electrical components without removing the insulation material first.
Cutouts provided access to the reverse bias generation switch, in order to be
able to turn it on and off during integration testing, flight and recovery.
Additionally, the reverse bias switch cutout allowed for temperature sensors to
be placed on the outside of the experiment. Additional cutouts covered both
sensor stacks, which were removed during the launch process.

Fig. 4.4.5-1a: Thermal Insulation flight model using polyolefin insulation foam
Fig. 4.4.5-1b shows the mounting process of the insulation material. Two (2)
temperature sensors, not yet fixed to their final destination, are shown, hanging
from the reverse bias switch cutout.
4.4.6 Accessing the experiment
In order to be able to access the experiment’s electronic components, the
thermal insulation sheets have to be detached. The related electronics module
can be extracted completely from the rest of the system, simultaneously
granting access to the opposed electronics module which remains inside the
electronics box, by loosening four screws connected to the module. Fig. 4.4.8
shows the electronics box without any parts connected to it (left) and the
electronics box with one module removed (center and right).
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Fig. 4.4.6-1: Electronics box without (left) and with one module removed
(middle). Single module shown to the right.
If one electronics module has to be removed from the electronics box, the
module which has to be removed needs to be disconnected from the ethernet
and power connector (fixed to the bottom plate) once the maximum cable length
is exceeded by moving it away from the connectors not located on the module
itself but on the bottom plate of the electronics box.

4.4.7 Position in the Gondola
Our experiment was mounted to the top of the gondola. Our preferred mounting
location on the gondola for our experiment is shown in Fig. 6.4.5.2-1a. The
experiment can be moved to the left or right of the gondola if necessary.

Fig. 4.4.5.2-1a: Experiment attached to the gondola.
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4.4.8 Initial Tightening Condition
The required tightening torque MA to withstand a vertical acceleration of +/-5g
without the experiment moving along the beams of the gondola is 0.74 Nm. This
torque can be produced manually without the help of special tools.

● FKl is the gripping force which has to be produced by the screw
connection
● P is the thread pitch4
● μG is the coefficient of friction inside the thread5
● d2 is the pitch diameter of the thread2
● μK is the coefficient of friction between the nut and the aluminum plate 6
● dK is the effective diameter of the nut (halfway between the outer
diameter and the hole)

● n is the number of nuts
● μ1 is the coefficient of friction of the connection between the U-bolt and
the bar of the gondola at which the electronics box is mounted (0.1
because the real value is unknown)
4.4.9 Stress Analysis
We have carried out a rough calculation to ensure the structural integrity of our
experiment.
The bolts connecting the mounting plates to the top plate are holding most of
the weight. Due to the fact that the real mass distribution is unknown, we
assume that each of the bolts holds a quarter of the total mass (3.5 kg).
Based on a vertical acceleration of 10g, the acting force on each of the bolts in
an axial direction is 86 N.

4

ISO 1502 / DIN 13-1
Ref.: Roloff/Matek: Maschinenelemente Tabellenbuch; 20th edition - TB8-12b)
6 Ref.: Roloff/Matek: Maschinenelemente Tabellenbuch; 20th edition - TB8-12c)
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With an acceleration of 5g in each of the horizontal directions, the force
shearing the bolt is 61 N.

According to DIN 13-1 the stress cross section S of the used M6 bolts is 20.1
mm2. So the axial force results in a tensile stress of 4.27 MPa.

The thickness of the mounting plate t is 2 mm. The bolt is simplified as a cylinder
with the original minor diameter of 4.8 mm.
The shearing force acts on the rectangular area A of 9.6 mm2 which results in
a shear stress of 6.4 MPa.

Both tensile stress and shear stress are negligible.
The top plate is simplified as a cantilever to calculate the bending stress.
The external forces acting on the plate are located at the positions of the M6
bolts connecting the mounting plates to the top plate. At this position the
mounting plate has a cross section of 155 mm x 3 mm which results in an axial
section modulus of 233 mm3 around the x-axis or 1200 mm3 around the y-axis.
Table 4.4.5.4-1: Dimensions in the cross section of the top plate

width (x-direction)

155 mm

thickness (y-direction)

3 mm
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Fig. 4.4.7: top plate modulated as a cantilever
Table 6.4.5.4-2: dimensions from Fig. 4.4.7

l

255 mm

a

30,5 mm

b

107 mm

The components of the reaction force Ri are in every direction equal to the
components of the acting force Fi.

The position of the bearing points is the midway between the two holes for the
U-bolts. The maximal bending moment is located at the position of the bores
for the M6-bolts (and between them). The maximum bending moment in ydirection is 13.2 Nm.
This results in a maximal bending stress of 56.5 MPa.

The maximum bending moment in x-direction is 6.6 Nm.

This results in a maximal bending stress of 0.55 MPa, which is negligible.
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The material used (EN AW 6082) has a 0.2% offset yield strength of 240 MPa.
Due to the uncalculated effects of the holes in the top plate the factor of safety
is set to 3, which is recommended for a rough outlining. The allowable stress is
80 MPa.

The expected maximal bending stress is less than the allowable stress which
means that the structure will not fail.
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4.5 Electronics Design
4.5.1 Sensor Board PCB (SenBrd)
The sensor board (SenBrd) hosts the silicon diode in reverse-biasing mode, a
low-pass filter for the biasing voltage and AC-coupled outputs. The flight model
is revision 17. This module is produced and tested in sufficient numbers (20
boards, 10 assembled).
The board provided the bias voltage V_bias (in Fig. 4.1.1-2 shown as V_cc).
Noise on the bias line is reduced by a multi-stage low-pass filter using highquality WIMA7 PPS foil capacitors (C1,C2,C3), since these have the best noise
performance. The high-ohmic bias resistance R_bias of 10 MOhm will limit the
current. The signal pulse is AC-coupled to the ASIC board via PPS capacitor
C4. The signal voltage and signal ground are routed to output pins.
The individual sensor boards shall interface with the electronics box (4.1.2) via
dual shielded coaxial cables, one for each the signal line and signal ground line
(V_signal, GND_signal). Hirose u.Fl coax cables and SMD plugs were used.
Each sensor board is connected to the ASIC board individually. The cable
shielding will be connected to the common ground as close to the ASIC as
practically possible (not shown in Fig. 4.1.1-2). All sensor modules were located
in the particle telescope block encased in a metal cage for mechanical stability
and reduction of susceptibility to external EM interference (EMI).
The silicon diode (First Sensor X100-7 THD) is denoted as D1 in Fig. 4.1.1-2
and is placed for reverse-bias operation. An option for the use of other silicon
diodes
has
been
made.
Fig. 4.6-1: Schematic of sensor board for each silicon sensor.

7

WIMA PPS capacitors:
http://www.wima.de/EN/products_smd.htm
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Due to the close mechanical stacking of boards, SMD components were used
for the implementation. This design also results in shorter tracks. The complete
list of parts is shown in Table 4.1.1-1 below.
Part

Part to be used

D1

First Sensor
X100-7

#501400

C1
C3
C4

WIMA
SMDIC03100KA00
0.1 uF PPS SMD

C2,
C2_ALT1
C2_ALT2

Package

CerPin

Height
(mm)

Op.
Temp.
Range

Note

2.1

-20 C to
+70C

1812

3.0
+/- 0.3

-55 C to
+140 C

WIMA
SMDIC04100TB00
1.0 uF PPS SMD

2824

5.0
+/- 0.3

-55 C to
+140 C

Only one to be
installed
per
board

R1

Vishay
thin
film
PAT1206E1004BST5 or
similar

1206

< 0.4

-55 C to
+ 150 C

may use any
1206
package
resistor
with
same value

R2, R3

Welwyn
LHVC120610MFT5 or similar

1206

< 0.4

- 55 C to
+ 155 C

S+, S-

Hirose
U.FL-R-SMT1(10) or similar

U.FL

2.5

- 40 C to
+ 90 C

Alternative
through-hole
pads on board

Table 4.6-2: Parts list for sensor board.
The part with the greatest height is the 1.0 µF low-pass filter capacitor C2 with
a maximum height of 5.3mm. Therefore C2 may be placed on the alternate
footprints C2_ALT1, C2_ALT2 and the board above shortened. This reduces
the minimum separation of two sensor boards from 6.1 mm to 4.1 mm.
The boards were manufactured using a board thickness of 1.6 mm, the
resultant minimum separation of the active layers of the diodes is 5.0 mm. This
includes the error margins in the heights of C1, C3 and C4 as well as the board
thickness. The final flight-model had a fixed distance of 6.5 mm for all Si sensor
modules as a result for margins and simpler manufacture.
The boards have four M3-compatible mounting holes for fixation inside the
particle telescope module.
For their low mechanical profile and acceptable shielding, U.FL connectors
were chosen for the signal connectors. U.FL cables are commercially available
off-the-shelf at a relatively low cost and are marketed as WiFi-Antenna cables
for laptops. As an alternative connection, through-hole pads are also provided.
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Fig. 4.6-3: PCB design of sensor board. Ground planes are not shown here for
clarity, but denoted by the dotted outlines; red - top layer, blue - bottom layer,
green - vias, holes, pads; all units in mm. The lower two sections (V10, V11)
can be removed in order to allow for compact stacking.

These boards were designed and manufactured as shown in the figure below.

Fig. 4.1.1-4: Assembled sensor board (S/N: 01). Top and bottom view shown
with all components mounted.
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4.5.2 Bias voltage generation (RevGenBrd)
The bias voltage is generated for each particle telescope unit individually i.e.
one board is shared by four individual sensor boards. The basic design for the
reverse bias generation is as follows: Two 3.6VDC batteries in series are downregulated by a LDO to 5.0VDC. A DC/DC up-converter generates the 3040VDC output voltage in order to reverse bias the silicon sensors.
This board was also known as RevGenBrd, and produced and tested for Rev.
5 (10 boards, 4 assembled).
In detail: An AEI UltraVolt XS-series DC/DC converter[1] was used. The XS
module (model: 0.1XS5-P0.1, operating temperature range: -10C to +65C)
provides a stable output voltage in the range of 0VDC to +100VDC with less
than 50 mV[2] voltage ripple. The output voltage rails were connected to the
silicon sensors using u.Fl coax cables, one for VOUT and GNDINT each. In this
way pick-up of external noise is reduced.
The XS-module requires a stable 5.0VDC input (+/-0.5VDC). This is provided
by either an external source, such as the CPT-SCOPE power supply, or using
the output of a 5VDC LDO. In the present design a LDO was used. The input
voltage source can be selected using a solder pad jumper (SJ1). The reverse
bias voltage is controlled via an adjustment pin on the XS-module. The output
voltage is approx. linear to adjustment voltage in the range of 0-2.5VDC. An
Analog Devices 2.5V voltage reference (model: LM336, operating temp. range:
-0C to +70C) is used to provide a precise 2.5VDC rail. A linear potentiometer[3]
R2 (100kOhm) or fixed voltage divider using two SMD resistors may provide
the adjustment pin with a pre-set voltage. For testing purposes also an external
voltage source may be used. The adjustment voltage source can be selected
using a solder pad jumper (SJ2). A Linear Technology low-noise LDO (model:
LT1763, operating temperature range: -40C to +125C) is used.
The LDO is designed to be powered using two (2) SAFT Lithium-Thionyl
chloride (Li-SOCl2) batteries in series. The SAFT LS model[4],[5] was planned to
be used; the axial leaded battery model (LS17500CNA/2PF[6], size: A with
leads) in CNA-format with connected axial leads. The LS battery has been used
previously aboard the BX11 PERDaix experiment and has a nominal voltage of
3.6V. Furthermore it is in use for the BEXUS batteries as stated in the BEXUS
user manual. It can operate in a temperature range of -60C to +85C.
Unfortunately, these batteries were not available. Therefore identical
replacements by EVE Energy Co., Ltd. were used. The EVE ER14505P nonrechargeable battery, Lithium Thionyl Chloride, 2.7 Ah, 3.6 V, AA, with and
without axial leads8 were chosen (6 available for each, in stock).
8

EVE battery description on FARNELL:

http://no.farnell.com/eve/er14505p/battery-lithium-aa-3-6v-axial/dp/1365938
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These are similar enough to the LS-batteries and hence verification was
omitted. For the flight model previously used axial lead batteries were replaced
by regular AA battery form-factor models held in a battery pack. The pack was
soldered to the battery section of the PCB and secured with epoxy. This allowed
for easy replacement of empty batteries. Soldered batteries are not
recommended.
The schematic of the circuit is shown in Fig. 4.1.1-4. Note that the battery
ground is floating (GNDINT) and not connected to the shield / casing ground
(GND). The output voltage is provided to the sensor modules using two double
shielded u.Fl type coax cables. The battery box case may be connected to the
cable shielding. For each instrument one battery box will provide the reverse
biasing to the four sensor modules. Each sensor will draw a current of less than
100 nA, totalling to some 1000 nA including margins. For a given reverse bias
voltage of 35VDC we obtain a required load power of less than 1 mW. The XS
module is rated at 0.1W and hence is a good choice.
PCB is shown in Fig. 4.1.1-5. The shielded container in which the circuit will
reside close to the sensor modules and be connected using u.Fl coax cables.
The current dimensions are 76 mm x 74 mm x 25 mm plus the size of the
shielding box. In total the estimated volume is 80 mm x 80 mm x 30 mm. Each
particle telescope will have its independent reverse bias supply. Hence, two (2)
units have flown.
Each board has a mechanical on/off switch to preserve battery life and provide
full control on the sensor modules. The boards are mounted using M3 screws.
The flight model PCB was surrounded by a grounded aluminium box to reduce
EMI, for electrical connections only u.Fl coax cable were used.

Fig. 4.7-1: Schematic for reverse biasing generation.
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Fig. 4.7-2: PCB for reverse biasing generation. The dimensions are given in
mm. Red - top, blue - bottom layer, green - vias or pads.
The assembled board are shown in the picture below.

Fig. 4.7-3: Assembled RevGenBrd (Rev. 5) board, top view. For the flight model
EVE standard AA-form factor (3.6V) batteries were mounted in a battery pack
secured with epoxy to the PCB (not shown).
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Ref.: http://www.ultravolt.com/products/1-single-output-high-voltagemodules/27-microsize-micropower/55-xs/
[2] Using CMS capacitor C4 the voltage ripple can be reduced to less than 10
mV (XS data sheet).
[3] Possible stabilisation using Opamp between in- and output.
[4] Ref.: http://www.saftbatteries.com/battery-search/ls-lsh
[5] Ref.: http://www.farnell.com/datasheets/45451.pdf
[6] Ref.: http://no.farnell.com/saft/ls175003pfrp/battery-lithium-apcb/dp/1282755
[1]

4.5.3 Front-end Electronics - Overview

Fig. 4.8-1: Front-end electronics overview.
The front-end electronics are located inside the electronics box. Their task was
to take the individual silicon sensor weak current pulses and carry out the signal
amplification, shaping and digitisation based on device settings. Fig. 6.8-1
shows a schematic overview.
The individual sensors (blue) are located on aforementioned sensor module
PCBs and provides the signal pulses to a IDEAS VATA465 ASIC (red,
alternative name: IDE3465) for read-out. The signals sensors are connected
via two coax cables each to the separate VATA-ASIC PCB (per telescope 4 x 2
= 8 cables, type: Hirose u.FL).
The ASIC card provides digital output for each channel depending on the result
of a comparator stage with programmable DACs. The ASIC is mounted on a
PCB and protected by an aluminium casing. In the current design we will use a
total of eight (8) sensors in two telescopes i.e. both have 4 silicon detectors.
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The ASIC is interfaced with a FPGA board (green) via a dedicated interface
card. The FPGA card carries out several functions:
A. It counts the number of events for each trigger pattern (only the individual
channel counter were implemented).
B. All triggering events of the first sensor (closest to the opening) are
counted (superseded by individual channel counters).
C. All results are read-out by the on-board computer via a SPI-interface.
Both particle telescopes are connected to their respective FPGA board at the
same time. Redundancy of the FPGA has not been suggested. Upon an error
it can easily be rebooted and load from its on-board flash memory.
4.5.3.1 IDEAS VATA465 IC

The IDEAS VATA465 readout IC is a space-rated microchip dedicated to the
detection of ionising radiation with semiconductor sensors. The IC was
operated in double gain mode9. This paragraph provides a summary of the
IDEAS VATA465 key features and general architecture:
●
●

●

●
●

20 charge-sensitive pre-amplifiers (CSA):
○ 16 high-gain inputs (positive charge, max. Q = 2.6 pC),
○ 4 low-gain inputs (positive charge, max. Q =26 pC).
37 digital logic triggers (used for CPT-SCOPE):
○ 36 fast shapers (250 ns) and comparators,
○ A subset of 32 outputs with 2 thresholds (window-function, highgain channels),
○ A subset of 4 outputs with 1 thresholds (low-gain channels),
○ 1 trigger from OR of all 36 channels,
○ minimum rate capability 25 kcps/channel with 20 per cent loss.
Pulse-height spectroscopy:
○ 20 slow shapers (1 us) followed by sample-and-hold,
○ analogue multiplexer output from all channels,
○ Minimum rate capability 2.5 kcps/channel.
low-power operations: max. 65 mW, depending on settings/rate,
radiation hard by design and manufacture (SEL/SEU).

Full documentation about the IDEAS VATA465 IC is available from the
manufacturer’s webpage10. A simplified overview is provided in the following
two figures.
9

Trigger threshold value K to input charge Q relation HG-LT (lower threshold), double gain:
Q [fC] = 0.1521 * K + 0.1855.
Trigger threshold value K to input charge Q relation HG-HT (high threshold), double gain:
Q [fC] = 1.9962 * K + 10.724.
10 IDEAS VATA465 webpage: http://www.ideas.no/products/ide3465/
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Fig. 4.8.1-1: VATA465 evaluation card (10 cm x 10 cm PCB) as used for CPTSCOPE with the ASIC inset at correct scale (image credit: IDEAS).

Fig.4.8.1-2: Left: simplified VATA architecture showing the slow-shaper for
analogue readout (top) and the fast-shaper path (bottom) generating the
signal triggers. Right: Block diagram for the VATA465 and its high-gain (top)
and low-gain (bottom) channels. For CPT-SCOPE only digital triggers with set
threshold were used (image credit: IDEAS).
Disclaimer on ASIC usage: The IDEAS VATA465 (IDE3465) has been used for
radiation detection in a terrestrial application within an educational project only.
Future iterations of the project will utilise other IDEAS ICs such as the VATA466
(IDE3466) designed for the ESA JUICE mission, specifically its RADEM
instrument.
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4.5.3.2 FPGA

For our pattern counter and SPI slave implementation a Spartan-611 LX9
(model: Xilinx XC6SLX9, package: TQG144, operating temperature range: 0
C to +85 C) is used. A Mimas board12 was used which is manufactured by
Numato Systems Pvt. Ltd. It features on-board linear (!) power supplies for the
required voltages of 1.2V, 2.5V (optional I/O), or 3.3V and a programmable SPI
flash memory for loading its bitstream at boot-up. The on-board CMOS
oscillator has a nominal frequency of 100 MHz. In total 70 I/O pins are available
on two standard 20 pin headers. The board has dimensions of 62.23 mm x
66.04 mm and features four (4) mounting holes.

Fig. 4.9: Mimas board (image credit: Numato Systems).

11

Ref.: http://www.xilinx.com/support/documentation/data_sheets/ds160.pdf
Ref.: http://numato.com/mimas-spartan-6-fpga-development-board.html
and http://numato.com/downloads/dl/file/id/14/product/87/user_manual.pdf
RXBX_SED_BX20_CPT-SCOPE_SEDv5-0_18May16.pdf
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4.5.4 On-board Computer
One Raspberry Pi model B+ on each instrument runs the well-known Raspian
Linux distribution. The main software was programmed in Python 2.7 using
standard libraries. It acted as data logger, instrument monitor and controller.
The ground communication was done via the BEXUS E-Link system.
The OBC also controls the ASIC configuration register. The OBC was interfaced
via an OBC-ASIC/Housekeeping card.
The OBC used a microSD-card for non-volatile storage.

Fig. 4.10-1: Raspberry Pi model B+ (image credit: Raspberry Pi Foundation).

4.5.5 Backup data logger
Note (August 31, 2015): The backup data logger has been removed due to
missing resources.
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4.5.6 Power Supply
Note (Aug. 30, 2015): Due to a critical failure in the previously planned power
supply a quick replacement had to be conceived. Since time was too short wellmade prototype boards were assembled as flight models.
The power supply must provide the following voltages: +1.5VDC, -2.0VDC and
5.0VDC. The reverse bias voltage between 30VDC and 40VDC will be provided
for the silicon sensors by a separate system outlined above. The main power
load will be on the +5.0VDC line since it supplies both the OBC and the FPGA
board. All other voltages will require almost negligible currents. The maximum
power was estimated at 10W (peak) and average consumption of not more than
5W. The actual power consumption was estimated to be lower, around 4W. The
actual power consumption was close to 4W per unit. Hence a total of 8W
average for the entire CPT-SCOPE instrument units A and B.
Each supply voltage will utilise switch-mode DC-DC converters to adapt the
supplied battery voltage of 28VDC by the BEXUS system. We are using
topological Buck converters. These converters show a high-efficiency but may
introduce small radio interference at their operation frequency of typically 250
kHz to 2.5 MHz. Note that the switching frequency should be as low as
practically possible and not close to the shaper time of the ASIC which
correspondents to 1 MHz. Such interference was not found in pre-flight and inflight measurements.
A TRACO POWER THD 2421 module was used for the 28VDC to +/- 5VDC
conversion. The outputs are isolated from the inputs and can provide 7.5W on
each rail in an operating temperature range of -40C and +85C. The switching
frequency is approx. 400 kHz. The module conforms with EN 61373 and MILSTD-810F standards. A fitting heat sink has been purchased and installed.
Decoupling capacitors have been placed in accordance to the application note.
The OBC and FPGA were powered on the 5VDC rail via two USB ports. The
analogue voltages for the ASIC (V_SS = -2.0VDC and V_DD = +1.5VDC) are
generated from the negative and positive 5VDC rails respectively using LDOs.
The LDO input is filtered using a low-pass LC-circuit. The utilised LDOs are
Linear Technology LT1962 and LT1964 ICs which can easily provide over 100
mA each. The required current rating is 50 mA (20 mA regular).
Due to problem when handling asymmetric power consumption on the positive
and negative rail (+/-5VDC) a power resistor of some 10 Ohm had to be used
to in order to restore nominal behaviour of the TRACO POWER module. This
caused excessive power consumption and heat. The heat was redirected to the
housing via copper tape mounted to the power resistor covered in Kapton tape
to electrically insulate it. The unit functioned nominally. The flight model was
surrounded by a grounded aluminium box to reduce EMI for other parts.
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The schematic is shown below:

Fig. 4.12-1: Schematic of the power supply.
The TRACO +/-5VDC supply was assembled first on a perfboard and tested.
Functioning prototype of the entire device were made by etching our own PCBs
at the Oslo Hackerspace Bitraf after exposure of light-sensitive PCBs at the
University of Oslo. The final flight units were tested and built into the CPTSCOPE shortly before the flight campaign. Each unit had its own power supply,
totalling to two (2).
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Fig. 4.12-2: top side of the power-supply PCB It features the TRACO power
module (right), coils of the LC-lowpass filter (middle), thermal probe on the
module and cabling. Note how the coils are secured with cable binder.
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4.5.7 Housekeeping Sensors
Pressure and temperature sensors have been used to obtain valuable telemetry
data. In addition, a GPS-module (Adafruit Ultimate GPS Breakout v3 with
firmware v. 5632, functioning up to 40 km13) was utilised for timekeeping and
independent altitude readings. PT1000 thermistors were used to carry out
temperature readings on the sensor heads and other test points. A MCP3208
ADC has been used to connect the thermistors via SPI to the OBC. For
pressure sensing a MS5611-based breakout board was used (connected via
I2C). All ICs are connected via the I2C- or SPI-bus to the OBC. The sensordata was displayed and logged with a GUI programmed in JAVA (see chapter:
Ground Control Software).

Fig.4.13-1A: Ultimate GPS Breakout Board v3 (image credit: Adafruit).

Fig. 4.13-1B: 8-channel Analog Digital Converter model MCP3208
(image credit: rs-online.com).

13

https://learn.adafruit.com/downloads/pdf/adafruit-ultimate-gps.pdf page 28
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Fig. 4.13-1C: MS5611 I2C pressure and temperature sensor (image credit:
Banggood Ltd.).

4.5.8 Interface boards
In order to interconnect the individual electronic subsystems interface boards
were necessary. We required the following cards:
ConnectorBoard, Rev. 6:
● Tasks:
interfacing:
○ OBC-ASIC: programming of configuration register
○ OBC-FPGA: transferring count rates for trigger patterns
○ OBC-Housekeeping: a) connecting temperature and pressure
sensors to OBC via I2C or SPI (ADC for analog temperature
readings) and b) time keeper / position via GPS module (serial
UART)
○ OBC-Misc: route available pins for future use to connector
● Status:
○ 2 boards produced, 1 assembled and tested, 1 in repair
(completed).
● Location:
○ on top of OBC mounted with 2 cm spacers (M3)
● Complexity:
○ medium- only direct wire interconnects between two adaptors;
possibly 3.3V, -2.0V and 1.5V supply to ASIC through this board.
The connector board interconnects the individual experiment components while
keeping the sensitive ASIC data lines as short as possible to minimise
interference. it also houses an ADC (MCP3208 -40 to +85°C) with 8x PT-1000
thermal sensors for housekeeping.
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Fig. 4.14-1: Connector board schematic.
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Fig. 4.14-2: PCB design of connector board. Ground planes are not shown
here for clarity, but denoted by the dotted outlines; red - top layer, blue bottom layer, green - vias, holes, pads; all units in mm.

Fig. 4.14-3: connector board after soldering (front and backside)
Finished boards (left: top view; right: bottom view) are shown above. Note that
the mounting clips for the analogue temperature sensors are not installed. The
board is placed immediately on top of the OBC (connected via 40 pin header)
and M3- mounting holes are available for securing the PCB.
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ASICinBrd, rev. 2:
● Task:
interfacing:
○ ASIC-SensorModules: connecting the sensor modules to the
ASIC board with each two coax cables
○ ASIC-FPGA: connecting selected ASIC triggers with FPGA
counter inputs
● Status:
6 PCBs produced, 2 assembled and tested.
● Location:
on top of ASIC board, mounted directly, secured with M3 screws.
● Complexity:
simple - only direct wire interconnects,
all trigger outputs 3.3V logic.

Fig. 4.14-4: Schematic of the ASICinBrd, rev. 2.
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Fig. 4.14-5A: PCB layout for the ASICinBrd, rev. 2. Red - top layer, green vias
/ pads, all units in mm.
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Fig. 4.14-5B: Assembled ASICinBrd board (colour) on test ASIC (grey) card
shown above.
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4.5.9 Cabling
One important aspect is the interconnection of the individual boards. The
interfacing was as follows for each instrument:
o Battery Board <-> ReverseBiasDistro Board:
○ 2 u.FL coax cables.
o ReverseBiasDistro Board <-> Sensor Modules:
○ 4x 3 pin header cables (length: ca. 5 cm)
o Sensor Modules <-> ConnectorBoard-ASIC-Sensor/FPGA:
○ 8x u.FL cables; 2x u.FL coax cables per sensor module (length:
ca. 15 cm)
○ 8x twisted-pair cables; 2x wires per sensor module (length ca. 10
cm), connecting battery board coax cables via small PCB to 4
pairs to sensor modules (PCB to be done)
o ConnectorBoard-ASIC-Sensor/FPGA <-> FPGA board:
○ 8 pin header with mounting (TBD, length: 15 cm)
o OBC <-> outside world:
○ Right-angle14 LAN-cable to MIL-E-Link connector (BX manual)
o Power supply <-> outside world:
○ MIL battery connector (cf. BEXUS user manual)
o ConnectorBoard-OBC-ASIC/FPGA/Housekeeping/Misc
<->
ASIC
board:
○ 50 pin header cable (type: male, model: SHF-125-01-L-D-SM-LC)
o ConnectorBoard-OBC-ASIC/FPGA/Housekeeping/Misc <-> FPGA
board:
○ 4x wire connection (length: 20 cm, 4 pin header on FPGA board,
4 pin header interface board)
o ConnectorBoard-OBC-ASIC/FPGA/Housekeeping/Misc <-> GPS board:
○ 9 pin header cable (length: up to 60 cm)
o ConnectorBoard-OBC-ASIC/FPGA/Housekeeping/Misc
<->
I2C
Pressure-Temp. sensor:
○ 4 pin header cable (length: 20 cm)
o ConnectorBoard-OBC-ASIC/FPGA/Housekeeping/Misc <-> Analogue
temperature sensors:
○ 16x twisted pair cables, each sensor 2 twisted cables, 8 sensors,
length: variable, depending on placement
o Power supply <-> OBC:
○ Micro-USB cable 5V rail (should be replaced)
o Power supply <-> FPGA:
○ 2x twisted pair cables for 5V power rail, 2 pin header.
o Power
supply
<->
ConnectorBoard-OBCASIC/FPGA/Housekeeping/Misc:
○ 3x twisted pair cables (+1.5VDC, -2.0VDC, GND), 3 pin header
o Microcontroller data logger <-> FPGA board:
6x wires, 6 pin header.
14

cf.: Ref.: http://www.l-com.com/ethernet-cat5e-right-angle-cable-assemblies
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Fig. 4.5.9-1: Pre-flight CPT-SCOPE cabling, October 4, 2016. After this only
minor modifications were undertaken, and unit “A” (left) was connected to the
interfacing aluminium plate with the connectors (top).
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4.6 Thermal Design
Depending on the thermal requirements of the electronic and sensor systems
it was necessary to include an insulation in the design surrounding the
instrument.
The insulation was planned to be made of Cryogel Z15 manufactured by ASPEN
AEROGELS, INC., which is tested at temperatures between -200°C and 90°C.
It is delivered as mats. Theses are easy to cut into the form needed and can be
glued directly on the surface of the aluminium plates.
The required thickness L of the insulation was calculated with the following
formula:
● k is the thermal conductivity of the used insulation material (0.012
W/(m*K) for Cryogel Z)
● A is the inner surface area of the insulation which is equivalent to the
inner surface area of the experiment box (approx. 0.108 m^2)
● T_i is the temperature inside the experiment box which is required for
the stable operation of the hardware (5°C)
● T_e is the temperature outside the experiment box (approx. -80°C)
● H is the maximum permissible rate of heat transfer which is equivalent
to the minimal rate of heat production by the installed electronic
components
Because our experiment is mounted to the gondola thermal conduction
between the gondola or outside and our experiment has to be considered, so
the insulation was to enclose all aluminium plates.
Due to the fact that the insulation mats are flexible besides being cut into shape,
they do not need any further modifications to fit on our experiment.
The insulation mats were supposed to be additionally fastened to each other
with tape. The tape and glue used to fasten the mats to the aluminum plates
will be tested to withstand low temperatures (-80°C) during temperature test
“Temp_2” and contain any dust emitted by the insulation material.
During Pressure Test “Pres_2” Cryogel Z’s behaviour in vacuum was
determined and rated flight safe.

15

Ref.: http://www.stadur-sued.com/files/2013/09/Aerogel_Daten_2011.pdf (Datasheet)
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Update during the flight campaign: Concerns from the COSPA Team arose,
that the dust-producing characteristic of the Cryogel Z may interfere with their
experiment. Hence on short notice, the Cryogel Z solution had to be abandoned
and an alternative polyolefin foam based thermal insulation material from team
FREDE (BEXUS 21) was used as replacement. This material was 27mm thick
and easily adapted to the previous Cryogel based insulation material design.
The structure was then fixed similarly using multiple layers of black duct tape.
The new material did not change the functionality of the thermal designed as
planed. This solution worked well. The CPT-SCOPE-team is thankful to our
FREDE friends for providing an alternative material that worked so well.

Fig. 4.6-1: Picture showing the actual thermal insulation material (black)
wrapped around part of the flight-model, provided by the BEXUS 21 team
FREDE. It was 27 mm thick.
A component operating temperature list can be found in table 5.3.2.2 Analysis
E_T_01: Thermal req. of electrical components.
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4.7 Power System
4.7.1 Requirements and Constraints
The power system shall:
o
provide power to all electrical components of the experiment. This
encomasses providing sufficient current at the correct voltages
required by all components.
o
accept the electronic interfaces provided by BEXUS.
o
decouple
interferences
between
sensitive
experiment
components.
o
provide a common ground rail to all components.
4.7.2 Power Source
The power system for each experiment operates is sourced by an individual
28VDC Battery. The negative battery terminal is NOT connected to the common
ground.
4.7.3 Power Conversion
Since most components need 5VDC operating voltage it was imperative to get
an efficient power conversion. This was done with a DC-DC switched-mode
converter. Unfortunately the output has a relatively large ripple voltage. With
the addition of bypass and decoupling capacitors the ripple was reduced to
acceptable levels of 40 mV RMS.
The more sensitive but less loaded +1.5V and -2.0V (negative voltage provided
by isolated negative output) were supplied by low-ripple LDOs. Choosing a less
effective but more stable conversion. This was detailed above in the electronics
section.
4.7.4 Grounding
The experiment requires a low-noise ground. As such, the power subsystem
shall provide a clean internal ground connected to the chassis via a 1MΩ charge
bleed-off resistor.
Update for flight model during the campaign: It turned out that the E-Link
ethernet cable shields actually are connected to the gondola ground. Hence bypassing our grounding scheme. This was accepted since no increase in noise
was found in pre- and in-flight measurements (see lessons learned in chapter
7).
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4.7.5 Internal Interfaces
The table below lists all interfacing power rails of the power subsystem, whether
they should or shall be are monitored, regulated or adjustable.
Name

V_GND
V_33_ASIC_A

U / VDC
relative to
V_GND

Imax / A

Pmax/W

0.0

N/A

N/A

common ground rail used by all
experiments.

3.3

0.1

0.3

supply for the ASIC A

0.1

0.3

supply for the ASIC B

3.3

0.15

0.5

supply for the FPGA and other
logic, unit A

3.3

0.15

0.5

supply for the FPGA and other
logic, unit B

+1.5

0.02

~0.0

supply for detectors, unit A

0.02

~0.0

supply for detectors, unit B

0.02

~0.0

supply for detectors, unit A

0.02

~0.0

supply for detectors, unit B

30 to 40

0.001

~0.0

reverse bias for detectors,
floating, unit A, separately
generated

30 to 40

0.001

~0.0

reverse bias for detectors,
floating, unit A, separately
generated

0.4

2.0

supplies OBC1 and OBC2

0.4

2.0

0.4

2.0

0.4

2.0

V_33_ASIC_A
V_33_FPGA_A
V_33_FPGA_B
V_A1_A
V_A1_B
V_A2_A

-2.0

V_A2_B
V_BIAS_A

V_BIAS_A

V_OBC1

5.0

V_OBC2
V_RES1
V_RES2

-5.0

Description

supplies for redundant logging
logic

Tab. 4.7.5-1: interfacing power rails of the power subsystem
Where a Imax or Pmax of 0 is given, the power drain of the respective components
is negligible.The expected maximum power is 9.6W for the instrument, 4.8W
for each unit. This is in agreement with requirement D.10.2 (peak power
consumption 10 W for each unit).
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4.7.6 Addressing HF interferences
Several electronic components induce HF ripples onto their power supply rails.
Since the experiment design includes EMC sensitive devices, this shall be
addressed as follows:
Where possible, galvanic isolation using DC/DC converters shall be used. This
especially includes the input rails.
All output rails shall be HF dampened using capacitors to ground. These
capacitors must be able to operate at relevant conditions. Additionally ferrite
chokes shall be used to dampen ripples.
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4.8 Software Design
4.8.1 Flight Computer Software
BEXUS requirements make it mandatory to include an E-Link connection with
our instrument allowing both down- and up-link of data and commands. Since
CPT-SCOPE does not require a high data bandwidth we used the E-Link to
send all data to the ground station.
To meet these requirements the software needed multi-tasking capability. The
easiest solution for this was a Raspberry Pi, a System-on-a-Chip (SoC) capable
of running a standard Linux operating system (OS). It had enough performance
for high programming languages (we chose Python 2.7) which made the
parallel programming much easier compared to a microcontroller.
The detector events were counted by a FPGA. The Raspberry Pi was
connected to the FPGA via a SPI-bus with the Raspberry Pi as master (c.f.
Section 4.8.4 and Fig. 4.8.1-3). Housekeeping sensors for pressure and
temperature (e.g. MS5611 IC) were connected to the OBC via the I2C-bus.
The logging thread converted the sensor data, added timestamps, wrote data
to a SD-CARD. Furthermore, it sent most of the data via E-Link to the ground
station (Bytestream). In this way, all I/O-operations were done by one thread on
the OBC.
We used the UDP protocol for the sensor and housekeeping data transfer
because the reliability mechanisms of TCP protocol could cause many
exceptions and reconnects. In the present application the loss of some
packages (data) is acceptable while still fulfilling our aims. To verify the sensor
data we received packages using UDP and utilised a MD5 checksum to verify
package content integrity. Every packet got a unique number and timestamp.
The logging thread was controlled by a server thread. The server thread
received commands via E-Link. Note that different ports were assigned for
sensor-data and commands.
We implemented the following commands:
●
●
●
●
●

start logging,
stop logging,
restart logging,
change logging rate
stop logging temperature and pressure (helpful if there is a problem
with I2C).
The commands were transferred with a simple protocol on TCP.
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Fig-4.8.1: Thread Diagram.
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Fig. 4.8-2: Flow Chart of the CPT-OBC main Python Script.
To receive sensor-data on the ground station a Python script was written which
waits for UDP datagrams, then checks the MD5 checksum. If the checksum
was correct it added the string “##CHECKSUM True”. If it was wrong it added
“##CHECKSUM False” allowing for valid package data discrimination.
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A simplified example transmission is shown below containing only a subset of
parameters:
received message: 2 20:35:29.696223: Pressure: 1014.90844418
MD5: 5f8cc815ba864379c8a3d28311062b70##CHECKSUM True

Temperature: 19.0304406381

received message: 3 20:35:30.310818: Pressure: 1014.90934699
MD5: 09468e25caf2fcf2195794a9092b4490##CHECKSUM True

Temperature: 19.0380534053

received message: 4 20:35:30.979281: Pressure: 1014.89001384
MD5: 8c20cd86687ca598cd61724292827d1c##CHECKSUM True

Temperature: 19.0367846107

received message: 5 20:35:31.568166: Pressure: 1014.90471386
MD5: d0cb70ae68e4a8289c88085d4da902fe##CHECKSUM True

Temperature: 19.0399232078

Implementation
4.8.1.1 The 4 cronjobs on boot

There are 4 @reboot-cronjobs on the OBC.
@reboot mkdir /dev/boot_partition
Task: creates a folder for Raspberry Pi boot partition
@reboot mount -t vfat /dev/mmcblk0p1 /dev/boot_partition &
Task: mounts the Raspberry Pi boot-partition into /dev/boot_partition
@reboot sleep 2 &&cp /dev/boot_partition/cpt_obc.ini
/home/pi/CPT_OBC/cpt_obc.ini &
Task: copies the the OBC-configuration-file (cpt_obc.ini) from the boot-partition
to the OBC-folder (/home/pi/CPT_OBC/)
@reboot cd /home/pi/CPT_OBC && bash
/home/pi/CPT_OBC/restart_CPT_BC.sh >>/home/pi/CPT_OBC/cron_log.txt &
Task: runs restart_CPT_BC.sh
4.8.1.2 Initalisation: restart_CPT_BC.sh

restart_CPT_BC.sh is a bash-script which runs the CPT_BC_XX.py in an
infinite-loop. That means it restarts automatically CPT_BC_XX.py every time it
crashes. Before every start of CPT_BC_XX.py it kills any process which uses
TCP-Port 5005 (for example an old instance of CPT_BC_XX.py). Every restart
of CPT_BC_XX.py will be protocolled in CPT_BC_restartLog.txt file located
inside the CPT_OBC-directory.
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#!/bin/bash
LOGFILE=CPT_BC_restartLog.txt
writelog() {
now=`date`
echo "$now $*" >> $LOGFILE
}
sleep 5
writelog "Starting"
while true ; do
fuser -k 5005/tcp
sleep 3
python CPT_BC_03.py
writelog "Exited with status $?"
writelog "Restarting"
done

4.8.1.3 Main Script: CPT_BC_XX.py
CPT_BC_XX.py starts the Logging Thread. The Logging Thread puts all sensor data
into a String and sends the String via UDP to the Ground Stations IP (IP and UDP_Port
are variables in CPT_BC_XX.py). The Logging Thread runs in an infinite loop. In order
to close it the global variable “shouldStop” has to be set to 1. The “shouldStop”-variable
is surrounded by the semaphore “sema_shouldStop” to handle the concurrency.
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Fig. 4.8.1.3-1: CPT_BC_XX.py is the OBC-script. It implements five classes.
The arrows signify class usage.
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AsicConf
AsicConf is used for the configuration of the VATA-465 ASIC. Most of the
methods

are

for

further

analysis,

so

CPT_BC_XX.py

uses

just

“sendToAsicAndVerify(int)” and “verifyConfigReg()”.
FpgaReadOut
Reads out the (pattern) counter values over Software SPI from the FPGA.
ReadFpga() returns all values as an integer list containing ‘0’ or ‘1’ (binary).
MS5611
getTap() returns the pressure and temperature measured by the MS5611 chip
over I2C.
ADC_MCP3208
get_tempList() returns a list of the temperature values as strings (easier for
the transmission).
GPS746
To get the data from the GPS module (Adafruit Ultimate GPS Breakout 746).
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4.8.1.4 Background: ASIC programming

The ASIC (VATA-465) needs to be reprogrammed after every power off.
Therefore the OBC is connected to the ASIC through a serial interface. A 356bit long string is transmitted to the ASICs shifter-register (MSB first) and loaded
into the ASIC’s built-in triple redundancy configuration-register. Among several
general device settings all internal triggers can be set to individual 8-bit
threshold values. These values should be accessible and possible to be
manipulated in flight. The serial interface for the ASIC-programming consists of
the following five wires as shown in table 4.8.3.
Wire

Function

Direction
(from ASIC)

Logic Voltage
(CMOS)

REGIN

data in

in

3.3V

SC_CLK

clock

in

3.3V

LOAD

to load the bit string from the shiftregister into the configurationregister

in

3.3V

READ_BACK

to read out the shift-and
configuration-register

in

3.3V

REGOUT

activates the read out of the
configuration-register

out

3.3V

Tab. 4.8.1.4-1: ASIC serial interface wires as seen by the ASIC.
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For the ASIC-configuration via the OBC we developed a Python class called
“AsicConf” with the following public functions:
Function

Description

sendToAsicAndVerify()

Sends bitstring (inputList) two times to the shift-register.
On the second transmission it checks the correctness of
the data in the shift-register. The shift-register-data will
be loaded to the configuration-register and the integrity
of the data in the configuration-register will be checked.

initInputList()

Sets the inputList to default values: All channels
activated but all threshold-values set to the maximum
value (255).

setHighGainChannel(
channel, trigger, value)

To set a threshold-value of a high-gain channel
(Channel 0 to 15; Trigger: A and B; value between 0 and
255).

setLowGainChannel(
value)

channel,

To set a threshold-value of a low-gain channel (Channel
16 to 19; Value between 0 and 255).

deactivateHighGainChannel(chan
nel, value):

Deactivates a High-Gain channel.

deactivateLowGainChannel(chan
nel, value)

Deactivates a Low-Gain channel.

enableTest(channel, value):

Enables test for one channel.

setFirstTwelve(list)

Sets the first configuration bits which are the general
device parameters such as mode of operation.

getFirstTwelve()

Returns the first twelve bits of the configuration string.
Useful for setFirstTwelve(list).

verifyConfigReg()

Verifies the data-integrity of the configuration register.

getInputList()

Returns the input bit string defined by the user.

Tab. 4.8.1.4-2: Public functions of Python class AsicConf.

Background: Housekeeping

All data related to the radiation detection units will use a serial-bus.
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For measuring the pressure (determining altitude) and internal temperature
(near the boards) we use a MS561116 connected to the Raspberry Pi B+ via its
hardware-I2C.
To measure other relevant temperatures we use analog Pt-100017 temperature
sensors (operating temperature range: -200 to +800°C)18 connected to a
MCP320819 8-channel ADC which is connected to the Raspberry Pi through
SPI.
To get a time reference and a second altitude we used an Adafruit Ultimate
GPS Breakout - Version 3 v522320, connected via UART (TX and RX pins) to
the Raspberry Pi.
Housekeeping and monitoring data shall be transmitted via E-Link by the onboard computers (s. software section).
Sensor

Parameter

Location

Interface

MS5611

pressure
-> altitude

internal (near the boards)

I2C

MS5611

temperature

internal (near the boards)

I2C

PT-1000 (T0)

temperature

CPT-A: air inside

SPI over ADC

CPT-B: air inside
PT-1000 (T1)

temperature

CPT-A: reverse bias

SPI over ADC

CPT-B: reverse bias
PT-1000 (T2)

temperature

CPT-A: power supply

SPI over ADC

CPT-B: power supply
PT-1000 (T3)

temperature

CPT-A: sensor stack

SPI over ADC

CPT-B: heating resistor (power
supply)
PT-1000 (T4)

temperature

CPT-A: heating resistor (power
supply)

SPI over ADC

CPT-B: sensor stack

16

http://www.meas-spec.com/downloads/MS5611-01BA03.pdf
http://www.farnell.com/datasheets/22128.pdf
18 The PT-1000 sensors we use have a case designed from -80 to 125°C
19 http://ww1.microchip.com/downloads/en/DeviceDoc/21298c.pdf
20 http://www.adafruit.com/products/746
RXBX_SED_BX20_CPT-SCOPE_SEDv5-0_18May16.pdf
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PT-1000 (T5)

PT-1000 (T6)

temperature

temperature

CPT-A: outside switch opening

reverse bias

CPT-B: outside,
gondola inside

directed

SPI over ADC

to

CPT-A: outside

SPI over ADC

CPT-B: outside - top plate (next
to sensor opening)
PT-1000 (T7)

temperature

CPT-A: Raspi

SPI over ADC

CPT-B: Raspi
Adafruit
Ultimate GPS
- V3 v5223

time

inside (external
necessary)

antenna

if

UART

Adafruit
Ultimate GPS
- V3 v5223

position
->altitude

inside (external
necessary)

antenna

if

UART

Tab. 4.8.1.4-3: Overview of the housekeeping sensors
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4.8.2 Ground Control Software
For sending commands and receiving confirmation another Python script was
written which uses our own protocol to send and receive data via TCP:

Fig. 4.8.2-1: Send Receive TCP.
The raw-sensor data strings were too abstract for fast human interpretation.
Hence, a graphical user interface (GUI) was developed in JAVA which shows
the sensor-data on a system diagram of our instrument (s. Fig-4.81-2).

Fig. 4.8.2-2: GUI for displaying telemetry.
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Fig. 4.8.2-3: Raw telemetry data.
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Fig. 4.8.2-4: Plotting windows of CPT-CC.
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4.8.3 FPGA Design
The FPGA was serving as a set of counters running in parallel for different
trigger outputs. These are obtained from the logic trigger outputs (3.3V) of the
readout VATA465 ASIC. The individual sensor triggers (Tx) are subject to a
trigger acceptance logic (TL_x) which synchronises the asynchronous input to
the FPGA global clock domain and ensures that only valid ASIC output pulses
are considered and not sporadic (HF) ripples etc.

Fig. 4.8.3-1: Simplified schematic of the FPGA logic with counters and serial
interface.
The valid and synchronised trigger signals from TL_x are directly fed into a
channel-specific counter (CNT_x). These counters are designed to overflow in
order to prevent error-prone reset lines. The size of all counters is constant and
set to 32 bits (counter length M=32, maximum value: 4,294,967,295). Due to
the low expected count rate (ca. 1.5 events / cm2 / s) aboard BEXUS20 an
overflow is not expected within the readout intervals. However, post-processing
on the OBC will easily detect such event - as long as not multiple overflows
have occurred between two serial requests no data is lost and complexity
reduced. For each unit 4 sensors are connected which result in a total of 8
triggers (for each VATA465 high-gain channel has a lower- and higher-threshold
monostable). The address mapping is summarised in Tab. 4.8.1-1.
Tab. 4.8.3-1: Address mapping for counter of specific ASIC channels and their
triggers. Trg_xxA stands for the lower threshold and Trg_xxB for the higher
threshold trigger of channel “xx”, where the convention IN01..IN20 is used.
Address
(decimal)

Physical
Trigger

Internal
Name

Address
(decimal)

Physical
Trigger

Internal Name

33

Trg_01A

CNT_A0

65

Trg_01B

CNT_B0

34

Trg_03A

CNT_A1

66

Trg_03B

CNT_B1

36

Trg_05A

CNT_A2

68

Trg_05B

CNT_B2

40

Trg_07A

CNT_A3

72

Trg_07B

CNT_B3
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In addition the 8 counters which store the number of counts of the 4 sensors,
32 integrity registers have been added. These store different but static 32-bit
register values, (e.g. 1,090,519,051; 0 or 1,644,167,169). Their address space
was from 1 to 32 with internal names P1 to P32 (TESTREG_xx). Their new
purpose was to ensure that the FPGA registers were correctly read out and that
the FPGA functions properly. This technique has proven simple but effective.
The counters and integrity registers are accessed through a multiplexer (MUX)
with 8-bit address space (255 addresses available) of which only 39 were used.
A controller obtains the counts for each pattern via the multiplexer which is
controlled with a select line (SEL).
The FPGA acts as SPI slave for the OBC. The FPGA layout is shown in Fig.
4.8.1-1 demonstrating the aforementioned features.

Fig. 4.8.3-2: Digital waveform for requesting counter or integrity register values
(CNT_x) via a quasi-serial interface (using: http://wavedrom.com).
The counts are requested by the OBC using a simple serial interface (SPI,
CPOL=0, CPHA=0) where the FPGA is in slave mode. The SPI transmission
waveform is shown in Fig. 4.8.1-2. Counter values were read-out in an interval
of less than 1 second.
All values (address, counter / register values) are LSB-first which is nonstandard e.g. address decimal 1 would be 0b10000000.
On the FPGA a non-volatile SPI flash memory is installed which initialises the
FPGA with the correct programme at every power-on. The FPGA was
programmed using VHDL. A Xilinx Spartan-6 board has been selected as
target. Development was carried out using a Numato Mimas board. The
software development was done with the free Xilinx ISE WEBPACK suite.
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The following pins were used for the SPI communication (OBC <-> FPGA):
Name

Description

Direction
(from
FPGA)

Logic
Voltage

SCLK_1

Serial clock of interface 1, frequency appropriate
for OBC capability (used: 3 kHz, potentially
several MHz)

in

3.3V

CS_1

Chip Select to indicate when data transmission is
in place, active-low, interface 1

in

3.3V

MOSI_1

Address (8 bit, LSB-first) data, on rising edge of
SCLK_1, interface 1

in

3.3V

MISO_1

Counter value (32 bit, LSB-first) for address,
interface 1

out

3.3V

Details on the preceding implementation, their simulated behaviour and testing
on a Spartan-3E board were reported in Timo’s master thesis which is available
on-line21.
Remark on trigger pattern recognition:
Originally, a logic network (“Event Pattern To Counter Logic”) was planned that
recognises the trigger pattern and makes the respective counter register
(CO_x) increment. However, the existing implementation could only be verified
in simulations but not on the actual device. For safety it was therefore decided
to abandon the direct pattern recognition functionality, since it was a only a
secondary objective.
The pattern recognition logic is described in Fig. 4.8.1-3. For a certain anti-/
coincidence pattern a specific, predefined counter should be incremented. This
functionality is planned in future iterations of the device. When upgrading to the
IDEAS VATA46622 ASIC (IDE3466), which only became available after the
BEXUS20 flight, such pattern unit and counters are already built into the ASIC.

21

Timo’s master thesis: http://hdl.handle.net/11250/2352104
IDEAS VATA466 (IDE3466) information: http://www.ideas.no/products/ide3466/
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Fig. 4.8.3-3: Counters based on event type with overflow in order to avoid faulty
reset lines.

4.9 Ground Support Equipment
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

At least two notebooks (one for each Raspberry Pi)
2 X Backup 8gb Micro-SD-cards
2 X Backup 8gb USB-Flash-Drives
Backup Raspberry Pi
Allen Wrenches / Wrenches (various sizes)
Shear
1x Soldering station
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5 Experiment Verification and Testing
5.1 Verification Matrix
Shown below is the Verification Matrix based on the requirements set in chapter
2. Every requirement is linked to an ID and listed with at least one verification
type (A - analysis, R - review-of-design, T - testing, I - inspection), one or more
test number(s) and the current status of the test(s).
Therefore the following Shortcuts are used:
■
■
■
■
■
■
■

TBD
rev.
ana.
insp.
test
TX!
done

- to be done
- review done, more to come
- analysis done, more to come
- inspection done, more to come
- testing partially finished, more to come
- testing failed, alternative solution needed
- test(s) successfully finished / requirement met
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Table 5.1-1: Verification table

ID

Requirement text

Verif.

Test ID

Status

F.1

The instrument shall measure the flux of
energetic particles during the majority of
the BEXUS flight.

A,R,T

Final_1

done

F.3

The instrument shall distinguish different
particle species based upon their
characteristic energy deposition in the
particle telescope.

R,A

Final_2

TX!23

F.4

The telemetry unit shall measure
ambient pressure for independent
derivation of altitude during the flight.

R,T

Temp_1,
Press_2

done

F.5

The telemetry unit shall measure the
temperature for the outside, the sensor
head and inside the instrument box
during flight for each CPT-SCOPE unit
(A and B).

R

no test
by
design

done

The VATA465 ASIC shall be used to
implement the radiation monitor and
hence
demonstrate
its
technical
readiness.

R

no test
by
design

done

done

F.6

F.7

Communication shall be implemented
via E-Link to up- and downlink data and
commands.

R

no test
by
design

F.8

The telemetry unit may determine the
altitude via GPS.

R

Pres_1

done

P.1

The field of view and instrument
acceptance shall allow a maximum
count rate while allowing only particles
traversing the entire particle telescope to
be registered.

R

no test
by
design

done

The instrument shall be capable to
handle 1,000 particle events per second
and telescope.

A,R,T

Handl_1

done

P.2

23 The necessary pattern recognition logic could not be validated to be approved for flight. Since

F.3 only serves a secondary objective it was dropped due to missing resources.
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P.4.2

The events referred to in D.22 and D.25
should be recorded for fixed time
intervals of 15 seconds.

P.8.1

R

no test
by
design

done

The instrument shall log the ambient
pressure in a range of 10 mBar to 1200
mBar.

T

Pres_1

done

P.8.2

The instrument shall log the ambient
pressure with a relative error of 3% or
less.

T

Pres_1

done

P.11.1

The instrument shall log the temperature
and pressure at least every 5 seconds.

R

no test
by
design

done

P.11.2. The instrument shall log the sensor head
1
and outside temperature in a range of 65 °C to +60 °C.

R,T

Temp_2

done

P.11.2. The instrument shall log the inside
2
temperature in a range of -40 °C to +60
°C.

R,T

Temp_2

done

P.11.3

The instrument shall log temperatures
with an error of +/- 2.0 °C.

R,T

Temp_2

done

D.1

The total mass of the instrument shall
not exceed 6.0 kg.

T,I

Weight_1

done

D.2.2

The volume of the instrument shall not
exceed 0.300x0.330x0.400m

R,I

Meas_1

done

D.3

The instrument shall be able to operate
within the specified temperature profile
and range of the BEXUS balloon during
pre-launch phase, countdown phase, inflight phase and post-flight phase.

R,T

Temp_2

done

The instrument shall be designed such
that it can be mounted to the gondola
rails and comply with the BEXUS
mechanical requirements.

R

no test
by
design

done

The experiment shall be mounted on the
top section of the gondola and shall not
be shielded by other experiments from
on top.

R

no test
by
design

done

D.4.1

D.4.2
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D.6

The instrument shall be fully functional
under the BEXUS pressure profile.

A,T

Pres_2

done

D.7.3

The instrument shall be designed to be
powered by two (2) provided BEXUS
battery packs.

R

no test
by
design

done

D.8.1

The instrument shall be designed to be
using the provided BEXUS E-Link
system for up- and down-link.

R

no test
by
design

done

D.8.2

The downlink rate shall not exceed 150
kbits/s.

A,T

Soft_1

done

D.8.3

The uplink rate shall not exceed 10
kbits/s.

A,T

Soft_1

done

D.8.4

The instrument shall interface with the
BEXUS E-Link system via Ethernet on
two (!) RJF21B connectors (system
redundancy).

R

no test
by
design

done

D.9.1

The data storage size of the SD card
shall be at least 8 GBytes.

A

S_A_01

done

D.9.2

If the system is restarted data shall not
be overwritten. The following data is
logged onto the instrument data storage:
Housekeeping
(pressure
and
temperatures, etc.), number of first
sensor event triggers, particle trigger
pattern counts with timestamp.

A,R,T

Soft_1

ana.
rev.,
test

D.9.3

A reduced amount of data shall be sent
via the downlink, namely:
Housekeeping, number of first sensor
event triggers, number of individual
particle events for 15s intervals and
timestamp.

A,R,T

Soft_1

ana.
rev.,
test

D.10.2 The instrument shall at least be able to
operate for 10 hours with the given
power supply.

A,R,T

Power_1

done

D.10.4 Each unit shall not exceed a power
consumption of 70 Wh considering an
operating time of 10 hours, resulting in 7
W average power consumption. The
instrument is made of two (2) units with

A,R,T

Power_1

done
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identical power characteristics (= 140
Wh available).
D.10.5 Each unit (total instrument is equal to
two (2) units) the peak power shall not
exceed 10 W for each instrument. The
instrument is made of two (2) units with
identical power characteristics.

A,R,T

Power_1

done

A,I,R

no test
by
design

done

D.11

The instrument shall be designed to not
disturb or harm the gondola.

D.12

The instrument shall not be designed to
disturb or harm the other experiments
aboard the same BEXUS gondola
(requires
constraints
from
these
experiments).

A,I,R

no test
by
design

done

A commercial sensor (MS5611, I2C-bus)
shall be used for pressure sensing.

A,R,T

Pres_1

rev.

D.14.1 Temperature shall be measured using
the same chip (MS5611, I2C-bus) for the
internal temperature in reference to
P.9.1.

A,R,T

Temp_1

rev.

R

no test
by
design

Done

Redundancy of the system should be
used by flying two identical instrument
set-ups. Remark: Only the particle
telescope geometry varies.

R

no test
by
design

Done

D.17

A GPS-receiver may be used for time
synchronisation
and
independent
altitude determination.

A,R,T

Pres_1

Done

D.19

Two separate (!) connections to the ELink system shall be provided by the
BEXUS operators for our two redundant
on-board computers.

A

S_A_01

done

R

no test
by
design

Done

D.13

D.14.2 Temperature readings for the sensor
head shall be done using Pt1000thermistors.
D.16

D.20

The particles referred to in F.1 shall be
detected using silicon sensors in particle
telescope geometry.
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D.21

The instrument may accept only
particles within 40 degrees from zenith
i.e. the field of view is 80 degrees.
Reference to P.1.

R

no test
by
design

Done

The triggering of the top-most sensor
(i.e. closest to the entrance window)
shall be used as total particle flux
indicator and recorded separately for
each telescope.

R

no test
by
design

Done

R

no test
by
design

Done

R

no test
by
design

Done

R

no test
by
design

Done

R,T

Power_3,
Power_4,
Power_6

rev.,
test

D.26.2 The power supply shall not exceed a
temperature of +60 °C under full load in
vacuum.

R,T

Power_5

rev.,
test

D.28.1 The instrument shall maintain functional
without mechanical failure under a
dynamic load of -35g for 80ms.

A,T

Stress_1

Done

D.28.2 In particular the instrument shall remain
functional without mechanical failure
under the case of a vertical static load of
-10 G and a horizontal static load of +/-5
G.

A,T

Stress_1

Done

D.22

D.23

The instrument shall store all data on onboard storage i.e. a microSD card and
downlink a reduced amount of data and
telemetry.

D.24

The instrument shall be controllable via
the E-link system from ground.

D.25

The instrument shall be able to store the
particle trigger pattern counts for postflight analysis.

D.26.1 The power supply shall provide stable
voltages with fast alternating loads.

D.29

The instrument shall be designed to
guarantee
an
inside
operating
temperature range of -20 C to 60 C.

T

Temp_2

Done

O.1

Before launch the instrument shall be
easily switched on or off by connecting a
power cord.

T

Handl_2

Done
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O.2

The
instrument
autonomously
measurements.

O.3
O.4

shall
and

operate
conduct

A,R,T

Final_1

rev.

The instrument shall be commandable
via the up-link.

A,R,T

Soft_1

rev.

The instrument shall record data for at
least 7 hours after the last power-up.

A,R,T

Final_1

rev.
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Tab. 5.1-2: Removed requirements

ID

Requirement text

Verif.

Reason for removal

P.3.1

The instrument shall be able to store
the particle trigger pattern for postflight analysis.

R

Not a requirement

P.9.1

The instrument shall log the internal
temperature every 1 second in a
range of -40 °C to +60 °C with a
precision of +/- 1.0 °C.

T

reassessed as P.11.2.1,
P.11.2.2 and P.11.3
requirements

P.9.2

The instrument shall log the sensor
head temperature every 1 second in a
range of -70 °C to +60 °C with a
precision
of +/- 1.0 °C.

T

reassessed as P.11.2.1,
P.11.2.2 and P.11.3
requirements

P.9.3

The instrument shall log the external
temperature every 1 second in a
range of -70 °C to +60 °C with a
precision of +/- 2.0 °C.

T

reassessed as P.11.2.1,
P.11.2.2 and P.11.3
requirements

P.10.1

The power supply shall provide
stable voltages with fast alternating
loads.

A,R,T

reassessed as D.26.1
requirement

P.10.2

The power supply shall not exceed a
Temperature of +60 °C under full load
in vacuum.

A,R,T

reassessed as D.26.2
requirement

D.2

The volume of the instrument shall not
exceed 0.260mx0.310mx0.400m.

R,I

Reassessed as D.2.2

D.4.3

The mounting shall endure vibrations
and mechanical stress during prelaunch, launch and flight.

A,T

reassessed as D.28.1 and
D.28.2 requirements

D.4.4

The mounting shall withstand
mechanical stress and in particular
shocks during the pre-launch,
launch, flight, landing and recovery
of the gondola.

A,T

reassessed as D.28.1 and
D.28.2 requirements

D.5.1

The instrument shall maintain
functionality under the BEXUS
vibration profile / range.

A,T

reassessed as D.28.1 and
D.28.2 requirements

D.5.2

In particular the instrument shall
remain functional under the case of
shock with a horizontal static load of
5 G.

A,T

reassessed as D.28.1 and
D.28.2 requirements
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D.5.3

In particular the instrument shall
remain functional under the case of
shock with a vertical static load of 10
G.

A,T

reassessed as D.28.1 and
D.28.2 requirements

O.6

The floating altitude shall be 20-25
km. This results in a maximum
particle flux. This is somewhat
flexible and can be changed upon
request by other experiments onboard BEXUS 20.

R

not requirement to our
experiment as we cannot
control it

D.10.1

Each instrument shall not exceed a
power consumption of 70 Wh
considering an operating time of 10
hours.

T

Change of instrument
architecture: From one to
two BEXUS batteries
available for the instrument,
one for each unit.

D.10.3

The peak power shall not exceed 10 W.

T

Change of instrument
architecture: From one to
two BEXUS batteries
available for the instrument,
one for each unit.

D.15

The power supply shall provide for all
voltages redundantly.

T

Redundancy concept of the
instrument simplified. Fully
redundant units instead of
individually redundant
subsystems.

D.27

The instrument shall be designed to
guarantee an inside operating
temperature range of 0 C to 60 C.24

24

T

Test Temp_2 revealed an
extended operating
temperature range for all
parts used for the
instrument.

Temp_2 showed that the instruments works fine with an insight temperature below -20C
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5.2 Test Plan
We will run through a thorough test plan in order to verify the compliance of all
subsystems with the requirements outlined in chapter 2.
To improve the efficiency of the testing progress, various requirements and
tests can be summarised into the testing sessions listed below.
Mechanical stress test
Test ID

Stress_1

Test priority

High

Test type

Stress / performance

Test facility

Oslo

Tested item

Whole experiment including mounting

Test
level/procedure
and duration

Acceptance test, 360 min. – Test split into 3 Subtests.
1) static load test by standing on top of the
experiment which is placed onto an even surface
(ideally on top of a scale, assumed body weight 75
kg with 4 kg instrument weight).
2) drop from 2.3 meter onto mattress (10 cm
decelerating distance) resulting in 40 g
deceleration for 0.045 s.

Test
campaign 1 day
duration
(1) 05.09.2015 (2) 05.09.2015
Test
campaign
date

BEXUS
acceptance level

1) Static load equivalent to 10-30 times the experiments
own weight (here: 15)
2) Equivalent to drop onto padded surface from 1-3
meters

Test completed

(1) YES (2) YES
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Pressure tests
Test ID

Pres_1

Test priority

Medium

Test type

Performance

Test facility

Cessna without cabin pressurization; Germany

Tested item

OBC, Telemetry-Unit (Pressure and GPS)

Test
level/procedure
and duration

Performance test, 60 min.
Test during a full-flight without cabin pressurization and
measuring of GPS-altitude compared to calculated
altitude with sensor data, review of error rate of both
systems.

Test
campaign 2 x 1 day
duration
Test
date

campaign 30.05.2015 and 07.07.2015

Test completed

YES

Test ID

Pres_2

Test priority

Medium

Test type

Performance under pressurization changes

Test facility

Oslo, IDEAS Lab

Tested item

Whole experiment

Test
level/procedure
and duration

Acceptance test, 600 min.
Long term test in a vacuum chamber in various
pressure conditions

Test
campaign 1 day
duration
Test
date

campaign early August

BEXUS
acceptance level

p = 10.0 hPa = 10.0 mBar;

Test completed

YES

pressure reduction slope: 21 mBar/min
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Temperature tests
Test ID

E_T_01

Test priority

High

Test type

Analysis

Test facility

IDEAS, Oslo, Norway

Tested item

all electrical components

Test
level/procedure
and duration

Analysis.
Collecting all operating temperature ratings for
electrical components in use.

Test
campaign 1 hour
duration
Test
date

campaign June 2015

BEXUS
acceptance level

T = - 40 °C

Test completed

YES

Test ID

Temp_1

Test priority

Medium

Test type

Acceptance and performance

Test facility

IDEAS lab (climate chamber)

Tested item

OBC, Telemetry-Unit (temperature sensors, ADC)

Test
level/procedure
and duration

Acceptance test, 180 min.
measuring temperatures from -60°C to 40°C with
telemetry sensors (MS5611, ADC-Sensors) and other
sensor and compare the results

Test
campaign 2 day
duration
Test
date

campaign August 2015

BEXUS
acceptance level

T = - 40 °C

Test completed

Yes
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Test ID

Temp_2

Test priority

Medium

Test type

Performance within temperature changes

Test facility

Climate chamber, IDEAS lab, Oslo, Norway

Tested item

Whole experiment

Test
level/procedure
and duration

Acceptance test, 90 min.
Long term test in a climate chamber in various
temperature conditions

Test
campaign 1 day
duration
Test
date

campaign 31. August 2015

BEXUS
acceptance level

T = - 40 °C

Test completed

YES

Weight test
Test ID

Weight_1

Test priority

Low

Test type

Mass determination

Test facility

Ideas Lab, Oslo, Norway

Tested item

Whole experiment

Test
level/procedure
and duration

Acceptance test, 3 min.
Mass determination using a scale

Test
campaign 5 minutes
duration
Test
date

campaign after first complete assembly of all parts; Aug. 2015

BEXUS
acceptance level

Less than 6 kg

Test completed

YES
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Software test
Test ID

Soft_1

Test priority

Medium

Test type

Up- and Downlink + data safety

Test facility

IDEAS LAB Oslo

Tested item

OBC (ethernet), SD Card and ground control software

Test
level/procedure
and duration

Performance test, 240 min. – Test split into 3 Subtests
1) Testing the Performance of the Downlink system
by sending data and measuring the up- and
downlink rate and
2) testing all commands via Ethernet and simulated
uplink (simulate different loss rates and
connection breaks)
3) as well as restarting the whole system to check for
lost data

Test
campaign 1 day
duration
Test
date

campaign July 2015

Test completed

YES

Power supply tests
Test ID

Power_1

Test priority

Medium

Test type

power consumption

Test facility

Ideas Lab, Oslo, Norway

Tested item

the whole experiment

Test
level/procedure
and duration

Acceptance test, 720 min.
Running the whole experiment for a long term of
10 hours, measuring the total power consumption
during that time as well as power peaks that might
appear
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Test
campaign 3 days
duration
Test
date

campaign August 2015

Test completed

YES

Note: Tests Power_2 to Power_4 were removed due to redundancy.
Test ID

Power_5

Test type

Performance

Test facility

Ideas Lab, Oslo, Norway

Tested item

power supply

Test
level/procedure
and duration

Temperature monitoring, while simulating full load,
providing increased battery voltage. In a vacuum
chamber.

Test
campaign 12 h
duration
Test
date

campaign as soon as the power supply is soldered, late-Sept 2015

Test completed

YES - See vacuum test

Handling tests
Test number
Test priority
Test type
Test facility
Tested item
Test
level/procedure
and duration

Handl_1
medium
Lab
IDEAS, Oslo, Norway
Sensor head, FPGA and OBC, Power supply
Acceptance test, 180min.
regarding handling of multiple events per second and
sensor. Injection of:
1. test pulses with function generator
2. irradiance with well known-source of given activity
and detector efficiency estimates.
Test
campaign 2 days
duration
Test
campaign before EAR, late-Aug 2015
date
Test completed
YES
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Test number
Test type
Test facility
Tested item
Test
level/procedure
and duration
Test
campaign
duration
Test
campaign
date
Test completed

Handl_2
Acceptance test
Ideas Lab
the whole experiment
Acceptance test, 120min.
Switch the whole experiment on and off and look for
problems
1 day
July 2015
YES

Final tests
Test number
Test priority
Test type
Test facility
Tested item
Test
level/procedure
and duration
Test
campaign
duration
Test
campaign
date
Test completed

Final_1
Medium
Lab
IDEAS / UiO, Oslo, Norway
the whole experiment
Acceptance and performance testing of all systems and
subsystems.

Test number
Test priority
Test type
Test facility
Tested item
Test
level/procedure
and duration
Test
campaign
duration
Test
campaign
date
Test completed

Final_2
Medium
Lab
IDEAS / UiO, Oslo, Norway
the whole experiment
Irradiation of instrument with particle and gammas with
well defined parameters. Analysis of data and
comparison with models and simulations.
several days

several days
Sept. 2015 and pre-flight
YES

Aug./Sept. 2015
YES
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5.3 Test Results

Functional Tests:
Note: The instrument was assembled on the 30.08.2015. A functional test was
successful. A temperature test was set for 31.08.2015.
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Vacuum Tests:
Our vacuum chamber was send on the 18.08.2015 but is at customs now
(http://nolp.dhl.de/nextt-onlinepublic/set_identcodes.do?runtime=standalone&idc=161439617036&_sourceP
age=%2FWEBINF%2Fjsp%2Fquery.jsp&__fp=Ny80SrKHupap9g%2FUEjJoBA%3D%3D).
So we prepared another one which took us some time:

5.3.1 Overview

Test ID

Result

Stress_1

● no observable deformation/damage or loss of
functionality of any components after static load of
+20G and a drop (ceiling height) on a thin
mattress

Temp_1

● Telemetry Unit and OBC are working at
temperatures between -60°C and 35°C
● Temperature sensors are precise enough
● OBC-CPU-temperature sensor goes down to at
least -45°C
● Uncritical ADC problem

Temp_2

● Whole instruments works when everything is at 40°C
● FPGA overflow problems after 80 minutes at -40°C
→ FPGA should not become colder than -30°C
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Pres_2

E_T_01

● The power supply and OBC work and do not get
too hot at a pressure of 5 mbar.
● The EVE ER14505P non-rechargeable battery
usable at vacuum.
● The reverse-bias generation boards works at
vacuum.
Analysis results in operating temperature range:
0°C to 60°C.
Suggested action: Temperature / vacuum test of OBC
and FPGA. Other components are guaranteed by
manufacturer. Simplified testing may apply.

Pres_1

● GPS works with direct view to the sky. We may
use an external antenna.
● Pressure Sensor works up to 1000m.
● Telemetry unit and ground control software works
on operating conditions.

Handl_1

CPT-Scope is functional

Weight_1

The weight of CPT-SCOPE is 4.1 kg. That is below
6.0 kg.

Power_1

Average power consumption is below 10W per unit.
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5.3.2 Detailed reports
5.3.2.1 Power_1

Fig 5.3.2.1-1: Power consumption is below 10W - remeasured at flightcampaign.
The power consumptions of both units making up our instrument, namely CPTA and CPT-B were measured during the flight campaign after minor changes to
power resistors on the power supply. The result was as follows and conforms
to requirements D.10.4 and D.10.5:
CPT-A PA = 4.1 W for 31.0 VDC at 0.13 A average.
CPT-B PB = 4.1 W for 31.1 VDC at 0.13 A average.
These results are identical within measurement uncertainty to earlier
measurements in the laboratory. However, it should be noted that only one unit
was tested previously with only one Si sensor connected.
No measurable peak power consumption could be detected in simple tests
conducted i.e. the reading off the power supply meters, no oscilloscopes were
used to study potential voltage spikes.
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5.3.2.2 Weight_1

Fig 5.3.2.2-1: With new isolation material the weight of CPT-SCOPE is under
6 kg.
We had to exchange the thermal insulation material for CPT-SCOPE during the
flight campaign. Therefore the total mass of the instrument was measured after
complete assembly. The total mass was found to be 4.1 kg, conforming with
requirement D.1.
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5.3.2.3 Stress_1

The mechanical design was adapted from a battery box planned for a FormulaE project at Beuth Hochschule Berlin, which had significantly higher
requirements as compared to CPT-SCOPE. As mentioned in section 5.2 Test
Plan mechanical stress tests were carried out, testing both dynamic (design
requirement D28.1) and static load (design requirement D28.2) capacity to fulfill
the BEXUS acceptance level.
The static load test result is documented in fig. 5.3.2.3.1. The experiment was
placed upside down on a standard scale while experiencing additional load of
approx. 70 kg for 1 minute. Soft Foam was used in order to evenly distribute
the force towards the top plate. As the load capacity of the experiment is
directional, the experiment was loaded upside down, in order to test the
weakest load capacity. This configuration represents negative acceleration in
referenced to the mounting position in the gondola. Considering the inaccuracy
of the scale, the static load experienced by the experiment resulted in 75 kg.
The Experiment showed no observable deformation after completion of the
static load test.
In regard to the design requirement D.1, assuming the experiment to weigh 6kg,
the static load experienced by the experiment was approx. 12g. In regard to the
total weight of the experiment (Tested during Weight_1) 4.1 kg this represents
a static load of about 18g.
The static load test is compliant with the static load BEXUS acceptance level of
min. +/-10g and therefore fulfills the design requirement D28.2.

Fig. 5.3.2.3.1: Static load test as per design requirement D.28.2
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The dynamic load test is documented in fig. 5.3.2.3.2. The experiment was
dropped from a height of 2.3m and decelerated to a full stop over a distance of
0.05m. For the same reasons as mentioned above, the experiment was
dropped upside down, simulation negative acceleration in reference to the
experiments final mounting position in the gondola. The 2.3m long acceleration
resulted in a final impact velocity of 6.7 m/s. Assuming constant deceleration
over 0.05m results in an average deceleration of approx. 45g. The Experiment
showed no observable deformation after completion of the dynamic load test.
The dynamic load test is compliant with the dynamic load BEXUS acceptance
level of min. +/-30g and therefore fulfills the design requirement D28.1.

Fig. 5.3.2.3.2: Dynamic load test as per design requirement D28.1
The static and the dynamic test passed the BEXUS acceptance level and
therefore our design requirements. The Test Stress_1 therefore passed.
5.3.2.4 Pres_1

This test is especially for the GPS module. It can not be tested in a laboratory
so we used a little airplane (Cessna 172S with a diesel engine). The climb rate
of the plane (5 m/s) was similar to the BEXUS-balloon and the ground speed
(250 km/h) is more than the balloon speed in jetstream.
Further are the flights a good way to test our telemetry unit and ground control
software under operating conditions.
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Fig. 5.3.2.4.1-1: Team Members (from left to right):
Julian Petrasch, Anton Walter and Ron Wenzel
5.3.2.4.1 First flight (30.05.2015)
We were flying three airfield traffic patterns (so three landings and three
launches) to get data from as many different altitudes as possible. The
telemetry unit was connected directly to a notebook running the CPT Control
Center Software (CPT-CC).

Fig. 5.3.2.4.1-2: CPT Control Center Software (CPT-CC) in a Cessna 172S
During the climbing phase the GPS-Altitude and the Barometric Altitude were
nearly equal. But after landing the GPS was showing wrong altitude values for
minutes:
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Fig. 5.3.2.4.1-3: GPS-Altitude vs Barometric Altitude at one airfield traffic
pattern
This happened for all airfield traffic patterns. So after the flight Julian was
checking if there could be any serial transmission problems. But the GPSTimestamp was correct. So the problem had to be in the GPS module.
But the altitude determined by the pressure sensor was equal (difference was
less than 10m) to the altitude measured by the aircraft instruments.
5.3.2.4.2 Second flight 07.07.2015
After a few test with the GPS module on ground Julian found out that the altitude
problem could be caused by a bad signal. So we did a second flight were one
person was holding the telemetry unit for the whole flight to be sure that the
GPS module had a clear view to the sky (See figure XX).
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Fig. 5.3.2.4.1-4: The Telemetry Unit pointed to the sky
With good signal the GPS was measuring the altitude correct.

Fig. 5.3.2.4.1-5: GPS-Altitude vs Barometric Altitude at a longer flight with
autopilot
5.3.2.4.3 Conclusion
We have to make sure that the GPS module will receive a good signal. So we
may use an external antenna.
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5.3.2.5 Pres_2

5.3.2.5.1 Test of the power supply and the OBC

Fig. 5.3.2.5.1-1: Our small metal vacuum chamber and 0.5mbar vacuum
pump
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Fig. 5.3.2.5.1-2: Power supply and OBC in the vacuum chamber

Fig. 5.3.2.5.1-3: Pressure measured with our telemetry unit
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Fig. 5.3.2.5.1-4: Temperature charts measured with the telemetry unit

5.3.2.5.1.1 Sensor arrangements
Temp1 on the power supplies DC-DC-converter
Temp7 temperature inside the vacuum chamber
Temp9 CPU of our OBC
5.3.2.5.1.2 Test procedure
15:52 start vacuum
15:57 START RASPI 100% CPU TEST
15:58:30 ENDE RASPI 100% CPU TEST
15:59 START RASPI 100% CPU TEST
16:01 ENDE RASPI 100% CPU TEST
16:02 START RASPI 100% CPU TEST
18:40 END of the vacuum test
To find out if there could be a problem with overheating components we let the
Raspberry Pi B+ calculate the md5-checksum of an infinite file. SO the CPU
was always at 100% and the power consumption was much higher as we
expect during flight. The OBC CPU temperature was always below 45°C
(maximum rated temperature is 85°C) so our copper stripe heathbridge worked
fine. The power supplies DC-DC-converter was below 34°C (Rated up to
125°C) so overheating is no problem there too.
5.3.2.5.2 Test of reverse bias board and EVE ER14505P batteries
start time: 2015-09-06 21.24.59
end time: 2015-09-06 22.35.05
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Fig. 5.3.2.5.2-1: Battery and reverse-bias voltage at normal pressure

Fig. 5.3.2.5.2-2: Battery and reverse-bias voltage after 1h and 10min at 5mbar.
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Fig. 5.3.2.5.2-3: Batteries after vacuum test

Fig. 5.3.2.5.2-4: Batteries after vacuum test
The EVE ER14505P batteries were not deformed and did not lose any gas.
● The power supply and OBC work and do not get too hot at a pressure
of 5 mbar.
● The EVE ER14505P non-rechargeable battery usable at vacuum.
● The reverse-bias generation boards works at vacuum.
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5.3.2.6 Temp_1

5.3.2.6.1 Facts
Testdate: 20.08.2015
Thermal Chamber:

Fig. 5.3.2.6.1-1: CTS climate chamber label.
5.3.2.6.2 Timeline
test started at 15:56:00
reached -60°C at 15:30
warming up to 35°C started at 17:43:30
chamber reached +35°C at 17:57:30
end of test 18:50
Notes:
Thermal Chamber was switched off for 1 minute. So the temperature rose to 55 degree celsius and it took around 5 minutes to reach -60 again.
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Fig. 5.3.2.6.2-1: Temperature Sensor Arrangement before the test

Fig. 5.3.2.6.2-2: Temperature Sensor Arrangement before the test
5.3.2.6.3 Temperature Sensor Arrangement (See figure):
T1: On Interface Card near ASIC-Connector
T2: Air between metal plate and pressure sensor CHECK!!!
T3: Air between metal plate and Raspberry Pi CHECK!!!
T4: Temperature at the cable output
T5: Temperature of metal plate of CPT-Scope
T6: Air Temperature of chamber
Tp: Temperature Sensor of pressure sensor unit
Tcpu: Temperature of the Raspberry Pi CPU
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Fig. 5.3.2.6.2-3: Temperature Sensor Arrangement at -60°C

Fig. 5.3.2.6.2-4: Test control
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Fig. 5.3.2.6.2-5 Temperature charts in CPT-CC
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Fig. 5.3.2.6.2-6: Pressure chart in CPT-CC
5.3.2.6.4 Results
● Telemetry Unit and OBC are working at temperatures between -60°C
and 35°C
● Temperature sensors are precise enough
● OBC-CPU-temperature sensor goes down to at least -45°C
● Uncritical ADC problem
5.3.2.7 Temp_2

For test facility see Temp_1

Fig. 5.3.2.7-1: Julian (left) and Anton (right) in front of the climate chamber at
IDEAS in Oslo
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5.3.2.7.1 Temperature Sensor Arrangement (See figure):
Temp1 - PowerSupply
Temp2 - SensorStack
Temp3 - Top (ASIC)
Temp4 - Side (RevBiasGen)
Temp5 - Side (FPGA)
Temp6 - ModulSidePlate
5.3.2.7.2 Timeline
20:35 - OBC booted
20:39 - Set Temperature (Goal: -40C)
20:55 - Chamber temperature reached -40C
22:38 - FPGA Overflow Counting register
22:43 - Set Temperature (Goal: +35C)
23:00 - Chamber temperature reached +35C
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Fig. 5.3.2.7.2-1: Temperature profile during test in climate chamber
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Fig. 5.3.2.7.2-2: CPT-Scope at -40°C
5.3.2.7.3 Results
● Whole instruments works when everything is at -40°C
● FPGA overflow problems after 80 minutes at -40°C → FPGA should not
become colder than -30°C
5.3.2.8 Handl_1

To test the function of the instrument we took three measurements with and
without a SR-90 source:
The marked (bold) values are the Counts:
#######################################
measurement without source
#######################################
Settings:
Threshold Ch01A: 50
Threshold Ch01B: 50
Exposure time: 10.0
Number of Runs: 3
#ID,Count01,Count01_Rate,Count02,Count02_Rate
0,0,0.0,21,2.05822566019
1,0,0.0,20,1.96046142477
2,0,0.0,20,1.96060805015
Done!
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#######################################
measurement with SR90 source
#######################################
Settings:
Threshold Ch01A: 50
Threshold Ch01B: 50
Exposure time: 10.0
Number of Runs: 3
#ID,Count01,Count01_Rate,Count02,Count02_Rate
0,81,7.9383255916,20,1.95951562266
1,86,8.43190012049,21,2.05860535004
2,79,7.75282583878,21,2.06077018189
Done!
It is clearly visible that the source has a significant effect on the number of
counts.
5.3.2.9 Analysis E_T_01: Thermal req. of electrical components
In this analysis the operating temperature ranges for all used electrical components is
studied. In the table below a summary for all parts can be found.
The bold marked lines correspond to board / critical part summaries.
We identify the OBC (Raspberry Pi) and the FPGA board as source for the lower
operating temperature (0 C). The upper limit (+60C) is set by the button battery cell for
the data logger.
Board/component

Part

Part to be used

Silicon Sensor board

Op. Temp. Range
-20 C to +70 C

D1

First Sensor #501400
X100-7

-20 C to +70C

C1
C3
C4

WIMA
SMDIC03100KA00
0.1 uF PPS SMD

-55 C to +140 C

C2,
C2_ALT1
C2_ALT2

WIMA
SMDIC04100TB00
1.0 uF PPS SMD

-55 C to +140 C

R1

Vishay
thin
film
PAT1206E1004BST5
or similar

-55 C to + 150 C

R2, R3

Welwyn LHVC120610MFT5 or similar

- 55 C to + 155 C
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S+, S-

Hirose U.FL-R-SMT- - 40 C to + 90 C
1(10) or similar

RaspberryPi B+

0 C to +85 C
(tested till -60°C)

OBC connector board

-40°C to +85°C
R1, R2

various

-55 C to +140 C

RN1

MULTICOMP
MCRNLA09G0102B0
E

-55 C to +160 C

ADCs

U$2

MCP3208

-40 to +85°C

Inside temperature sensors

PT1000-A

various

-60 °C to 200 °C

Outside
sensors

PT1000-B

various

-200 °C to 600°C

FPGA

various, main: Xilinx
Spartan-3E
Commercial grade

0 °C - 85 C (tested
till -65 °C)

Reverse bias battery

EVE batteries

-60 C to 85 C

temperature

Power Supply

-40 C to 85 C
IC1, IC3

LT3681

-40 C to 85 C

IC2, IC4

LT3690

-40 C to 125 C

TRACO THN 15-2421

-40 °C to 85 °C

LT1962
LT1964
Data logger

various, main: Atmel
XMega, DS1302

-40 C to 85 C

Data logger battery

CR2032

-30 C to 60 C

GPS breakout board

GPS IC MTK333925

-40 C to 85 C

CR1220

-30 C to 70 C

GPS
breakout
battery

board

25

http://www.adafruit.com/datasheets/PA6B-Datasheet-A07.pdf
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Tab. 5.3.2.9-1: Electronics parts list for thermal requirement analysis
In conclusion we find the operating temperature range for all electrical
components is: 0 C to 60 C. This operating range does not fulfil the BEXUS
required minimum temperature of -40 C. A mitigation for this problem has been
found by thermally insulating the instrument and redirecting excessive heat to
the chassis.
From the above findings we identify the OBC and the FPGA board as
components which require detailed temperature and vacuum testing in order to
confirm the above numbers. The tests will also enable us to estimate whether
the lower operating temperature limit of 0 C can be pushed down to -10 C.
Furthermore, the thermal behaviour in near vacuum (p = 10 mBar) should be
tested under realistic computational load to verify that the operating
temperature ranges can be kept. It is estimated that the components will heat
themselves up due to on-going system load which may extend the operational
temperature range.
5.3.2.10 Data Rate S_A_01

Analysis:
1 line: <1000 characters → 1 Line: <1000 bytes
In worst case 1 lines per second → data[kb]/time[s] < 1kb/s
→ data[kb]/time[h] < 3600kb/h = 3,6mb/s
Estimation of required memory for data storage for 10 hours: 36 MByte + 50%
margin
54 MByte
+ Extended Logs which is < 100 MByte/h (worst case)
Total (worst case) for 10 hours:
1054 Mbytes
SD card in OBC requires additional:
<4000 MByte for OS and other components.
Total on SD card:
8000 MByte
Conclusion: The required memory is sufficient for 10 hours testing + flight.
Requirement O.4 passed.
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6 Launch Campaign Preparation
6.1 Input for the Campaign / Flight Requirement Plans
6.1.1 Dimensions and Mass
Table 8-1: Experiment mass and volume
Note: see Ch. 4.4 for comment on updated values!

Experiment mass (in kg):

4.0kg
4.1kg

Experiment dimensions (in m):

0.279 x 0.290 x 0.322

Experiment footprint area (in m2):

0.081

Experiment volume (in m3):

0.026

Experiment expected COG (centre of the position of the expected center
gravity) position:
of gravity is shown in fig. 4.3.1
(yellow globe)
6.1.2 Safety Risk
General:
Since no high voltages are used, no toxic substances are used and all sharp
edges are mitigated, there will be no calculable safety risk with this experiment.
Batteries:
Our experiment contains internal batteries which are described in table 6.1.3
and Tab. 6-2 Electrical Interfaces. Low-pressure tests of the used EVE
ER14505P batteries under electrical and mechanical load similar to flight
conditions have been conducted. No safety risk was identified and the batteries
are operational before, during and after the low-pressure test (see Test
“Pres_2”) with no observational change.
Radioactive samples:
For tests we plan to use IAEA-exempt radioactive samples (Eu-152, Tl-204)
before takeoff. These have low-activity, with shielding, safe to transport and
use.
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6.1.3

Electrical Interfaces

Table 6.1.3-1: Electrical interfaces applicable to BEXUS
BEXUS Electrical Interfaces
E-Link Interface: E-Link required? Yes
Number of E-Link interfaces: 2
(usually 1)
Data
rate
downlink: Kbit/s
150 (75 for each E-Link)
Data rate - uplink:
Kbit/s
10 (5 for each E-Link)
Interface type (RS-232, Ethernet):
Ethernet recommended
Ethernet
Power system: Gondola power required? Yes
Number of Batteries required:
2
Peak power (or current) consumption:
12 W (total; refined at EAR)
Average power (or current) consumption:
7 W (total; refined at EAR)
Power system: Experiment includes batteries? Yes - reviewed until EAR:
●
Real Time Clocks
●
Reverse-biasing of silicon sensors
Battery 1 (reverse biasing) (See Test: Pres_2)
Type of batteries:
3.6V
EVE
Lithium-Thionyl
chloride (Li-SOCl2);
model:
ER14505P; axial leads, 40mA
constant current.
Data sheet:
http://www.farnell.com/datasheet
s/1814072.pdf
Number of batteries:
2 per telescope, total 4
Capacity (1 battery):
< 2.7 Ah
Voltage (all batteries in series):
<8V
Operating temperature range:
-60 C to 85 C
Battery 2 (RTC power for GPS) (OPTIONAL, 2015-09-14)26
Type of batteries:
Lithium Manganese Dioxide
(button cell batteries, model:
CR1220 and CR2032)
Type Number
VARTA 6220
Number of batteries:
4 (1x for GPS (CR1220) and 1x
for datalogger (CR2032) for each
instrument)
Capacity (1 battery):
35 mAh
Voltage (1 battery):
~ 3.0 V
Temperature Range - Storage
-55°C - 70°C
Temperature Range -20°C - 65°C
Discharge / Operating

26

Not necessary because of good antennas.
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6.1.4 Launch Site Requirements
L4

The instrument should be able to be reachable via E-link at all times
including the pre-flight. This is necessary to safely shutdown the
OBC.

access to E-link as long and stable as possible
-> under this assumption we need to RECEIVE warnings in time about
power cycling by the Esrange operators if possible (instrument is designed to
withstand an unexpected power off but we want to minimize the risk)
-> we can then issue via ssh a safe shutdown of the system
-> the operator can switch off the device i.e. disconnect power ONCE
WE GIVE THE GO
We need the following items at launch site:
● 4 chairs and 5 tables
● access to basic tools
● 28V power supply and / or battery for ground test
● 230V wall socket for every table
● E-link mock-up (optional for testing)
● Space for 7 notebooks and one external screen in the control room.
We will bring:
● spare parts for the ASIC board, general electronic components etc.
● Soldering station
● basic mechanic tools
6.1.5 Flight Requirements
F.1

The floating altitude shall be 20-25 km. This results in a maximum
particle flux. This is somewhat flexible and can be changed upon
request by other experiments on-board BEXUS 20.

F.2

The floating time shall be at least 2 hours. The longer the flight the
more data can be taken.

F.3

The floating time may be 3 hours or longer in reference to F.2

6.1.6 Accommodation Requirements
Accommodation for 4 persons.
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6.2 Preparation and Test Activities at Esrange
Radioactive sources may be used to test operation at Esrange, depending on
availability and import regulations to Sweden. We need a control room with
enough space on tables for 7 notebooks and external screens.
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6.3 Timeline for Countdown and Flight
Action

Person

Time

Start of countdown

Eurolaunch

T-4h

A)
head of mechanics
Switching on the reverse bias
generation
(EXTERNAL
SWITCH to position “ON” on both
experiments)

T-4h

B)
sealing the switches with
insulation material
(insulation from now on sealed)
Optional: Switching on the GoPro
Camera (has a timer)

head of mechanics

T-4h

Testing of basic instrument
functionality via E-Link (Logging
will start automatically)

responsibles for mechanics,
electronics, software

T-3:50h

Testing of instrument (ASIC
and/or reverse bias generation)
functionality with radioactive
sample

head of mechanics (at
gondola), Timo and Julian
checking incoming data in
the control room

T-3:40h till T-1h

Adjustment of instrument settings
if necessary

software
head
operations manager

T-3:30h till T-1h

Testing of instrument (ASIC
and/or reverse bias generation)
functionality with radioactive
sample

head of mechanics (at
gondola), Timo and Julian
checking incoming data in
the control room

T-1:30h

Final GO / NO-GO

Operations manager (Timo
Stein)

T-1h

Testing of instrument (ASIC
and/or reverse bias generation)
functionality with radioactive
sample

head of
gondola)

T-0:30h

Balloon release

Eurolaunch

0

Monitor and log live telemetry
and count rates (Software will

Operations manager

during flight

mechanics
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check status of all systems
automatically every few seconds)
Adjustment of instrument settings
if necessary

Operations manager

during flight
if too risky at least after
T+1h to ensure enough
data

Optional:
Downloading
experiment data

Software head

20 min before Cut-Down

all

Optional: Remote OBC shutdown
via SSH.

10 min before Cut-Down

NB: This leaves the experiment
still powered.
Cut-Down

Eurolaunch

A)
switching off the experiment by
removing the external power jack
(there will be no mechanism to
completely
power
off
the
experiment during flight)

Recovery team

after retrieval by recovery
team

Optional:
B)
Remove insulation seal from
external switches on each
experiment (total: 2).
C)
Switching off the reverse bias
generation
(EXTERNAL
SWITCH to position “OFF” on
both experiments)
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6.4 Post-Flight Activities
When the gondola is found, the experiment shall be switched off manually by
the recovery team. To switch the experiment off unplug the external power
cable.
It is unproblematic to leave the reverse bias generation on, during
transportation to ESRANGE. A recovery sheet including a photo of the
connection with the power cable will be provided.
After arrival of the experiment at ESRANGE, the experiment will be inspected
for visible damage. Pictures of all components will be taken to document their
condition before and after the flight. Following the general inspection, the data
on the SD card and USB-flash-drive will be copied and saved on a laptop. The
data will then be compared to those received via E-Link during flight and first
conclusions will be drawn. In-depth analysis will follow back in Berlin and Oslo
by Timo and Julian.
Ideally this should remain to be plotting the count rates as a function of time or
altitude for the various trigger patterns. Any unusual data should be matched
with housekeeping and flight log data.
Further GEANT4 simulations and optional beam time a particle accelerator
shall shed light onto more valuable scientific data reduction such as particle
species identification and energy estimation. However, the last two points may
not occur until after the beginning of the follow-up instrument, CPT-SCOPE 2.0,
development for a nanosatellite platform.
In case of a (partial) system failure a detailed investigation shall be carried out
to identify the issue(s) which caused the failure.
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6.5 System Success
Subpart

Success Contribution

Achieved

Radiation Data

75%

75%

● 75% valid science data from all sensors
● 65% valid science data from some sensors
● 30% prove that ASIC worked but no valid
scientific data

● 0% total failure of both ASICs
Data storage

15%

15%

● 15% all saved on OBC and via E-Link on
Ground station

● 10% all data saved on OBC or ground
station

● 5% total failure of telemetry unit
Insulation

5%27

5%

● 2.5% insulation kept the experiment
within -30C and 60C

● 5% insulation kept the experiment within 15C and 15C

Mechanical

5%28

5%

● 2% experiment remained mounted to
●
Total

gondola after landing but internal
components are damaged
5% no damage occurred at landing

100%

All primary objectives (Obj. 1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 1.4) were fulfilled leading to the above
figure.
However, most secondary objectives (Obj. 2.1, 2.2, 2.4) were not met, besides
for Obj. 2.3 and 2.5. This was due to not getting the pattern match logic flight
approved and limited results from particle simulation work. Both factors can be
attributed to a lack of resources available to complete these tasks in time. All
secondary objectives (with the exception of Obj. 2.3) were a nice to have.
Overall we have still achieved 100% system success since all goals of our
technology demonstrator were met and scientific data was produced.
27

The minimum insight temperature was -15C.
One ASIC was damaged during transport from landing site to ESRANGE.
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7 Launch Campaign
This section is written as a timeline of event during the BEXUS 20/21 launch
campaign in Kiruna, Sweden, October 2-12, 2015.

7.1 Pre-Flight
October 2, 2015:
For the final part of the project, Julian, Anton, Lucas and Timo flew to Kiruna.
To keep the instrument secure at all times, Timo brought it as cabin luggage in
a special suitcase. There were no issues with this since the airline (SAS) has
been informed in advance and the device could be inspected by airport security
with X-rays. All other materials were brought in our luggage. No previous
shipment of parts and equipment was necessary. Due to the late arrival, we had
to wait for the next morning for a full checkup to identify any damages.

Fig. 7.1-1: CPT-SCOPE units CPT-A and CPT-B packed in ESD-protected
bags inside a carry-on case.
October 3:
The next morning was followed by safety briefings, an introduction to the
updated campaign plan and assignment of our workplace in the dome.
Following the instructions we unpacked our gear and held a team meeting as
to how to proceed. After solving minor issues, such as limited power supplies
and internet connection on site, we were able to have our workplace ready for
simultaneous work of the whole team. The unpacking process was completed
successful, without any visible transport damage to the instrument or
equipment.
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Fig. 7.1-2: Assembly and final testing of the units.
October 4:
Due to issues with the power supply of our instrument, we decided to take the
risk and re-solder the whole part in order to reassure full functionality and
mechanical stability. The whole process took a bit longer than previously
thought, including the renewal of a defect thermal sensor. We ended up with a
perfectly working instrument by the end of the first three campaign days.

Fig. 7.1-3: CPT-A (left, labelled) and CPT-B (right) with exposed subsystems
before final assembly: A - OBC and interface card 1, B - power supply, C reverse-bias generation, D - particle telescopes, E - front-end electronics and
interface card 2, F - counter FPGA.
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October 5:
The next day continued with a full assembly and the fixation of the thermal
insulation with a renewed insulation material, which was offered to us by team
FREDE (BEXUS 21), to avoid interference by dust particles for team COSPA.
Later that day we were able to successfully pass the final mounting check at
the gondola. However, the GPS module on CPT-B failed. Due to restriction to
access the gondola at this point we were unable to check or replace the part.
Therefore, only CPT-A had a functioning GPS unit and time synchronisation.
Using the rapid pressure change at take-off we were able to synchronise both
units to less than 1 second precision.
While BEXUS 21 was about to start, BEXUS 20 encountered issues to stay
within the planned schedule due to various problems at team COSPA,
especially issues with their power supply and network communication. The
delay caused by their ongoing issues gave us the possibility to improve the
setup of our ground station, and some intensified testing and calibration of our
instrument as well as minor bugfixes.

Fig. 7.1-4: Ground station during final calibration and testing. Timo, Julian,
Lucas and Anton (from left to right).
We were able to use weak radioactive samples to keep testing the particle
telescopes at various times during the assembling and mounting process, to be
sure the instrument is working as planned, which was a great possibility,
especially for the final calibration at the launch pad.
Another issue was caused by the unknown details regarding the E-Link, which
led to a failure at the first downlink test. As all three teams kept rechecking their
up- and downlink data within each other, it was discovered that the COSPA
instrument was flooding the capacity of the system and had to work on their
software again. Bringing in the software specialists of team HACORD and our
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team they quickly identified the issue and started to work out an improved
program with reduced data usage in order to assure a successful flight
campaign for all teams at BEXUS 20.
These issues delayed the final flight compatibility test by two days to the 9th of
October. The meteorology briefing led to a flight recommendation the next
morning. SEAL of approval issued the night before planned launch on October
9.
October 10:
Flight Readiness Review held early in the morning to assure a launch as soon
as possible during the day to assure good weather conditions.

Fig. 7.1-5: Lucas and Anton after successful final calibration and check at the
gondola on the launch pad.
Following the countdown procedures and checklists carefully worked even
better than expected and resulted in an early launch ahead of the countdown.
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Fig. 7.1-6: Final procedures and filling of the balloon right before launch.
Except of the GPS module on CPT-B we received all the data needed and were
able to track the flight path live and monitor all systems. Crosschecks with team
HACORD and COSPA ensured our data validation and previous calibration.
Due to a software error exceeding the 24-hour timeframe, caused by a missing
reset in the beginning, the GUI reseted itself halfway through. However, all data
was still recorded safely and a full flight data recovery possible by timestamp
separation.

7.2 BEXUS 20 Flight
Note: This section was adopted from the Padova paper (Dec. 2015) of the CPTSCOPE team.

Fig. 7.2-1: GPS flight path of BEXUS 20 recorded by the CPT-A telemetry
unit. Background map credit: OpenStreetMap.
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CPT-SCOPE was launched on October 10, 2015, 09:16:54 UTC from the
European Space and Sounding Rocket Range (ESRANGE) in Kiruna, Sweden.
The balloon was ascending for 1h 39m with 4.68 m/s till 28.2 km altitude. The
float began around 10:54:35 UTC. Its duration was 2h 10min 5s and the float
ground range was 171 km at approx. 28 km altitude with a slight decrease
towards the end. Cut-down occurred at 13:06:03 UTC. The ground was reached
around 13:43:04 UTC over Finish territory. The mainly eastwards flight track is
shown in Fig. 7.2-1.

Fig. 7.2-2: CPT-SCOPE mounted inside the BEXUS 20 gondola. The black
material is the thermal insulation and the red labelled places are access
points. Gaffer tape was used to keep the insulation in place.
The ground station was receiving telemetry and science data for the whole flight
duration except the last 1,000 m of descent. It was not necessary to change the
readout IC's configuration. Therefore, only ping commands were issued to the
instruments to check the functionality of the command connection periodically
and retrieve near-real time data. After the landing the instrument was running
for an additional 19h 54min 28s until the batteries were empty. Hence, the total
runtime of instrument CPT-A was 1d 1h 34min 45.41s and 1d 1h 31min 52.99s
for CPT-B.
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The instrument was returned to ESRANGE on Sunday, October 11, 2015. The
instrument remained mounted in the gondola and was transported back from
Finland by truck after being airlifted to the next street using a helicopter. The
gondola had a hard landing bending the aluminium frame. From the detailed
GPS altitude data the gondola has likely experienced at landing a rapid fall of
at least 10 m after impact and shortly after experienced three more falls of at
least 1 m each within a four minute window. However, since no separate
acceleration data is available the exact events during the landing are not clear.
In addition, the gondola was transported loaded sideways causing excessive
mechanical stress on the instrument. This is important for our investigation into
a minor mechanical failure at the end of this paper.

Fig. 7.2-3: Increment of A-trigger counters for CPT-B (no absorbers) between
consecutive package readings as function of time. The data has the periodic
erroneous readings due to the device configuration already removed. However,
the original sampling rate and the full measurement duration of over 25 hours
are shown. Clearly visible are the increased triggers due to increased number
of particles at higher altitude during the BEXUS 20 flight (approx. 9:00 and
14:00 UTC). Strong transient noise triggers are are also visible in particular at
ascend and descend in channel A0. Note that no significant change in the count
rate is observed after landing indicating that the mechanical failure of the
readout IC housing occurred during recovery and transport back to ESRANGE.
The OBC unit recorded data continuously for over 25 hours 30 minutes starting
on October 10, 2015, at 07:53:15 UTC until the supply batteries were drained.
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This resulted into 53489 and 53679 data packages for CPT-A and CPT-B,
respectively. Of these were valid 53477 (>99.9%) for CPT-A and 53568
(>99.7%) for CPT-B and provided useful telemetry and science data. Each
package contained a unique ID, system time, ambient pressure, several
temperature readings from in- and outside the instrument, GPS location and
time, test register readings and the science data i.e. counter register values.
The period between packages was 1723 ms and 1732 ms for CPT-A and CPTB, respectively.
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8 Data Analysis and Results
8.1 Data Analysis
All data analysis scripts and graphs are available on request. The following
paragraphs will provide an overview on the post-flight data analysis which has
been carried out from the recovered SD-cards of units CPT-A and CPT-B. The
backup data received via E-link were identical to the recovered data (not
shown) but contained less information and were hence omitted.
8.1.1 Housekeeping Data
The instrument has measured the outside pressure p, temperatures Ti at
various points (important: sensor head and front-end electronics i.e. the VATA
ASIC, and the outside). In addition, the altitude A has been determined using a
GPS-module and the outside pressure for redundancy. The instrument position
was also obtained alongside an accurate time t from the GPS unit.
The individual parameters were extracted using either the CPT-SCOPE GUI
(in-flight), a spreadsheet programme such as Microsoft Excel or were directly
processed in Python.
For most of these parameters time-series graphs were produced and
investigated to identify issues or provide scientific data. In particular the altitude
and the temperature played a crucial role in the data analysis of the particle
telescope data. Pressure readings were helpful when determining the
interaction depth X, a measure of how much matter cosmic rays have traversed.
Most plotting was done with Python in combination with the library Matplotlib.
8.1.2 Particle Telescope Data
Each particle telescope has generated the following data:
● Counter values for each sensor and respective lower and high threshold
trigger with a time stamp.
● Integrity register readings ensured the proper function of the FPGA.
Those were obtained from the FPGA and stored using the OBCs as well as the
ground station PCs which received copies of all particle telescope data in flight.
Unfortunately, the pattern recognition logic was not possible to be tested
enough to receive approval for flight. Hence, the obtained raw data has not
allowed us to match the particle species nor energy range which was a
secondary objective. A later attempt to extract patterns from the flight data in
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post-processing has proven unsuccessful. Nevertheless, the primary aim of
measuring the total and top-channel particle count rate as a function of altitude
A / interaction depth X was successful and will be detailed below.
Procedure: The obtained raw data was analysed using Python 2.7 scripts.
Python libraries Numpy, Matplotlib and Pandas were used extensively. Pandas
was used to handle the time series data and carry out data smoothing and / or
binning over larger time periods, typically 5 minutes.
The initial raw data of the particle telescopes (counter values) had to be
manually cleaned from outliners produced by erroneous readings. These were
caused by a large number of random triggers every time the ASIC was
reconfigured by the OBC. This was the case approx. every 1,000 th counter
reading.
We were able to confirm that the integrity registers were until the very end
always correctly read-out, confirming the proper function of the FPGA (data not
shown). Therefore, they purpose was fulfilled and were henceforth removed
from the final data set, greatly reducing its size (8 real counter vs. 31 integrity
register values for each reading).
For further processing, only the GPS altitude, ambient pressure, time and
counter values were used. The count rates were obtained by subtracting
consecutive counter values. The Python Pandas library was used to sum the
registered counts for specified time intervals and smooth the resultant count
rates.
Using the timestamp and other housekeeping sensor data such as outside
pressure the count rates can be reconstructed for individual altitudes and
instrument units. Unit CPT-B (with the defect GPS-unit) was synchronised in
time by comparing the ambient pressure readings and sudden change when
the instrument was launched. This was possible to a precision on the order of
1 second which was deemed sufficient (data not shown). All data was now
available for units CPT-A and CPT-B in UTC time.
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8.2 Results
In the following sections we will present the findings from the post-flight visual
inspection and data analysis.
8.2.1 Post-flight Visual Inspection
Upon recovery we received the message that the gondola seemed to be fine
and all instruments in good shape. They found the gondola as shown in Fig.
8.2.1-1, which seems to have been landed on CPT-SCOPE.

Fig. 8.2.1-1: Picture taken by recovery crew at landing site, documenting the
rough landing onto CPT-SCOPE - the black box on the bottom (image credit:
SSC).
When the truck arrived in Esrange late at night on October 11, we started with
our preplanned documentation and unmounting procedures. The gondola
seemed to have had a rough landing on an edge, as it was out bend and one
steel cable snapped. We later learned that the gondola will likely be
discontinued for usage in the BEXUS programme due to the damage.
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Fig. 8.2.1-2: Recovered gondola on the truck upon arrival in ESRANGE. CPTSCOPE is labeled by the red square.

Fig. 8.2.1-3: Gondola with CPT-SCOPE and parachute after unloading from
recovery truck. Snapped steel cable visible in top left corner of gondola, as
well as melted insulation material on the top corners of the instrument.
However our experiment seemed to be fine, apart from some surprisingly
melted duct tape and insulation material. This did not influence the performance
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of the instrument but confirmed that some sides may heat up substantially as
the gondola remains in a slow rotation or more or less static.

Fig. 8.2.1-4: CPT-SCOPE after returning to ESRANGE, the team logo came
off and apart from some melted insulation material and duct tape on the top of
the instrument showed no visible damage.
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Fig. 8.2.1-5: CPT-A and CPT-B post flight. All major mechanical components
appear intact.
Upon further inspection we realised something inside the experiment must have
had loosen itself (clicking sound when shaking). Close inspection revealed that
the ASIC cap on the VATA465 evaluation card of unit CPT-B came off due to
fatigue in the cap screw threads. This damaged the wire-bond connection
between the ASIC and the PCB (as shown in the pictures below). The cap most
likely came off as a result of the transport back by truck, as the recorded data
seems to be valid even after the rough landing until the power cut off.
In order to have prevented this failure we should have used more than two
screws (not available for the IC evaluation card), used nuts, inspected the threat
in the aluminium cap and used lock-tight. It is unlikely that a simple vibration
test could have revealed this issue. It should be noted that the IC evaluation
card and cap were only designed for lab use and hence been entered to the
risk register.
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Fig. 8.2.1-6: ASIC with loose screw cap, that undid itself during transport back
by truck, due to missing lock-tight and badly manufactured threads.

Fig. 8.2.1-7: Broken and bend wire-bonds of the ASIC.
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8.2.2 Radiation Data
Note: This section was adopted from the Padova paper (Dec. 2015) of the CPTSCOPE team.
We were interested in count rates for energetic subatomic particles in the
energy range of several 100 keV to several 10 MeV. The particle telescopes
were as follows (see section “Mechanical Design” on top for details): CPT-A had
thin copper (Cu) absorbers between the inner sensors, CPT-B had none. Both
units had the first sensor ("0") exposed facing the top towards the balloon. The
thickness of the Cu absorbers for CPT-A were 1.1 mm in front of the second
("1") and third ("2") each and 2.0 mm before the last sensor ("3"). The sensor
separation within the particle telescope was ~6.5 mm. The particle telescopes
were mounted within a 6 mm thick Cu housing closing all sides besides an
opening for the PCBs and sensors facing the top. This acted as shield against
lower to medium energetic particles not entering from the top.

Fig. 8.2.2-1: Instrument count rate as function of interaction depth X for CPTA - high-gain channel A-triggers. Note that CPT-A has Cu absorbers between
the inner sensors installed.
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Fig. 8.2.2-2: Instrument count rate as function of interaction depth X for CPTA - high-gain channel B-triggers. Note that CPT-A has Cu absorbers between
the inner sensors installed.
Due to variable performance of the individual channels the threshold values of
the readout IC were set to different values for each channel and A- / B-window
trigger. The following threshold values29 were used for CPT-A: A0 = 30, A1 =
30, A2 = 43 and A3 = 50; B0 = 1, B1 = 1, B2 = 2 and B3 = 2. While CPT-B was
configured as follows: A0 = 30, A1 = 30, A2 = 30 and A3 = 30; B0 = 1, B1 = 1,
B2 = 1 and B3 = 1.

29

These can be converted to an input charge Q or deposited energy E by the following
relations:
Trigger threshold value K to input charge Q relation HG-LT (lower threshold), double gain:
Q [fC] = 0.1521 * K + 0.1855.
Trigger threshold value K to input charge Q relation HG-HT (high threshold), double gain:
Q [fC] = 1.9962 * K + 10.724.
The input charge can be converted to an energy value when assuming that 3.6 eV are required
for one electron-hole-pair in Si to form. 1 fC are equal to some 6241.5 electrons. This assumes
full efficiency of the system.
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Fig. 8.2.2-3: Instrument count rate as function of interaction depth X for CPTB - high-gain channel A-triggers. Note that CPT-B has no absorbers installed.
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Fig. 8.2.2-4: Instrument count rate as function of interaction depth X for CPTB - high-gain channel B-triggers. Note that CPT-B has no absorbers installed.
At the relatively high readout rate and small detector size only a few triggers
are expected per reading. In order to increase the expected number of events,
and therefore improving the counting statistics, the raw counter increase values
were first summed for fixed time intervals of 240 s using the resample() function
of the Pandas library in Python. This step does not influence the resulting data
analysis but enables to improve noise performance at the cost of a lower
temporal resolution, and to deal with missing data points or noise triggers.
In the last step the count rate is determined by dividing the counter increase
over the integration time in order to obtain instrument count rates.
In order to display the data in a well-comparable manner the interaction depth
X was chosen instead of the altitude. The interaction depth X, calculated from
the ambient pressure p, is a measure of how much the air column atop the
instrument weights per unit area. This is directly related with the number of
possible interaction partners an energetic particle encounters along its path
towards the ground. To first order it is assumed that all particles are coming
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vertically i.e. perpendicular to the ground. In this way the interaction depth X is
easily evaluated as:

The local30 acceleration due to gravity was used for Kiruna, Sweden, namely

The value of X was
on the ground as compared to some 12 g
-2
cm during the float phase, a decrease by a factor of almost 100. The resulting
instrument count rates - in units of Hz cm-2 - are shown for the sensor A-trigger
(first) and B-trigger (second) in Fig. 8.2.2-1 / 8.2.2-2 and in Fig. 8.2.2-3 / 8.2.24. Note that the threshold values for the channels was set to different values
(see above). The scaling for these figures is as follows: Interaction depth from
10 to 1,010 g cm-2 logarithmic scale for all graphs, and instrument count rate in
the range of 0 to 2 Hz cm-2 and 0 to 1 Hz cm-2 (linear) for the A- (top) and Btrigger (bottom) graphs, respectively.
The general picture is consistent with the expected behaviour [12]: The count
rate is lowest but non-zero at ground level (X = 1,000 g cm-2), less than 0.05
Hz cm-2 and 0.03 Hz cm-2 for A- and B-triggers of CPT-A and CPT-B,
respectively.
As the balloon climbs the count rate increases significantly until it reaches a
broad maximum with 0.35-0.75 Hz cm-2 (0.10-0.60 Hz cm-2) for the B-trigger
and 0.80-1.00 Hz cm-2 (0.90-1.10 Hz cm-2) for the A-triggers of CPT-A (CPT-B)
around an interaction depth X ~40 g cm-2 (equivalent to p = 39.3 mbar, 21.6 km
altitude). This likely constitutes the Pfotzer maximum which is to be expected
at an X < 100 g cm-2 [12].
With higher altitude i.e. lower interaction depth X the count rate decreases but
less pronounced to 0.30-0.50 Hz cm-2 (0.10-0.40 Hz cm-2) for the B-trigger and
0.60-0.80 Hz cm2 (0.55-0.65 Hz cm-2) for the A-triggers of CPT-A (CPT-B).
Please note that the broad spread is due to the different response and threshold
settings of the individual sensors and their placement within the particle
telescope. Follow-up tests have to be conducted to verify the correct labelling
30

Obtained from the Gravity Information System of PTB:
http://www.ptb.de/cartoweb3/SISproject.php.
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of sensor values. However, a wrong labelling is unlikely due to the application
of the four-eye principle. Furthermore, several transient triggers are visible in
particular for the A0 triggers of both CPT-A and CPT-B, and in addition the A3
channel of the CPT-B. Such events are also visible in the long-term raw data
shown in Fig. 7.2-3. The nature of these events is unclear but are likely caused
within the instrument itself or due to pick-up from external interference as such
behaviour was previously observed in the laboratory as well.
8.2.3 Pattern Detection

Fig. 8.2.3-1: Individual Counter Pattern vs. UTC time.
Further evaluation of the scientific data in terms of energy binning and particle
species identification without detailed simulations and calibration
measurements are unfortunately not possible. These steps shall be further
investigated in the following months. It should be noted that CPT-SCOPE is due
to time limitations a technology demonstrator and hence emphasis was placed
on getting the detector system to work without full pre-calibration. Nevertheless,
it should be noted that all channels produced scientific data and the overall
shape of the measured instrument count rates follows the expected behaviour.
The observed count rate graph is compatible with the preliminary findings of the
HACORD instrument (private communication, data not shown), a Geigercounter-based radiation detector developed by Belgian students also flying
aboard BEXUS 20. It will be of interest to compare the HACORD and CPTSCOPE data once the data analysis is completed for both experiments.
An initial attempt to study trigger patterns is shown in Fig. 8.2.3-1 as it shows
logic and connected events i.e. from top to bottom cases are shown where a
trigger was received between two counter readings in sensors A0&A1 (top),
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A0&A1&A2 (middle) and A0&A1&A2&A3 (bottom) of unit CPT-A. Unfortunately,
in many cases multiple hits were recorded which make it difficult to detect true
coincidence events i.e. were the same particle caused the specific sensors to
trigger. Furthermore it was observed - as previously stated - that in some
channels deeper inside the stack higher count rates were observed than on top.
This behaviour is not understood and requires further investigation.
Only a hardware implemented pattern detection unit will be able to generate
pattern-based counts with high level of confidence in their result. This is
planned for a new iteration of the device. In fact the proposed usage of the
IDEAS VATA466 IC would greatly benefit as such pattern-based counter unit is
already included in the device itself, removing the need for external digital logic.
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8.2.4 Housekeeping Data
Note: This section was adopted from the Padova paper (Dec. 2015) of the CPTSCOPE team.
The telemetry unit on both instruments functioned without significant failure.
Telemetry data included instrument position and UTC time from GPS satellites,
ambient pressure and several temperatures from the in- and outside. Units
CPT-A and CPT-B recorded 8 temperature readings per cycle.

Fig. 8.2.4-1: Temperature readings of CPT-A (top) and CPT-B (bottom) shown
for the flight of BEXUS 20. The temperature range is from -60C to +30C (yaxis).
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Internal temperatures: Note that the internal temperature was always within a
range of -15C and +25C while external temperatures varied between ~-58C
and +25C. Temperature sensitive components such as the FPGA board where
mounted close to components with higher heat dissipation to allow for higher
operating temperatures. The placement of the external temperature sensors
was also important as the gondola slowly rotated in and outside the sun causing
variable heating.
External temperatures: The CPT-A ambient, external temperature (right) and
pressure (left) profile for the ascend phase is shown in The altitude is inferred
from the GPS positional data collected by the telemetry unit.

Fig. 8.2.4-2: Relevant meteorological flight data for the balloon ascend
provided by CPT-A: Logarithmic plot (right) of the ambient pressure over
altitude. The external temperature profile (left) over altitude.
The ambient temperature on the ground was ~-1C. The temperature decreased
to -5C by the time an altitude of 1.2 km was reached. The balloon flew then
through an inversion layer in the troposphere causing a rise in temperature to
+2.5C at 2.1 km. The tropopause was reached at an altitude of 12.3 km with
minimum temperature of -58C. The temperature then increased steadily within
the stratosphere until the float altitude of ~28 km was reached with initial
temperatures of -32C to -27C. The variation in the temperature is suspected to
be caused by a slow rotation of the gondola in reference to the sun. The external
sensor slowly started to warm up to +10C before cut-down due to heat
dissipation of the instruments and solar irradiation. This leads to the suggestion
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that no thermal equilibrium was achieved, likely due to too strong thermal
insulation. However this allowed to operate all components within tested
temperature limits.
Pressure profile: The pressure profile (left) for the ascend of CPT-A as function
of altitude is shown in Fig. 8.2.4-2. Note the logarithmic scale for the pressure.
The ground temperature was -1C at an altitude of 322 m. The decrease in
pressure follows approximately the expected exponential decrease over
increasing altitude. However, the effect of the varying external temperature is
visible as "bending" away from the idealised standard atmosphere at constant
temperature. The float altitude was around 28.2 km with external pressure of
11.9 mbar. The readings of the pressure sensor were used in the determination
of the interaction depth X for the science data analysis but not for altitude
determination.

Fig 8.2.4-3: GPS altitude over UTC time for the BEXUS 20 flight.
Altitude profile and positioning: The telemetry unit of CPT-A was able to
provide precise positioning data during the BEXUS 20 flight and helped to
understand what happened during and after the landing. The altitude profile for
the flight is shown in Fig. 8.2.4-3, while the flight path is shown projected onto
a map in Fig. 7.3-1. The BEXUS 20 flight was already discussed above.
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8.3 Outlook
We wish to collaborate with the HACORD team on comparing our radiation data
results, and potentially creating a paper on this. Another paper should present
a summary of this project. The root cause of the unexpected behaviour of the
particle telescopes (higher count rates for deeper sensors) shall be investigated
using simulations in FLUKA.
The educational aspect of our outreach has exposed several hundred school
students in Norway of which we hope to have inspired at least a few to choose
a career in space. Our outreach team will continue their work and provide
material to schools and space educators.
We wish to present our work at upcoming conferences to share our technical
data and lessons learned, namely the next ESA PAC symposium 2017.
The work of the CPT-SCOPE project has been successful and provided for all
of us valuable experience and improved our skills. Each of us will take the
acquired knowledge and use it in our future career paths.
The testing of the IDEAS VATA IC architecture will continue on the, specifically
of the VATA465 and VATA466 chips. The latter will be used by Timo throughout
his current Industrial-PhD project at the University of Oslo to take CPT-SCOPE
to the next level. It is likely that several CPT-SCOPE members will continue the
development to reach our ultimate goal. The new devices application is for now
planned aboard CubeSats or for monitoring mixed radiation fields and received
dose in high-energy experiments at CERN.
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8.5 Lessons Learned
Things that went bad:
● Workload:
● underestimation of necessary work-load and resources for all
areas. Rule-of-thumb: Always add at least 25% more resources and
deadlines than planned when having inexperienced students involved
on tasks.
● Track individual work package progress better, to avoid deficient
work. Better use of project management tools such as Gantt charts.
● The project manager should only do management.
● Experienced Team Members:
● Critical for all hardware and software development. In our case
the lack of electronics knowledge set us back.
● These members are important to have in the team from the
beginning.
● Team in different locations:
● hard to work out solutions e.g. electronic parts require changes in
the mechanical design.
● Last minute changes, which require hardware from different
countries/locations are not possible. This increases developing rates
and failure risks.
● Financial load increases significantly due to travel and lodging.
● Outreach team disconnected from technical staff.
● E-Link information insufficient / network tests prior to campaign:
● Background: 1) We asked at PDR, CDR, EAR and IAR for
information about the E-LINK and a mock-up but nobody was able to
answer nor provide such.
● 2) At the campaign the COSPA experiment had massive problems
with the E-Link which delayed the BEXUS-20 launch by 3 days. This
probably would not have happened with an E-Link mock-up and required
network test prior to the campaign.
● Information: It should be stated that - to our knowledge - the ELink network traffic is not regulated / limited for the individual
experiments, and that they cannot be disconnected from traffic in case
of a failure. This makes the E-Link prone to experiments flooding the ELink using up the entire bandwidth. This is in particular true for TCP
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packets due to their bigger header and the TCP retransmission
mechanism. UDP should be used whenever possible.
● Suggestion: introduction of a BEXUS network test e.g. by
logging the used network bandwidth and verifying number, size and
content of sent/received packets. This can be done by using tools such
as Wireshark (URL: https://www.wireshark.org/).
● Access to experiment once mounted to the gondola / Standby:
● Background: Between the CPT-SCOPE was mounted to the
gondola and the actual launch our team had to be on standby. However,
even though other experiments experienced issues resulting in a
significant delay we were not allowed to open our instrument (- after all
maybe a good thing -) to check / fix a inoperable GPS-Antenna.
● We were further unable to explore Kiruna or other places due to
the standby, although access to our experiment was not allowed.
● Suggestion: Procedures for such cases could be improved.
● Procedure of BEXUS payload problems during the campaign:
● First off, this could have happened to any team but we make a
case here to improve the procedure and make other teams aware of the
issues encountered (power supply, Arduino ethernet programming). We
are happy that it worked out thanks to the help of ESA, ZARM, DLR and
other BEXUS participants.
● Background: The COSPA instrument had two major issues during
the campaign: 1) it was not designed for the 28V BEXUS-batteries it
needed 9-12V31 instead, and 2) the software caused flooding of the ELink network. Issue 1) was resolved by modifying the batteries to approx.
14V which resulted in one day delay for the BEXUS-20 launch. During
the last E-Link test we learned that the COSPA instrument flooded the
network with (TCP) packets. The problem was in their initial Arduino
code (for every byte an individual TCP packet was used producing large
numbers of packets which reconnected). Issue 2) was resolved by a
redesign of the COSPA code which was majorly assisted by Andy
(HACORD), Anton, Timo and Julian (CPT-SCOPE). It worked out well
but took more than a day.
● Observation: It appeared to us that the BEXUS / SSC campaign
personnel did not experience such major issues with an experiment

31

See COSPA SED 5.0
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during the campaign before, and had no well-defined checklist and / or
suggested actions for such a case.
● Suggestion: Procedures for such cases could be improved. Issue
1 could have been prevented by checking the validation (input voltage
of 28V) but this may easily been overlooked. Issue 2: Information on the
Arduino failure could be shared with future teams wishing to utilise such
device. A network test should be carried out by all experiments both
before EAR and during the campaign.
● Reimbursement:
● Due to the bankruptcy of the ESA sub-contracted Conference Bureau
most if not all ESA-funded BEXUS 20/21 students did not receive their
campaign reimbursements (14.05.2016) and had to contact the Dutch
bankruptcy trustee.
● Generally long waiting time for the reimbursement on all events.
This has to be considered in the financial planning and students should
be made aware of this prior to attending events.
● Grounding issue between BEXUS and instrument:
● The E-Link cable grounded CPT-SCOPE which was a strong risk
for the sensitive electronics of our experiment. We recommend to add
this to the BEXUS user manual and if possible to be able to provide
galvanically-separate Ethernet connection (optocouplers, cut cable
shield).
● Mentor visit: Miracles cannot be done in one day. The team should
carefully evaluate whether a mentor visit is the most effective tool to fix
their instrument problems. This was not the case for us. A visit for the
IPR would have been preferred instead of EAR. Skype sessions
stretched over a longer period have worked better.
● Outreach: Please see dedicated chapter 3.4 “Outreach Approach” for
details.
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Things that went well:
● Partnership with industry:
● Our collaboration with the Integrated Detector Electronics AS
(IDEAS) in Oslo has been extremely helpful and fruitful. We received
free components, access to their workshop and lab, insights and
mentoring from their experts.
● We were able to study their VATA-family ASICs in detail and
reveal technical issues or shortcomings in documentation due to our
excessive testing of the device. We were also able to demonstrate the
usability of COTS parts with their ASICs.
● Our work directly contributed to their product development and
on-going projects even though our development was independent.
● Both sides learned a lot.
● Recruitment of summer students which were already trained in
using their products (win-win).
● The project initiated a new research project at IDEAS and the
University of Oslo where Timo continues the project using the VATA466
IC for a compact radiation monitor within an Industrial-PhD scheme.
● Team structure:
● Dedicated outreach team for educational materials
● Dedicated financial officer was extremely valuable to secure
sponsorship and to keep track of finances.
● The pre-existing friendship and trust between the team members
helped a lot to get things done and not lose faith. All core team members
went far beyond what was originally planned.
● Challenging topic and all team members gained a lot of experience
and skill.
● Including GPS-module in CPT-SCOPE was helpful in the data
analysis. Live tracking of the BEXUS 20 location was possible.
● Sponsors / partners: We are thankful to our sponsors and partners for
their support without which this project would not have materialised.
Enough financial sponsorship was procured by our financial officer,
Anastasiya, to cover all remaining expenses. The great majority of our
sponsors came from Norway.
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● Completing a “typical” ESA project cycle: The experience of going
through all stages of a “typical” ESA project helped us a lot in terms of
managing ourselves, evaluating and allocating resources, teamwork,
creating (proper) documentation and getting to know the review process
and key people.
● Communication:
● Although our team members were distributed in three cities
located in two different countries communication went well via Skype or
TeamSpeak. Meetings in person were rare but boosted the project
progress greatly.
● Ticket system was useful in the beginning (TRAC).
● Great BEXUS 20 / 21 experience during the campaign:
● The other participants of the campaign were great people and we
enjoyed our stay very much! In particular we would like to thank team
FREDE and HACORD. They often made our day. Thank you!
● It was a pleasure to work with Alex Kinnaird. Without his
dedication and experience the CPT-SCOPE project and the BEXUS-20
flight campaign would not have been successful.
● Working with the HACORD team to fix the COSPAR code was
effective and a nice experience. We were glad that we could help.
● HACORD shared with us their radiation data which was helpful to
evaluate our own data.
● The tools and materials offered by ZARM haven proven effective
and extremely helpful several time. Thank you Simon and Dieter. Please
keep bringing these items.
● The polar lights were amazing.
● Sauna, polar lights and snow were a great combination.
● Nice facilities and landscape.
● Ground Station
● Our huge ground station with many big screens made it much
easier to control the CPT-SCOPE instrument with 4 people at the same
time.
● Outreach: Please see dedicated chapter 3.4 “Outreach Approach” for
details.
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9 Abbreviations and References
9.1 Abbreviations
ADC
AIT
BHTB
CDR
COG
COTS
CRP
DLR
DAC
EAT
EAR
ECTS
EIT
EPM
ESA
Esrange
ESTEC
ESW
FAR
FST
FRP
FRR
GC
GUI
GSE
HK
H/W
I2C
ICD
I/F
IPR
LDO
LO
LT
LOS
Mbps

Analog-to-Digital Converter
Assembly, Integration and Test
Beuth Hochschule für Technik Berlin
Critical Design Review
Centre of Gravity
Commercial-off-the-shelf
Campaign Requirement Plan
Deutsches Zentrum für Luft- und Raumfahrt
Digital-to-Analog Converter
Experiment Acceptance Test
Experiment Acceptance Review
European Credit Transfer System
Electrical Interface Test
Esrange Project Manager
European Space Agency
Esrange Space Center
European Space Research and Technology Centre, ESA (NL)
Experiment Selection Workshop
Flight Acceptance Review
Flight Simulation Test
Flight Requirement Plan
Flight Readiness Review
Ground Control
Graphical User Interface
Ground Support Equipment
Housekeeping
Hardware
Inter-Integrated Circuit
Interface Control Document
Interface
Integration Progress Review
Low DropOut linear converter
Lift Off
Local Time
Line of Sight
Megabits per second
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MD5
MFH
MORABA
NTNU
OP
OS
OBC
PCB
PDR
PST
RBF
SED
SNSB
SODS
SoC
SOE
SPI
STW
S/W
T
TBC
TBD
TCP
TUB
UDP
VATA
VHDL
VHSIC
WBS
ZARM

Message-Digest Algorithm 5
Mission Flight Handbook
Mobile Raketen Basis (DLR, EuroLaunch)
Norwegian University of Science and Technology
Oberpfaffenhofen, DLR Center
OperatingSystem
On-board Computer
Printed Circuit Board (electronic card)
Preliminary Design Review
Payload System Test
Remove Before Flight
Student Experiment Documentation
Swedish National Space Board
Start Of Data Storage
System-on-a-Chip
Start Of Experiment
Serial Peripheral Interface
Student Training Week
Software
Time before and after launch noted with + or To be confirmed
To be determined
Transmission Control Protocol
Technical University Berlin
User Datagram Protocol
VATA ASIC by IDEAS - self-triggering readout chip with
spectroscopy capability (product name)
VHSIC Hardware Description Language
Very High Speed Integrated Circuit
Work Breakdown Structure
Zentrum für Angewandte Raumfahrttechnologie und
Mikrogravitation
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9.2 References
1. EuroLaunch: BEXUS User Manual (2014), REXUS User Manual
(2014)
2. European Cooperation for Space Standardization ECSS: Space Project
Management, Project Planning and Implementation, ECSS-M-ST10C Rev.1, 6 March 2009
3. SSC Esrange: Esrange Safety Manual, REA00-E60 , 23 June 2010
4. European Cooperation for Space Standardization ECSS: Space
Engineering, Technical Requirements Specification, ECSS-E-ST-1006C, 6 March 2009
5. European Cooperation for Space Standardization ECSS, Space Project
Management, Risk Management, ECSS-M-ST-80C, 31 July 2008
6. European Cooperation for Space Standardization ECSS: Space
Engineering, Verification, ECSS-E-ST-10-02C, 6 March 2009
7. Project Management Institute, Practice Standard for Work
Breakdown Structures – second Edition, Project Management
Institute, Pennsylvania, USA, 2006
8. Datasheet:
First
Sensor
X10-γ
(article:
50190401)
http://www.firstsensor.com/en/products/components/detectors/detectors-ionizingradiation
9. The Review of Particle Physics, Chapter 28: Cosmic Rays, 2014, URL:
http://pdg.lbl.gov/2014/reviews/rpp2014-rev-cosmic-rays.pdf
10. Numato
Nimas
Spartan-6
board
user
manual,
URL:
http://numato.com/downloads/dl/file/id/14/product/87/user_manual.pdf
11. Adafruit,
URL:
http://ukhas.org.uk/guides:adafruitugps
12. P. K. F. Grieder. Cosmic Rays at Earth: Researcher’s, Reference Manual
and Data Book. Elsevier Science & Technology, 2001. ISBN
0444507108.
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9.3 Experiment Reviews
9.3.1 Preliminary Design Review – PDR
See appendix.
9.3.2 Critical Design Review – CDR
See appendix.
9.3.3 Integration Progress Review – IPR
See appendix.
9.3.4 Experiment Acceptance Review – EAR
See appendix.

9.4 Outreach and Media Coverage
Press coverage:
1. Jan. 7, 2015: “NTNU-studenter første norske lag på europeisk
forskningsballong” by Berit Ellingsen for forskning.no. Norwegian article.
URL:
http://forskning.no/blogg/berit-ellingsens-blogg/ntnu-studenterskal-undersoke-kosmisk-straling-med-esa-ballong
2. Jan. 11, 2015: “Studentprosjekt med ESA ga jobb i romindustrien” by
Berit Ellingsen for forskning.no. Norwegian article. URL:
http://forskning.no/blogg/berit-ellingsens-blogg/studentprosjekt-medesa-ga-jobb-i-romindustrien
Presentations (total: 11, at conferences: 5):
1. Oct. 14, 2014: “CubeSat-ready radiation monitor front-end electronics”
by Timo Stein for the 6th European CubeSat Symposium in Estavayerle-Lac, Switzerland. English presentation for CubeSat community; URL:
https://www.cubesatsymposium.eu/
2. Jan. 9, 2015: “Cosmic Particle Telescope” by Timo Stein for the NUTS
kick-off workshop. English presentation to interested students of NTNU
working
on
the
NUTS
cubesat.
URL:
http://nuts.cubesat.no/article/96/semester-start-up-workshop
3. Jan. 19, 2015: “Space Activity at NTNU: International Collaboration and
Opportunity for Norway” by Timo Stein at the Norwegian Permanent
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Mission in Geneva, Switzerland. English presentation also introducing
CPT-SCOPE.
4. Jan. 20, 2015: “Examples of Space Activity at NTNU: NUTS CubeSat,
CPT-SCOPE and future payloads” by Arnstein Kleven and Timo Stein at
UNOSAT in Geneva, Switzerland. English presentation also introducing
CPT-SCOPE.
5. Feb. 03, 2015: “CPT-SCOPE”, talk at Beuth Hochschule für Technik
Berlin (mechanics department) by Anton, Julian and Patrick
6. Jun. 9-12, 2015: “The Cosmic Particle Telescope (CPT-SCOPE) - a
Norwegian-German compact radiation monitor for small satellite
application developed by students”, presentation at Nordic Physics Days
2015, the CPT-SCOPE collaboration (G. H. Wesenberg)
7. Aug. 6, 2015: “CPT-SCOPE - a Norwegian-German student project
creating a compact radiation monitor”, presented by Timo Stein, Seminar
talk at the Dept. of Physics, University of Bergen, Norway.
8. September 10, 2015: “Towards a CubeSat-ready Radiation Monitor: The
Norwegian-German CPT-SCOPE project”, on behalf of the CPT-SCOPE
team by Timo Stein for the 7th European CubeSat Symposium in Liege,
Belgium. English presentation for CubeSat community; URL:
https://www.cubesatsymposium.eu/
9. Dec. 10, 2015: “The Cosmic Particle Telescope Project - First Results”,
on behalf of the CPT-SCOPE team presented by Anastasiya Dykyy and
Timo Stein, 1st Symposium on Space Educational Activities, Padova,
Italy.
10. Mar. 9, 2016: “CPT-SCOPE – a Norwegian-German student project
measuring cosmic rays in the stratosphere”, presented at the 4D Space
Lunch Seminar, University of Oslo, Norway (Timo Stein).
11. Mar. 14, 2016: “CPT-SCOPE project within the REXUS/BEXUS
program”, presentation at the Futurescapes: Symposium in New
Media,Technology, and the Humanities, NTNU, Trondheim, Norway
(Michael Beermann).
Publications (total: 2):
1. A Gjersvik, R Birkeland, M Tømmer, T A Stein, “The NUTS CubeSat
Project: Spin-offs and Technology Development”, 22nd ESA PAC
Symposium, 2015.
2. T A Stein, J Petrasch, A Walter, A Dykyy, M Beermann, and L Kempe,
“The Cosmic Particle Telescope Project - First Results”, Proceedings of
the 1st Symposium on Space Educational Activities, Padova, 9-12
December 2015 (In Publication).
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Student theses (total: 2):
1. J. Petrasch: “Towards Compact Space Instrumentation: Development
and Testing of the CPT-SCOPE Command Data Handling System”,
B.Sc. thesis, Institut für Informatik, Freie Universität Berlin, Feb. 2016,
written in German.
2. T. A. Stein: “Development of a Compact Radiation Monitor for Space
Application”, M.Sc. thesis, Department of Physics, NTNU, Jun. 2015,
written in English.

Additional Technical Information
Detailed mechanical drawings are available on the team site.

Request for Waivers
none
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10 Appendix
10.1 PDR report
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CDR report
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10.2 Integration Progress Review – IPR
Major RIDs from IPRs
·

Inclusion of batteries of otherwise
SED

·

Filename!

·

Only two chapter changes in the change record? There are more changes than this.
Project planning

·

Thermal design still in progress (deadline was the CDR)

·

Gantt chart in document not updated.

·

Gantt chart on teamsite not updated.

·

Most of chapter 3 entirely not updated!
Risk Register

·

Before EAR normally all medium risks should be reduced:
o

·

TC11, in-flight OBC failure, either severity is reduced by the actions stated or
probability is rediced by the testing.

No new risks found during testing?
Verification and testing

·

No updates in verification matrix
Launch and operations

·
·

Chapter not updated.
I would suggest that now we drop we the gopro – the team don’t have the time and haven’t
done the work.
Remaining points from the IPR report:

● The change log shall be kept updated between revisions.
highlighted.

Changes may also be

● In general there a lot of compilation errors in the SED
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● The outreach Go-Pro shall be briefly outlined in chapter 4 (including 4.2 – Mechanical
Interfaces). The description shall include the mass, dimensions, attachment and
viewing requirements.

● The team shall perform noise testing once they have received their FPGA to determine
whether reverse bias generation from their 5V (from the BEXUS power supply) is
sufficient.

● If the power supply is not sufficient then the team will require their own batteries.
● All boards and mechanical components shall be designed and manufactured for both

scenarios (with and without batteries), INCLUDING the provision of an external on/off
switch.

● The GPS test shall be completed and the inclusion of a GPS antenna and cable, or
otherwise, determined.

● The Go-Pro shall be a complete stand –alone system. A small note may be included to
explain that a start recording hack has been used.

● A basic CAD model of the go-pro should be added to the team site for inclusion in the
accommodation plan.

● In general , requirements linking to tests should also be verified by test.
● In general, V&T section needs some attention.
● Requirements to be verified by each test may be included in the test description – this
will help in further test definition.

● D.1 (mass) and D.2 (dimensions) may be by review, analysis and test but not
inspection.

● Section 6 shall not state there “are no risks”, if batteries are flown. The basic description
●
●
●
●

of the batteries (chemistry, capacity, location) and their risk mitigation (flight proven,
heritage, vacuum tested), shall be included in chapter 6.
they are included in the final realisation.
All radioactive samples for ground testing shall be included as safety risks.
Manufacturers’ data sheets shall be included for all batteries.
MSDS (material safety data sheets) shall be included for all radioactive samples used
in ground testing.

● The team shall clearly indicate their ESD protection requirements and include the
request for ESD mats, straps, grounding points and shoes from SSC/ZARM.

● In general pre-flight and post-flight activities need further consideration.
● Timeline for CD and flight shall be refined – see the timeline in the next CRP (v1-5) as
discussed during the review:

○ T-4h (before pick-up) switch on reverse bias switch (if included), switch on gopro and validation of data with experiment access with radiation sample.
Reverse bias switched off before pick-up.

○ T-3h30 (sweet spot tests): Switch on/off reverse bias switch as necessary for
testing.

● The RF frequency of the buck converters shall be included in the RF section.
● SSC shall provide PTU data from October to calibrate the measured pressure to known
(GPS) altitude.
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10.3 Experiment Acceptance Review – EAR
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